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§ty Items. 
Me Walter Damrosch, conductor of the N. Y. 
Symphony Orchestra, was fined f 30 for engaging Anton 
Hegner, the ’cellist, to play in his orchestra. This is 
American art protected by the Musical Mutual Pro¬ 
tective Union. 
“ Vbxilla Regis ” is the latest work of an American 
composer, Harry Rowe Shelley. It is a cantata com¬ 
prising six numbers, chorus, bass and soprano solo and 
orchestra. It is written with contrapuntal skill and is 
highly creditable. 
Du Dvorak has paid Anton Seidl, conductor of the 
N. Y. Philharmonic Orchestra, high compliments for 
his conducting of the new Dvorak Bymphony. He has 
even said SaidIss taking of the tempo in the second move¬ 
ment, which Dvorak had marked “ Andante,” was 
better, and thereupon he had changed it to “ Adagio.” 
x-Ladba Sohirmee Mapleson, the prima donna soprano, 
who was an inmate of the harem of the Saltan of Turkey, 
and who made marked success as a singer, died in Jan¬ 
uary, in New York, of pneumonia. 
Pltjnket Greeks, the Irish basso, who was so suc¬ 
cessful in his tour here last season, is to be with us 
again. His is a perfect vocal art.* 
The American Orchestra, under the leadership of 
Mr. Sam. Frapkev'which is an outgrowth of the trouble 
betweenAbS'M. M. P. S. U. and Walter Damrosch, gave 
its first concert in February. The programme included 
the Mozart Symphony in D maj op, 35, variations from . 
Moszkoffski’s 1st suite, and the prelude to “ Die Meis- 
tersinger.” ■ - 
Tomagno, the tenor, is said to be engaged by Abbey 
A Gran for a season of fifty performances in this 
country, beginning next October. Sixteen dollars a 
night is his price. v : 
Mattrbl, a celebrated tenor, who recently elaborated 
a method voice culture and lectured upon it, has been 
added to<Abbey & Gran’s list of artists, in addition to 
Tomagno. ^ 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., MARCH, 1894 
Madame Oappiani, the eminent teacher of voice train¬ 
ing, is dangerously ill in New York. i 
Tsohaikowski’s 6th symphony, which was to have ] 
been given by the N. Y. Symphony Orchestra at its , 
recent concert, will be given later in the season, the 
parts not being received in time for proper preparation. 
The N. Y. Philharmonic presented, at its latest con¬ 
cert a new symphony by Christian Binding. It proved 
eminently satisfactory. 
Emil Paur, the conductor of the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra (the successor of Arthur Nikisch), is surely 
demonstrating his great capabilities as an orchestral 
leader, and, in spite of adverse criticism, is gaining repu¬ 
tation constantly. 
Among the list of Americans who are entitled to notice 
because of unusual success abroad, are Wm. Lavra, the 
. tenor, and his wife, Mary Howe-Lavin, soprano. These 
artists- have conquered a critical musical public, by 
purely legitimate musical merit, and should-receive due 
praise. 
The Metropolitan Opera Company continue their fine 
presentations, but the repertoire inclsdes much heard 
works. Why such eminent artists cannot be heard in 
the newer works of Massenet, Reyer,^~Verdi, Chahrier 
and others, is a question worth determining. 
A society of 60 professional soloists has been formed 
in New York, with Frank Damrosch as its leader, for 
the study of choral, works too difficult for ordinary 
choruses. .A capeUa singing will be especially culti¬ 
vated. * 
FOREIGN. 
It is reported in reviews of the musical season of 1898 
that there was an unusual barrenness in concert novel¬ 
ties. Leipsic carried off the honors in thiB respect with 
two overtures and three symphonies beside other works. 
Of virtuosos Mrs, Fanny Bloomfield ZeiBler is chosen, 
by the Leipsic “ Signale ” for first-mention. 
The latest reports from Berlin in regard to the con¬ 
ducting of Siegfried Wagner, pronounce him to be oapa- 
ble of development and neither the wonder nor the clod 
which he has been called. At a recent concert of his. 
father’s works he overcame the coldness of the audience 
and evinced possibilities of future success. 
Saint Barns, the celebrated French composer, has a 
.JbabitxifJiisapri sariag-atjntervakvlater ooming baok-to— 
his usual. haunts with new works. He has just been 
missed and is supposed to be devoting himself to com¬ 
position in some out-of-the-way place. 
The Peters’ Musical Library, founded by Dr; M. 
Abraham of LeipBic, has recently been thrown open to 
the public. Would that there were more of them. 
, At an auction sale of Manuscripts lately at Vienna, 
the well preserved original song Op. 89, bearing Franz 
Schubert’s name and- dated April 24j 1824, sold for the 
small sum of forty-one dollars and twenty cents. An 
autograph letter of Ludwig van Beethoven to the mas- 
i ter’s own copyist, H. Ramp8h written in 1824, sold for 
, seventeen dollars. / 
NO. 3. 
Ebne8t Camille Sivorx( distinguished Italian vio- 
1 died t Genoa, F^o. 19. Made tours of Russia, 
Germany, England, and America. Won great distinc¬ 
tion and was given the Legion of Honor by French 
government. 
Francesco Asenjo Barbiere, Spanish composer and 
author, (lied at Madrid, February 19. Refused a posi¬ 
tion as professor of harmony and musical history at 
Conservatory. Was the author of many criticisms on 
history and literature of music. 
_ Verdi is eighty years old, yet he takes a horseback 
ride of nearly two hours every day. 
Leon Cavallo’s “I Medici” is proving a great sue* 
cess. The latter part of the opera shows a falling off 
of interest. It may also be mentioned here that Mas¬ 
cagni has not fulfilled the promise of his “ Cavalleria.” 
An organ built for a Jesuit church in Shanghai, haB 
its pipes made of bamboo instead of metal. The tone 
is said to be remarkable for its sweetness and purity. 
As bamboo; can be obtained in all sizes, it is available 
for open diapason pipes down to CC. 
An autograph score of Felicien David’s “ Le Desert” 
and 100 scores o£ Russian composers have been added 
to the Paris Conservatory library. . 
Alphonso Cipoleon has published at Trieste, his 
opera 632. A. rather prolific composer! 
Julius Handbook. a composer and teacher, who died 
recently at Halle, wrote 112 works between 1854 and 
the time of his death. 
The British Museum has increased its musical cata¬ 
logue by 7497 titles daring 1892. Among the rare MSS. 
so acquired are two very scarce works by Matthison, the 
would-be rival of Handel. 
Fragments of a new opera have been found among 
Tschaikowski’s papers, since his death. The subject is 
Romeo and Joliet. . 
It has been found that the Sunday performances of 
the opera in Paris not only did not pay hot detracted 
from the attendance upon other days. 
New symphonies are plenty just now. In addition to 
those named elsewhere one by Richard Metzdorf was 
given in Leipsic, under the composer’s direction, with 
mnch snccess. 
Another noted musician has left the ranks of the 
toilers since our last issue; Dr. Hans von Biilow, the 
great conductor, pianist, composer, and critic, died in 
—Egypt. (Cairo), EeDrdary-6—He was-born at-Dresden, 
January 8, 1880, and was but a little over 64 years old. 
Since 1883 he has given Bigns of insanity and by his 
erratic conduct did much to obscure his great powers as 
a musician. He visited America in 1869—89-90. In 
1898 he was placed in a private,asylum at Berlin, but 
his recovery has long been considered hopeless. He 
was a man of much learning and scholarship. 
Since November 1st, ladies are obliged to remove 
their hats at the Paris Grand Opera. 
Tsohaikowski was the first Russian musician to be 
honored with a State funeral. 
■ Tobti, the famous song writer receives $1200 for each 
Bong. 
Three hundred' and twenty-five books on musical sub¬ 
jects were published in Germanytduring 1898. 
$8000 have been subscribed to the Gounod monument 
in Paris, - 
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DYOBAK’S LESSORS, 
£ 6 ?? SPECIAL OFFER 
, TO 
TEACHERS,——SCHOOLS 
AND 
CONSERVATORIES. 
Send your address to us and we will send yon a copy 
of onr “Special Offer” and Samples of our new “Pu¬ 
pils’ Practice Slips.” If you use good music you will 
find it greatly to your advantage. If a teacher, state 
what you teach—piano, voice, or violin. If a vocalist, 
mention voice. __ 
THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC CO., 
f Music Publishers, 4r 
110 301X890m SXBJEUEIT, BOSTON. 
MENTION THIS PAPER, 
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED. 
BOSTOIJs MASS. 
More, than 200 Pianos Sold to Schools 
and Colleges In 1891. 
It is rathe? an ordeal to taken lesson in musical com- 
positio from Dr Di >rak. lift -» ac thoroughly »v 
mruest himself that 1 ; cannot t< 1 rale th< sligl test n- 
attention on the part of his pupils. His own is Buch a 
f«, verful personality tl at he fails tc on iersta id that his 
pupils hav not b intense originality He .is such ah 
nd fatagablew rker himself that he * erriblj exacting 
up< th «e wh an sti lying mderl . And isjideal 
of art it- net a lofty one, says the Herald, th self 
criticiaa he brings J. * bear pdn his iwi works ia 'f- 
searcl ng that thet budd cc i posers often look rith 
blank dismay upon the ,■» bless slashes He makes n 
their compositions. .. _ 
Even when an idea strikes him as good he is not con¬ 
tent until the pnpil has told, him the reason of its ex¬ 
cellence. As he often says;—“ If you write well by 
accident once, you will be just as likely to write badly 
ten times. Have a reason for everything you do. 
Examine yorir reason from every point of view. Make 
np your mind as to the merit of a musical theme, its 
treatment or accompaniment, only after careful^ thor¬ 
ough consideration. . Then, having come to.a.decided 
opinion upon the matter,,set to work and write it out. 
Yon may find many things to change upon farther re¬ 
flection, yon may modify the /work in many ways, but 
if your reasoning has been thorough you will find that 
the foundation, the kernel of your work remains just the 
same. I have no patience with the people who write 
down the first idea that comes into their head, who ac¬ 
company it with the harmonies that happen to suggest 
; themselves at the moment, who then score it for any 
instrument, or combination of instruments that Catches 
their fancy without any regard to the effect 1 There 
would not be so much written if people thought more.” 
“ Nonsense ” is a favorite word with the’Doctor, He 
applies it to any music he thinks badly of. “ Have yon 
finished yonr second subject?” asks one pupil of another. 
“Yes,"breaks in Dr. Dvorak. “ he has finished it, and 
this time it is not so bad. I don’t understand so and 
so,” he continues. “ Sometimes he writes' such awful 
f nonsense.’ ” 
In giving a lesson in composition Dvorak Beems to 
concentrate his entire faculties upon the matter in hand. 
He walks restlessly about, singing the theme or mark¬ 
ing the rhythm of the music which the pupil is proba- 
J bly writing upon the board; Then he stops, “ What are 
you doing?” he asks brusquely. “ I thought,” stam¬ 
mers the pupil. “Not that is just it. You did not 
think. Had yon been thinking yon would not be writ¬ 
ing such nonsense.' Now, what do yon intend to do 
here?” he goes on. With the hope of getting out of 
the difficulty the pupil says. “ Don’tyon think it would 
be well ? ’—He gets no farther, for the Doctor, good- 
humoredly, takeB him* by the arm, and turning him to 
the board, says, “ Donrt  talk so much. Write 1” In 
embarragged silence the pupil chalks a note, which 
Dvorak rubs out immediately. He tries another—the 
same result. “ Don’t yon know what yon want to 
write?” asks the teacher. “It is your composition. 
Yon ought to know what are your ideas—if yon have 
any,” he adds as a species of afterthought. 
Then, aftdravaatamount of discussion, daring which 
every note, every rhythm, every harmony is passed 
through the searching inspection of Dr: Dvorak’s critical 
faculties, a few measures of music are completed, during 
the evolution of which few measures the pnpil haB 
learned more of Dr. Dvorak’s methods of composition 
than could be explained in voluines. He never writes a 
note for a pupil, he never suggests a single definite altera¬ 
tion ; the exercise is essentially the pnpil’s own, and yet 
by the thoroughness of the Doctor, by his remarks as 
each note is written, by his expressions of contempt or 
satisfaction, the few measures of exercise when finished 
probably bear no more resemblance to the idea with 
which the pnpil started out than does the Ninth Sym¬ 
phony to the latest music kail ditty. 
The composition class at the National Conservatory? is 
quite a big one. And it is evidently extremely popular. 
Apart from the discomfort of having to work under , the 1 
fire of Dr. Dvorak" s sarcastic comments—comments 
which bring a smile to the listeners’ faces and a blush 
of confnBion to the countenance of him to whom the re¬ 
marks are directed—the pupils seem to thoroughly enjoy 
their lessons. St any rate they are in no hurry to go 
when they have finished. Instead of that they open a 
brisk conversation with the famous Bohemian, asking 
him questions about his work, telling him about difficul¬ 
ties they have experienced in their compositions, to all 
of which he listens with never failing interest. 
all your mental 'energies. This iis the price of success. 
If on ar« engaged • >me othc pursuit \ tha you 
first and best attention, arid if ag «. mu ic as a 
pleasure and pastimeb "mo to So lay out ybni time and 
course, of stndy as to - realize' yonr intention and thus 
ivoid becoming an annoyance to your friends and *> 
hindrance in any organization with which yon ally 
y< ar elf Ab ve * t’ thing avoid s hei *■ prof s tm *1 
or amateur, becomingamuaical, “Jack of all trades,” 
who can Bcrape on tne fiddle, toot on the flute, squawk 
on the clarionet, blare on the. cornet or trombone, .and 
not be able to play at all decently on any instrument, 
rhete re me thousands too i any of his kind in the 
land.already and but too fez who can play well upon 
• instrn lent Specialists ar i - demai 1 ve j day, 
and the, wh< are misters c their sp« oialty find *• ady 
employment. It is the indifferent and • oor performers 
who have to seek, instead of being Sought, and who fain 
must find sustenance in the droppings from the rich 
man’s table. 
The difference between players, lies not so much in 
the disparity of mnsical capacity as in that of persistent 
effort to overcome the difficulties inherent to the study 
of music. I have known the man of brilliant parts be¬ 
come & martyr to his aptitude, while ion the other hand, 
I have been, arid am acquainted with some who have 
reached high positions by dogged perseverance, and de¬ 
termination to overcome certain natural disqualifications. 
Bather be it the. latter than the former, bat if blessed 
with the faculty for acquiring easily what others must 
labor hard to achieve, take my word for it, unless yon 
are willing to descend to the consideration of detail and 
all implied thereby, the man who plods, will become 
the more useful musician and leave yon behind in the 
race of life.—Dominant. 
TO PBA0TI8E A SOM. 
The student, when practising, should stand firmly 
(on both feet) in an upright, easy position, the head 
erect, the chest well expanded, the shoulders kept 
downward ; he should open the -throat^as wide as 
possible, bat the month only moderately, drawing the 
lips rather, tight, so as just to show the upper row of 
teeth, as iri smiling, iri order that the sound striking a 
hard surface (says Signor tamperti), may vibrate with 
greater intensity, and give a ring and brilliancy to the 
voice. f 
It is a great mistake to open the month too much— 
it causes a thick, unpleasant sonority, and renders 
rapid and distinct articulation impossible. The tongue 
should reinain at full length, so as to leave the largest 
possible space in the month. 
The student would do well to practise before a look¬ 
ing-glass, or hold a small mirror in his hand, to see if 
the aperture of the throat and the uvula are visible. 
M. Ltjtgbn. ' 
PIANO PLAYING CAN’T BE STOPPED. 
A music Btudent has her say in the following letter 
“ A,.person has a perfect right to use a piano in her own 
aparttrients at any reasonable hour. This subject has 
been aired in the newspapers again and again, and even 
carried into the courts, always to the discomfiture of the 
com plainant. OB course, there 1b much idle drumming 
by those who are neither flayers nor students, but as 
long as there are musicians, students must work longand 
hard, and |that [means hours at the instrument. Why, 
sometimes when I have been at the piano, people who 
call Iheiriselves “gentle” have had the impudence to 
rap on’the wall. Those persons who are so sensitive 
to noise, should not live in a city, with its houses and 
flats of thin walls, bnt go to the quiet of the country.” 
While playing Kalkbrenner’s four-part, one-handed 
fugue, I thought of the 
A TEUTH. 
exc llent Thibaut, author of the 
hook on “ The Purity of Music,” who told me that once, 
at a concert given by Crairirif in London, a polite Lady 
English convention, and stood on tiptoe to stare at the 
artist’s hands. The ladies near her imitated her exam¬ 
ple. until at last the. whole audience was standing: the 
ady, and after her the ladies, whispered around Thibaut s 
“ Hepvens, what trills 1 what trills! and with the fourth 
and' fifth fingers: and with both^ hands at once 1 ” 
The* whole ; audience murmured in ft accompaniment, 
“Heavens, what a trill! what trills I and with both,” 
etc. Wonld to heaven that a race of monstrosities 
could arise In the world of artists; players with six 
then the day of virtuosodom 
l 
OATALOOUE8 FREE. 
933 TO 388 80. CANAL STREET. 
To attain to excellence iri all things, is an impoBsibil- . ., ., 
ity in the span .of an average; life-time. But by proper fingers^on^each hand; then thi 
division of time and energy one may excel in some par- woa be at'an &na.~r{schut>fann. 
ticnlar thing, and do -.era z . 11. 7If you ire about to 
devote yonr life to music, then the study of all pertain¬ 
ing to the department in whichyjon seek to become a 
special! be it that of comp. ier, rfbr .er, or the- 
retician, ■ must ‘ occupy yorir first': attention, and to the 
' 'ails ■ " '* mastery of all det incidental thereto you must bend 
Untoward accidents will sometimes happen ; bnt, 
after many, ■ many -^earS of * thoughtful experience, 1 
can truly say; that nearly all those1 who began life with 
me have succeeded or failed as they deserved. r-ri2fcAartl 
Sharp. 
UIDDEX & BATES 
Sootsbbh Music House, 
. . 4- . ^ 
„ ESTABLISHED 1870. 
CJL 
Your attention U called to the following get of easy teaching pieces by 
THE^DOBE MC>95.!L3ILiOf€} : 
1. Petite Sonde. . 4. Evening Song. 
2. Merry Hearts Polka. 5. Morning Tj w,. 
3. Picnio Salop. 6. Jasmin© Waltz. 
la SO - 
These charming compositions are each in the second grade of 
difficulty.; Written in a most pleasing manner; melodious, yet 
presenting material for the different forms of finger practice. 
YOU BULOW DIES. 
Dr. Hass Guido yon Bulow, who died in Cairo, on 
Monday, Febuary,12th. was born on January 8,1830, at 
Dresden.; Edward Dannrenther gives the following 
biographical notes and estimate c<t Billow’s abilities in 
Grove’s “Dictionary of Musiaand Musicians :*VThe fore¬ 
most pianist of that most advanced school of pianoforte 
flaying, founded by Chopin and developed by Liezt. A 
first*rate conductor, and a musician whose technical at¬ 
tainment's and complete knowledge of the art from its 
germs to its very latest development cati be rivaled by a 
few 'Contemporaries and surpassed by none. Ah * 
pianist his repertoire comprehends the master works of 
all styles and schools, from the early Italian to the pres¬ 
ent day; it would, in fact, be difficult to mention a work 
Laden's Piano Method. Bds. 80 pp., $1.25 
The best and most practical method for beginners ever pub¬ 
lished. Accompanying the exercise will also be fonnd a COM- 
ff .EYE FMKOWETICAI. TREATISE, with a series of 
questions at the close of each Iwi. for the benefit of young 
pupils. 
fame andShnrcli. ' Bds. 128 pp, '$100 
A collection of choice music, easily arranged for the reed organ. 
It is adaptedfor both home and church, as within its pages are 
found selections both classical, and popular. It also contains a 
number of opening and closing voluntaries. 
We keep constantly In stock the new Issues of all the leading 
music dealers, such as A P. Schmidt, G. Schirmer, Oliver Ditson Co., 
John Chnrch Co., etc., etc. , 
We allow same discounts to teachers as given by all dealers and 
publishers, and we can save time for all Southern teachers. 
Particular attention is paid to selections for teachers and seml- 
n cries. We provide a special blank for those wishing to avail 
themselves of this privilege. 
Catalogues and selection blanks mailed upon application. 
Kindly mention Thk Etude when corresponding. 
Hen & Bates 
SAVANNAH, CrA. 
SEiOSMI METRONOMES. 
We have just received a new importation of 
the finest Maejzel Metronoraes dw*^ from 
France. -: - ----. 
Without Sell, 
With , “ 
Pr«>© $S,®§. 
« 4.5@a 
THEODORE PSES^ER* 
Chestnut Street, ■ - : i‘ |d fiphia, Pa. 
A New and Original Publication. 
_mm _,_1_ 
By JOHANN SPBAStTIAN BAOB, 
* " - t'v- -f -. ’ 'i'? f 1 
Wflttt Aa@ByttflcaB flta CWI>ll(OBte 
BBRNARDUS BOHKHLMAN. 
A highly approved edition and endorsed by the following promi¬ 
nent artists- 
G. W. Chadwick, E. A McDowfU, A. M. Duvernoy, Arthur Foots, 
ytols W.Oedo, Fr.Qernsheim,'Alex.Gnllm&nt, August Horn, Walter 
?.,,f mn A 0. Mmkm Wllliai M, son I; W. Nlch u, CM 
Bainecke, Dr. Hugo Biemann, itorits Bo^onthalj, Samuel P. Warren, 
Arthur Friedhelm, Fanny Bloomfield-Zelsler, etc. . 
Copica tor sale by ; 
T$KdpqiiR 
1708 Obestout Street, - Philadelphia. 
of any importance by any composer for the pianoforte 
which ^e has not played in public and by heart. His 
prodigious musical memory has enabled him also as a 
conductor to perform feats which have never before 
been attempted, and will in all likelihood not be imitated. 
The distinctive peculiarity of both his playing and con¬ 
ducting may be Bet down as a pasaonate intellectuality. 
.One notices at every step - that all details have-been 
thought abbut, and mastered down to the^minutest par¬ 
ticle ; onefeels that all effects have been analyzed and 
calculated' 'with the utmost subtlety, and yet the whole 
leaves an impression of warm spontaneity. This is the 
highest praise which can be awarded to an executant. 
It does not, perhaps, apply to all of Billow’s appear* 
ances in p'ulic, but it applies strictly to his perform- 
aneeSUt their bestand it is but bare justice to measure 
the achievements of a great artist as one measures a 
mountain Chain, by the peaksrather than’by the valleys. 
The analytical and reconstructive powers just empha¬ 
sized render his editions of classical pianoforte works, 
such as those of Beethoven’s sonatas, variations, and 
bagatelles; from Op. 63 upward, of Cramer’s studies, of 
selection's from Sebastian and Emanuel Bacb, from 
Handel, Scarlatti, etc., in which he haB indicated the 
most refined phrasing and fingering, as well as the most 
minnte nuances of tempo and expression, and has col 
lected. presumable misprints and inaccuracies—unique 
and invaluable to the student. In addition to these 
admirable partition de piano of the most intricate score 
in existence. Wagner’s “Tristan nnd Isolde,” together 
with that of the overture to “ Die Meisterfinger,’’ and 
“ EineFaUstOverture,” as well as the arrangements of 
Weber’s two concertos and the concertstnck for the 
DiahofortelEolor8houIdbementioned.Inearlyyouth 
Von Billow,Beems to have shownneither talent for music 
£Qr delight in it. Both gifts firBt made their appearance 
after a lphgiillness, but then in a supreme degree. After 
full ninth year he was placed under Friederich Wieek, 
mb father of Clara Schumann, who' laid: the foundation 
for his future technical achievements. M. K. Eberwein 
was for two years subsequently his master in harmony 
and counterpoint: 
In 1848 he came to the University of Leipzig to com 
mence the * Study of jurisprudence,: his parentis i always 
h i§. * }pk •'* npo i mmio as a x e re pa time. 
-V 7•* tpzig he c ntinned his stud «. counterpoint 
Under Hauptmann In October, 1849, wq find him & 
member of the University «- Berlin abebrbed in the 
political movements >f the time, and court ributoi tc a 
democrat! { journal Dm /In this paper 
h< first began to ann unci and defend niBmmsioal dpt 
trines of the new German school led by Liszt and 
Wagh'er. ' 
A performance of ‘‘Lohengrin ” at Weimar, in'1860, 
under Liszt, moved him so intensely that he threw oyer 
hjs career as a lawyer, went to Zurich, and intrusted 
himself to the guidance of Wagner. In Jane, 1851, he 
went to Weimar to study pianoforte playing under Liezt, 
and in 1868 made his first concert tour7 plbying at 
v ienna, Pesth, Dresden, Carlsrnhe, Bremen, Hamburg, 
and Berlin; From 1866 to 1864 he occupied the post of 
principal master of pianoforte playing at the Conser- 
vertorium of Professors^ Stern and A. B. Marx, at Ber- 
hn. Here we find him organizing trio soirees, orchestral 
concerts,'and pianoforte recitals, with programs of the 
most varied character, though with a decided leaning 
toward the works of the new German school, writing 
articles for various political and musical papers, making 
journeys through Germany and the Netherlands and 
rtussia, and reaping laurels everywhere as player and 
conductor. In 1864 he was called to Munich as Princi¬ 
pal Conductor at the Royal Opera, and Director of the 
Conservatorium. It was there that he succeeded in or¬ 
ganizing model performances of Wagner’s “ Tristan nnd 
Isolde” and “ Die Meistersinger von Nuremberg.” Jn 
1869 he left Mapich and has aince been giving concerts 
in Italy, Glerinany, Russia,> Poland, England, and 
America. ■ • - v ■ 
It will .be remembered that Von Billow’s first wife was 
the daughter of Liszt, and that she subsequently left 
Yon Billow and became, in 1870, the second wife of 
" ftgner, the relations between the great musicians being 
not greatly disturbed by the incident. 
For the last two years Von Billow's insanity has been 
acute, and his death has been expected by his friends. 
A 8UMMEE SCHOOL IU PE0SPE0T. 
The time has about arrived, for a summer normal 
school of a high order. Every summer there are quite 
a number of good Bmall schools where a teacher'can 
gain considerable knowledge but I doubt whether any of 
them afford advantages to meet all demands. 
An active teacher can take in a great amount of theo¬ 
retical knowledge in the coarse of one of these summer 
schools. This knowledge can afterward be more thor¬ 
oughly digested. An ideal normal school perhaps is 
not attainable just yet, but we are tempted very strongly 
to try our hand once more. All things can be accom¬ 
plished if only the teachers come out and support the 
undertaking. Years ago the editor>of The Etdb® en¬ 
gaged in this work, provided a corp of able instructors at 
a great expense, bat for some reason the teachers did 
not give it support. We have before this, and after it, 
-attended many -summer schools-which- were-not any 
better patronized. One Chief reason of failure in summer 
schools in the past, is that there was not the necessity for 
them that now exists. The field of musical education 
has broadened enormously in late years. Theory has 
become a.necessity; History is required in ©very course. 
A teacher can remain no longer ignorant of the great 
works in mnsic; besides this collateral knowledge is in¬ 
dispensable.^ The public is more exacting—unless a 
teacher is roundly developed musically, he sinks to the 
bottom. It is to /‘meet..the- demand for higher culture 
that we are moved to announce a summer school in 
Philadelphia for teachers of .mnsic, and others. The 
proper understeading of “ Touch and Technic ” by Dp. 
Wo. Mason requires the jiving example. We are 
deluged with letters from all puts 6f the country, in¬ 
quiring where “Touch and Technic ” maybe learned. 
.. We purpose to afford evefy advantage to teachers in the 
way of' gaining a knowledge of pimo technic based on 
“ Touch and Technic.” We hope to have Dr. Wm. 
Mason, W. S. B. Mathews, and T. C. Fillmore, princi¬ 
pally for this object. All branches of musical education 
will receive attention by* the greatest experts . in the 
country. Lectnresjon mo^ic will be made a chief feature. 
Classes in theory will be jn charge of Dr. H.. A. Clarke. 
We propose to have a reci&l daily by'some artist, besides 
numerous concerts by the -pupils. A general chorus 
practice, we hope to have,'every evening. The plan in 
detail' is not yet mUde up bat Tor that there- is 'time 
enough: We willjoaentidfo that the^University Extension 
Course willbeheld!inPhiladelphiaat the same time. In 
this course many .of the-best lectures can be .heard. 
There is a movement now to.cqqibine these two interests; 
there no ionbt that ‘ they are doselj elated WS 
would like to have the YQipe of our readers on the de- 
* t* i ty f 2^ f t summ sr us have 
youi vi t: j befo w Snu, .*, fee publ ca ' i '-tf 
teniimony from active i'~>r-?*'*' willbe valuable just at 
this time. 
BBIITKQPf & HillEL, BEAD I BEAD I BEAD I 
'.BYMADAMS A. PXTMir. 
3S East lSthlfp«8l» How York 
ELEHENTARY SCALE AND CHORD STUDIES 
IDBYHB 
■VIOLZIfT- 
By G. DANNREUTHER. 43 Pages. 4to. $2. 
Especially designed for the use of youi^g students, ena¬ 
bling them j to gain a clear and accurate knowl¬ 
edge of aU the major and xninoraeales,keys, 
and chords. It may be used in eon- 
junction with smy method.* ■ 
Breitkopf & Hirtel*s ¥I0L1MS. 
(Made In our Heir York workshops 
by Herm. Olaesel.) 
The Highest Grade Violins in the market. $100, $130. 
Theory of the New Keyboard. 
By WINKLER & KEELER. 50 cts. 
Gives in a comprehensive, concise form, Beales and 
Chords on the Janko Keyboard. 
Students’ Violins. 
$5 to $25. Style 23|, Maggini Model, strong, 
sonorous tone. Teacher’s price $10. 
School of Modem Piano Yirfciiostty. 
By ROSENTHAL & SCHYTTE. Complete, $5.00 
3 Books, $2 each. 
Technical Studies for the highest degree of develop* 
mens. 
American E i dolins. : 
THE SPRING LAKE, No. 102. Walnut, American 
t Machines. Prof. Price $7.50. 
Melodic Studies of .Medium. Mfiimilty. 
By HERMAf^MOHR, Op. 66. 
--—^-3 Books/SO ets.each. 
9 Studies of much value. “ Ma&ikzeiiuiig.” 
iwiiaricsm Guitars. 
■ - - *. 
No. 74, Mahogany, $10. No. 76, Rosewood, 
$12.50. Our ow^ make. 
Musical Penmanship. 
By E. BRE8LAUR-GANS. 75 cts. 
Edition of the New England Conservatory of Music, 
Boston. Practical exercises for music writing. 
Artists* Yiolina. 
$20 to $100. 
Made after the best models of the old masters. They 
possess the sympathetic, sonorous tone of 
the originals. 
Jadassohn, Manual of Haimony. 
Translated by PAUL TOREK sndH.B. PASMORE. 
238 Pages. Cloth, $2.50. Prof. 
Price $1,50. 
Oars Would deem it almost unnecessary to say that 
- v - 7 etude it of music ougl t to taki a mu deal jo irnfil, 
an 1 i ill m or® a ins eseary to bsj th * ever; lead ei of 
music ah old. There are some teachers that insist on 
their pupils subscribing for a musical paper. May there 
not be some pupils wh ought to insist,on their teacher 
taking one ? Perhaps it would not be too much to say 
that ther inusical periodicals ought> to be read,not only 
by teachers and students, but lay all persons whogointo 
society, attend concerts and who would be thought intel¬ 
ligent. ;i, 
It may be well to consider the reasons why these should 
peruse the musical journals and their excuses' for not 
doing' so, w 
There1., are teachers and teachers. Some have: had 
every advantage and are thoroughly equipped for ’their 
work ; others have had but few advantages, yet are striv¬ 
ing to do their best; some have a narrow routine, on 
the linesbf which they work year after year, ignorant of 
the fact that the world’s progress has left them far be¬ 
hind ; others are experimenting, while others hre ignor¬ 
ant of the first principles of teaching. Some teachers 
have the gift of imparting their knowledge >>tb their 
pupils, while others, their superiors perhaps in learning 
and executive ability, are more or less lacking in thiB 
faculty. 
An experienced teacher might think it enough to read 
a paper that chronicles the current events of the musical 
world, but consider it unnecessary-to read is ^magazine 
which claims to" teach people how to study and how to 
teach. But has it never come within his experience to 
haye at least one pupil who was not teachable by ordin¬ 
ary methods, whose temperament or personal peculiari¬ 
ties demanded an original management, a new way of 
getting at the intelligence? And might not this way be 
suggested by the perusal of, the. music journal? Would 
it not be a good idea for teachers to copy the M. D.’s, 
and write oat a description of their hard caseBand the 
treatment and send to the journals? , Teachers with a 
long experience will generally have at least one such 
ram avis among their pupils. 
The teacher of few advantages will find the hints and 
ideas in a,musical journal equal to any humbeb of music 
lessons ; indeed thewritten thoujghts of distinguished 
and snecessful teachers are of far more value than real 
lessons from an inferior teacher. 7 
No. teacher ought to think his or her method of teach¬ 
ing so perfect, it could not be improved by at least coin* 
paring it with others. It must be remembered that 
methods of teaching are constantly changing. The 
methods of to-day are not like those of ten years ago, 
and still less like what they were twenty yearn ago. As 
the standard of piano playing in this country Is higher 
to-day than it was twenty years ago, and as more per¬ 
sons aspire to the highest standard, so the methods hUve 
correspondingly changed. . The royal road to learning 
is being diligently sought and in some cases has been 
found. 
The day of the Instruction hook—Hjonten’s or Ber- 
tini’s—is over: the. Instruction book seems tp be for the 
teacher who doesn’t know how. to teach.,, Observation 
proves'that there is nothing bo discouraging to a be¬ 
ginner as an Instruction book: with some 'teachers the 
future is mercifully veiled, but with the Instruction book. 
.ported Mandolinej. 
THE JUNIATA. Clear and sweet tone. No. 25, 
Maple and Rosewood, Prof. Prioe $10. 
Please Write for Catalogs) eg of Sheet Music, Mosle 
Books, and Instruments. 
& 
eRisiricp& hautel, 
- NEW YORK. . 
ambitions .little boy or-girl, and means ao many phges id: 
be gone over before having a piece, said piece’ being 
something with a bine or pink cover that they call roll 
up," . ■ v , "V ' 
The one-sided teacher who has been giving Czerny and 
Cramer for the last twenty years, and who has paver 
read a musical journal, would be somewhat astonished, 
on picking np one by accident, to read therein thatthere 
are some teachers who no longer give exercises to; their 
pupils,.>rho no longer consider/ it necessary fo spend 
years practising exercises in twenty-fonr keys, to accus¬ 
tom the hands to positions t may never occur in any 
of their'pieces. To be 'mre^ they give technical studies, 
or finger exercises, comprehensive enough to cover all 
emergencies, bnt no Cramer or Czerny, the elements 
contained in these, being plentifully found'in the pieces 
to be studied. 
. No teacher can afford to do without the musical peri¬ 
odicals.’ Besides the current musical events, think of the 
subjects treated of—-How to study a piece.: How to make 
the most progress in the.shortest term: How .to memor- 
ize How ft play with qxpre son: What tc read, rad m 
infinite variety .of other topics, all interesting and in¬ 
structive to the teacher. Even the advertisements of a' 
musical journal are snggestive. ' 
Wide awake teachers mast keep np with the times, 
. they n tp' get ~ id as and. these come. ont in 
the musical periodicals. They ought also to be willing 
to give their original ideas to the world. If you have a 
new idea andtry to keep it to yourself, yon will find that 
somebody else has that same idea, or something similar 
to it. If this other gives it to the world, he gets the 
credit of originality. 
Musical students cannot afford to do without a musical 
journal, nnlesB they wish to become one- sided. Noteacher 
is able to take np many subjects in one lesson, but must 
be compelled, for want of time, to neglect Borne topics 
he wonld like to touch upon. The perusal of these little . 
essays rounds ont the pupil’s knowledge, excites his am¬ 
bition, supplements the work of the teacher and impels 
Mm to .reflection and to ask questions of the teacher, 
and this in torn compels the teacher to read the journals, 
in order to be ready for the pupil’s queries. ■ 
There is do donbt that musical journals are valuable 
and necessary, since so many good teachers are willing 
'to contribute their best and brightest thoughts to them: 
and what excuses do people give for not reading them 1 
One says “ I haven’t time.” Such are advised to give 
one lesson a week less, take at least one hour a week to 
get some new thoughts to vitalize the weary brain. This 
reading may be done for recreation if not for instruction. 
Some teachers say, “ I do not read or recommend the 
musical journals.; there are so many theories advanced, 
bo many methods pat forward, that one gets all mixed 
up and doesn’t know what to believe.” Hal bal now 
yon have fallen into my trap. I was just waiting to 
hear you say that. What is a method ? If playing will 
be the bisect, method is the roa&to reach it. Method is 
the Bhort cat to perfection. If different teachers have 
different methods, the goal is the same, it is only the 
starting point or the route which varies. 
The real te&eher is not the one who says “ Do this 
exactly as I do, or as I tell yon to do,” and who inti¬ 
mates that no further questions are to be asked on the 
subject;' but the one who teaches his pupils how to think, 
to reflect, to learn the principles. of things, bo that if 
they were to stop their lessons next week, they could 
go on alone, by means of the principles learned: while 
the pupils of the other teacher come to a standstill as 
soon as they stop taking lessons. 
One learnB nothing by blindly following another, but 
by examining the theories and weighing s.be opinions of 
many others, one develops his own judgment. Experi¬ 
ments bring experience, .and .reflection promotes pro¬ 
gress. The one who gets all mixed np ” reading the 
ideas and opinions of otberg.is not one who can separate 
the chaff from, the wJ}eSt.J';The young, inexperienced 
teacher, must study,, read, reflect and experiment, to 
grow intofulLstature. 
Those who do not teach.w study music, and are per¬ 
haps not.musically inclined may ask,.“ Why Bhould I 
read a musical journal ? ” Why, to avoid the ridiculous 
mistakes, made by those wjio: attempt , to express their, 
opinions on a subject of which they are ignorant. If 
that lady who was'writing, a novel had read the musical 
journals.Bheprobabl vwouldnothavemade her heroine 
play “ Beethoven’s lovely variations'’on:* Home sweet 
home! ”, nor have her “ study sub-bass tiR she could trill 
like a hlird.” What do you- think of thisrMb Ed; U. 
Cated was occupying a seat in the box of Mr. Money¬ 
bags at the opera, apd, casually remarked, ‘‘Are yon 
partial to’ Meyerbeer, Mr. Moneybags?”: “ No, no,” 
replies the latter, “ I never drink anything hat Milwau¬ 
kee.” Or this:—Mr. Parvenu was calling on Mr, Hi- 
birth, who wsb sitting in his library and occasionally 
glancing over the paper. Suddenly he says, “ They say 
Cotopaxi can sometimes be heard 600 miles.” “ I don’t 
bblieve it,” says ■ Mr. :P. “You don’t; why not?” 
“ Why I don’t believe thSre is & singer m^the world 
that can be heard half that distance.” “Bat Cotopaxi 
is avolsano.” “ Oh, is it, I thought it wss one of tnose 
singing fellows that goes around with Patti*” 
The most intelligent persons try-tb learn something 
about eyery subject. Reader, go thou and - do likewise.. 
QUESTIONS ABOUT SCALES. 
, .j ... 177- f . 
[Ths qs x it „<« u- the killos mg lie v-all been 
asied the writer at different times .by men and women 
of culture. Scales are not dry’runs' simply. Their 
origin and development are mixed up with, some of the 
most interesting tacts of human history and life. The 
in arraation in roived in answeri ig this questi >ng cor¬ 
rectly will certainly make music bi ■ m greater and 
nobler to any boy or girl who will take the trouble of 
Iqofe Bg th n up. Thera wil baa bri f set of a 3wers 
b^future numl r of Thi Etudb mfiieient to test the 
ooamejiMjia of. th conclusio sar ivedat bj ourr adore.] 
I. 'b$m:fog intervals of our majpr mode derive d from ■tiiijijpliijniiifonj nitiinfiiifT"'' 
II. Is the cr$^ miy animal in the intervals of either 
from ours? 
IV. What two great Cbristra^lqshops busied them¬ 
selves with singix g-scbools aBi scales ? 
V. Who invented syllabic names oif !qur scale notes, 
“and how did he happen to do it? " ... 
VI. Is the use of the chromatic scale earju& or later 
than of the major mode? How did if'get its 
name. < 
VII. Are any of our scales older than the Chri^d$q 
, era? 
VIII. Which tone of our Beale giveB energy to our 
music? which repoBe? which iB the saddest, the 
most restless? which is neutral? 
IX. What did Milton mean when he wrote “Lap me 
in the soft Lydian airs ? ’ 
X. Do we use any of the scalp intervals in speaking? 
XI. Axe the relative pitches of the scale tones always 
the same on the violin that foey are on the piano? 
XII. What is an enharmonic scale ? 
ALL CHILDREN LEARN MUSIC. 
NOTES FOB TEACHERS. 
' BY PEBItBB V. JKBVIS. 
DuatHO a talk.ou tone production, one teacher with an 
incredulous look said, ‘‘ You really don’t believe that 
the mannerin which the key is struck makes any-differ- 
ence in the tone. The hammer can only strike the 
string in one way. How, then can yon alter the tone 
quality by pressure or believing ;m such an absurd thing 
as the so-called caressing touch ?” This teacher was a 
pupilofacelebrated musician, who only recently in a 
lecture publicly made the assertion that a good touch 
depended far more on a proper nse of the pedal and cor¬ 
rect phrasing, than on any method of striking the keyB. 
0) To theskepticism of iny pnpil I made no reply, but 
the next lesson, after he had played for me the piece he 
had been studying I played it for him, when his first 
remark was, “ Why can’t I get such a beautiful singing 
tone from the piano.” I Said, You should be able to, 
for yon know the hammer can only strike the string in 
one way.” This object lesson convinced him more 
..thoroughly than hours Pf talk, and thereafter he was a 
converted man. The proof of the touch is the sound 
DAT*.'; 
1848 1 
This idea seems generally to prevail that music is an 
accomplishment that is to be acquired only by a special 
course of study and by certain methods that are not, as 
a rule, employed in teaching other branches of education. 
If would seem to go without saying that a child should 
learn muBic as it learns its A, B, C,’ s. If a child can 
read, it ought to know the letters on the scale and the 
keyboard of an instrument. There is ho reason why a 
child sHohld not read mnsio as readily as it reads print. 
Music should never be an accomplishment, and should 
never be taught as such. . It should be as mnch a part 
of the regnlar training of every youngster as reading and 
spelling. No matter how long people live, they are 
never out of the range of music! and its possibilities. 
Every chorch service, every entertainment, even nature, 
herself, is fall of masic; and those who. are taught from 
childhood to comprehend and assist in creating this most 
^delightful accompaniment to every-day life have very 
much to be thankful for. When a child can read its 
primer, it should be thoroughly drilled in the elements 
of music and aa it advances should stndy this branch in 
common with others. If this were the case; we would 
hear a great deal of vety^ much better music than we are 
treated to, and those who hear it would he mnch better 
able to appreciate iti In addition to this, there is noth¬ 
ing so comforting to persons of fine temperament as the 
harmony of good music, and no greater delight in leisure 
hoars or times when one is somewhat under the weather, 
than to be able intelligently to appreciate or xender the 
fine works of classic and more oruinaiy composers. As 
almost every house in the landfoas a musical instrument 
of some sort, it seemB strange that every Bchool-hoose 
has not its musical chart and its simple and comprehen¬ 
sive coarse of musical stndy. The child who learns music 
with the elementary branches is so ingrained with it that 
it is never forgotten. - 
Music is always .elevating in its tendencies and puts 
people in better humor under almost all circumstances. 
It is a solace to the weary, and it breaks , the strain of 
care, pats the whole being in better condition and is 
often quite as valuable to distracted spirits as a 
doctor’s medicine. 
It would be well worth while tb incorporate a thorough 
musical training 'into the public-school system.; -and 
some, day, when ^people come to realize more clearly the 
advantages-of it, we >hall see this delightful element 
madjta"part--'of all courses of study; * 
—There are certain fine qualities in the best legato 
piano-playing that are best developed on the reed:organ. 
Many of -the. most noted teachers have a reed organ in 
their studio,’and require pupils'fo play certain passages 
on this; instrument.. There a^e also many time difficul¬ 
ties that sure best conquered ,on., this-instrument. The 
“ Melodious Studies for the^eedOr'gan/’byMr. Lon¬ 
don,volume II, .contains apecfol; work; in this line, as well 
as material for the best playjng bfehuhcb music, both 
on the piam) andqa the reed orgttn. Itisnot anfmobm- 
mon thing: for pnpils to; not reallyfkhow; what a'true 
legato is nqtil they haye learned; it on the organ. , 
* * * 
I found;that many teachers made the mistake of giv¬ 
ing the pupils,fop mnch in a lesson. Instead of taking 
one point and aip^mg it perfectly clear to the pupil, they 
confused the latter;uifo; a, multitude of details and the 
consequence was tfoMi foe pnpil did nothing intelligently 
and wefo ; As an instancse, one teacher gave all of the 
Mason finger exercises with both rhythms in-one lesson, 
and then wondered why his pupils became hopelessly 
confused. Here the old saw holds, “ One thing at a 
time and that done,well.” 
■ '■ & * 
■ ;■■■■ * * * 
I was. surprised to find so many teachers using the 
Mason “Touch and Technic,” with1 the hand-and arm 
in a state of great rigidity. Unless the mascle|;c^ui be 
kept devitalized, one would better leave the two-fin^er 
exerCise alone, as it may be productive of more harm, 
than good, owing to the fact that the contracted mosclea 
are exceedingly liable to strain. 
*..„*-* 
’ ,*• 
One teacher bad been playing-for years with not only 
the forearm bat the upper arm to the shoulder as rigid 
as iron. He had been studying all the time with good 
(!) teachers; at least teachers of reputation aB musicians. 
He could not play three pages of a piece containing per¬ 
fectly easy finger work without becoming exhausted, I 
was obliged to’forbid him foe use of the piano entirely 
(for he could not even play legato) and go back to the 
most elementary work on the Virgil Clavier before I 
could secure foe free action of the fingers, with the hand 
and arm in a devitalized condition. At the end of two 
months he was able to play even difficult expansions 
with perfoct looseness of arm from 'shoulder to finger 
tip, and said that getting his muscles into correct playing 
condition alone paid him for the money he had spent 
at the Snminer School. 
A CONCISE CHRONOLOGICAL HISTORY OP 
THE CHIEF MUSICIANS AND MUSICAL 
EVENTS PROM A. D. 1380-1885. 
r BY C. ixOWJ. 
datb. / -. ; 
1847 Alexander Campbell Mackenzie, b Edinburgh. 
'Celebrated Composer; “Colombo,” “Rose 
of Sharon,” etc. , 
Phillip. Scharwenka, b. Posen. Composer and 
Teacher.; ; y 
Agnes.'Zimmermann(Mdlle.), b. Cologne. Ex¬ 
cellent Pianiste. 
Charted Swihnerton Heap, b. Birmingham. 
[ Talented Composer. 
. Felik Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, d. Leipzig. 
Dr. William Crotch. d. TauQton. 
Firstp^tformance of Meyerbeer’s r Huguenots.”-. 
8ims Reaves’ first appearance in/Opera at Drnry 
;■ Latte.: Vv 
1848 ' Sophie Menter- (Mad.),, b; Mdnich, Celebrated 
Piianiste. . . x;-x ; 
Charles‘Hubert Parry, h. Gloucester. Talented 
Composer and Theorist. ''V' . 
Brilliant 
Gaetano Donizetti, d. Bergamo. 
Irish “ Royal Academy of Marie ” founded. 
Chopin first came to England. 
First performance f Floto ’p “ Martha.’’ 
&!f"' performance o * Ni: )lai’ i * M< rry tfiv« - of 
Windsor: 
William^ Shake are, b.. Croydon. Eminent 
Vocalist; Conductor, and Composer; 
Dr, Hugo : Riemanu, b, Grossmeba. Learned 
Writer. 
Johann Strauss (Sen:), d Vienna. 
Jacques F6r6ol Mazas, d. France. 
Frederic Francis Chopin, d. PariB 
Otto Nicolai, d. Berlin. 
Friedrich Ealkbrenner, d. Paris. 
Conradin Kreutzer, d. Riga. 
Emma Albani (Mad.), b. America. 
Singer in Opera and Oratorio. . 
Xaver Scharwenka, b. Posen. Composer and 
Pianist. - 
Annette Essipoff (Mad.), b. St. Petersburg. 
Talented Pianist. ' i 
George Henschel, b. Breslau. Talented Singer 
and Composer. 
Antoinette Sterling (Mad.), b. New York. Well- 
known Contralto Vocalist. - 
First performance of Wagner’s “ Lohengrin. ” 
Mary Krebs (Miss,) b. Dresden. Distinguished 
Pianist*. 
Arthur Goring Thomas, b. Sussex: Wrote the 
Opera ‘ ‘ Esmeralda. ” and other splendid works. 
Albert Lortzing, d. Berlin.-^ 
First Performance of Verdi’s “ Rigoletto. ” 
Gasparo Spontini, d. Ancona. < 
Emue Sauret, b. France. Celebrated Violinist. 
Charles' Vdiiers Standford, b. Dublin. Excel¬ 
lent Composer of Oratorios, Quartettes; etc. 
Frederic Hymen Cowen, b. Jamaica. Talented 
and Popular Coniposer. 
Raphael Joseffy, b. Preshurg. Excellent Pian¬ 
ist. 
Minnie Hank (Mad.), b. New York. Brilliant 
Operatic Singer. 
Thomas Moore, d. DevizeB. 
A. B. Furstenau, d. Dresden. 
George: Onslow, France. Died 1853. 
Franz Rummel, b. London. Eminent Pianist. 
Verdi’s “ Trovatore ” and “Traviata” first pro¬ 
duced-,.,' 
Moritz Moskowski, b. Berlin. Eminent Modern 
Composer. 
Henrietta Sontag, d. Mexico. 
Bach’s Passion Music ” first performed in 
England. 
Maude Valeria White (Miss,) b. Dieppe. Tal¬ 
ented Composer of Songs. 
Sir~Henry' Rowley Bishop; d. Londonr 
Crystal Palace Saturday Concerts instituted. 
Robert Nicolas Charles Bochsa, d. Sydney. 
Costa’B “ Eli ” produced at the 'Birmingham 
Festival, \ 
Wagner conducted the London Philharmonic 
Concerts, 
Nathalie Ja>notha (Mdlle.), b. Warsaw. Dis- 
’ tmgnished Rsrlste... . 
Robert Schumann, d. Near'Bonn. 
Theodor Dohler, d Florence. 
John Braham, d. London. 
Charles Adolph Adam; d.‘ Paris. - 
Carl Czerny, d. Vienna r 
First Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace. 
Michael Von Glinka, b. Berlin. 
. Rubinstein’s first public appearance in London^, 
Johann Baptist, Cramer, jl, Lpndon. . 
St. James’ Concert Hall (London)ES6peued. 
Anton Diabelli, d. Vienna. ... 
l First Leeds Musioal Festival. 
I Sigi8mnnd Newkomm, d. Paris. 
Bennett’k “May Queen, ’’produced ft Leeds Fes¬ 
tival,. , 
Luigi Lablache, d. Naples. 
Tietiens’-first appearance iu London. 
LudwigSpohr,dxGa8ael.— 
First performance of Gounod’s “ Faust. ” 
‘‘Monday Popular Coneerta” (London) instituted. 
Loni8 Antoine Jnllien, d. Pans. 
Macfarren’8 Opera, “ Robin Hood,” produced. 
Wilhelmin Schroder Devrient (Madame), b. 
■ -Coburg •- .. 
Wallace’s “Lurline ” produced. 
Heinrich Marachner, d. Hanover. 
London Academy of Mnsio (Su George’b Hall) 
first opened.: •, 
Carl Joseph' Lipinski, d.; Austria. 
Patti’s first appearance in Lpndon. 
Francois Elio :Hal4vy. d. Nice. 
Snllivan’s Music to foe Tempest ’’ firelrper- 
formed.^ , 
Benedict’s?* Lily of Killarney ” first perteurmed 
Josef. Maysedeif;d. Vienna. - 
® b. born.' (Ib 6« OtmUtued.) 
f d. died. 
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By the Pupils of Mr.Frank E. Jenson, Brockton, Mats. 
Fear be ds, ' Taii ’ anil , Gierd Mar h,’ Rkl ud 
Vagner; Min t a i Antiqni ' Oi is, .-,5 1 Pgd« 
wek . Frc i of the Butieifli », ’ Bobm ; “ Cradle 
Song in G,” L. Schute; “The. Secret,” ,L. Gantier; 
Water SceneB, (o.) “ Water Nymph,” (&.) “NarcifEtis,” 
E. Neven; “Tanzwiese,” E. Meyer Helmiind ; “Papii- 
lone Valse,” T. Thome; ! 1 La'Gondola;”,- F. Bendel; 
“ Va]8e A h,” MoekowEbi; “ Tboinrofe,” F. Bendel; 
“ Cachnca Caprice,” Raff. . 
Young Ladies1 School, Farmington, ^Conn. Mr. Bern. 
Botkelman, Musical Dfyfttor. 
“ Galatea,” Op. 44, A;. Jensen ; ’fNachtBttlck,” Op. 
23, No. 2, B. Schumann; “Impiomptn,” Op. 72, No. 1 
(New), Tschaikoweki; “ Lichteiiaiz,” from Feramor, 
A. Rubinsteinj ■■ Fiir Einen,” Op. 49-2, A. Jeneen- 
Kircbner; “Tarantelle,” Op. 18-1, J. L. Nicode; 
“Eamenoi Oatrow,” Op. 10-22, A: RubinBtein; “Im¬ 
promptu,” Op. 28, No. 2, Hugo Reinhold ; “ An Lac 
ae Wallenstadt,” F. Liezt; “Rigoletto Paraphrase,” 
F. IdBZt. 
Toronto Conservatory of Music. Edward Fisher, Musi¬ 
cal Director. ■ 
“La Fileuse,” Raff; “Polonaiee,” Op. 40, No. 2, 
Chopin ;Gondoliera,” Op. 41, MoszkowEki; “ Love’s 
Sorrow,” Shelly; “Flower-piece,” Op. 19, Schumann; 
“Humoreeken,” Op. 6, No. 1, Grieg; “My Lover will 
Gome To-day,” de Koven ; “ Reverie,and Scene de Bal,” 
Rnthardt; “Song Without WordB,” Mendelfechn; 
“ Black Key Etude.” Chopin ; “Speak ” (Waltz Song). 
Arditi; “ Chant du Voyagenr,” Paderewski f “ Valae, E 
Major,’h Op. 34, MoBzkowEki; “The Torreador Song ” 
(Carmen), Bizet; “Gavotte, A flat, minor,” Op. 14, 
Sgambati; “ Barcaro’a,” Op. 89, No. T, teschetieky; 
“ Turkish March,” Rubinatein-Beethoven. . 
State Normal School, MiUersville, Pa. Pupils1 recital. 
Ladies’ Chorus, “ Blow, Soft Winds,” Vincent ; Vbcal 
Duet, “Coming Home,” Sullivan; Vocal Solo, “The 
Life of Love iB bnt a Day,” Komzak; Piano.Trio, Ron¬ 
deau, three pi an ob, Rum mel; Vocal Solo, “The Song 
that Reached My Heart,” Jordan; Ladies’ Quartette, 
“ Sunshine after the Rain,” Tadell; Vocal Solo, “ Kath¬ 
leen MavourneenPiano Duet, Military Rondo, Bohm; 
Vocal Solo, “ Spring flowers,” Reinecke. 
Mr. Edward, Hess, at Baldwin Music Hall. 
“Faust Waltz,” Gp. 196, Lange; “Song Without 
Words,” Op. 19, Mendelssohn; Menuet, Qp. 870, De- 
Kontsi; Duet, “ Hungarian Dance,” Bela; “ LaFon- 
taine,” Op. 34, Lysberg; “ Danse dun Haubeton, two 
pianos. Holst; “Andante Cantablie,” Brinkman; 
“ Cijus Animamr”-W. Kuhe; “ Last Hope,” Gottschalk; 
Reading, “Pupils’ Concerts,” PreeseiV"Impromptu 
Valse, Bachman; March, “ De Tannhauser,” two pianos, 
Wagner. 
PupUs of Mrs. W. D. Hinckley. 
Dnet, “ Scherzino,” Schytte ; Dneti'“Immortelles,” 
o. 7, Spindier; “ Summer Morning,” Goerdeler; 
PIANO SVUOiES, ETC. 
' Btemaan, Dr. B. Comparative Plano School, theoretical and 
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dynamic shading......—......$1J0 
’A.Delodio OrnasttntA1' Directions lor exeenting the orna- 
—- . meats of melod; 
'A Bbythmiftal Prol 
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nation. 
nermost thonght depths Of the . average concert audi¬ 
ence,.which, for dear ent, unmistakable form and:qual¬ 
ity, is rarely EurpaEsed. It was uttered at a recital of 
one ot onr lea ng concert pianists, t as the speaker 
caught sigh of thej artist’s face, and by chance reached 
a wider circle lhah itB originator intended. The mental 
attitude which it discloses,' we admit, is not, on first 
ce, of the ,m< ring; bnt look again, a mag- 
nificeht fortitndi *>■ just beneath the nrface, which # 
would not that yon should miss. Had she not bravely 
endured' one entire .program of the most musical 
works of the great composers for the piano-forte be¬ 
cause it was the thing to do? It would lutve been quite 
inexcnBa.ble, yon know, to hove not- heard the artist, 
and if at the conclusion of the ordeal her ideas con¬ 
cerning hiB Btaudihg in the world of mnBio chanced to 
Beem slightly clouded, she needed but to step into-the 
Ennlight of the reviews to1 have the mists dissipated, 
and the correct opinion made her own. What 1 would 
yon have her willingly sacrifice hereelf a second time, 
when the first offering procured for her the mask which 
has answered her purpose. 
She has been to the outskirts of the Jane wood, and 
has brought home a few dry, broken twigs in proof of 
her pilgrimage. Of the magical influence of its light 
and shade, ita changeful, ever fascinating moodB, of the 
life-giving spirit of beaiaty which there everywhere un¬ 
folds itself for those, who will but see, she was innocent 
of a single thought. "Bnt there 1b something so interest¬ 
ingly real and tangible in those pieces of bare wood ! 
What matter that Nature, in the fullness of its power to 
refine and to ennoble',- lay before her unnoticed ? she has 
the twigs; they answer her purpose. 
Still, in spite of onr friend and her kindred spirits, 
there are a few of us who prefer living trees and flowers, 
mosses and ferns, to dry sticks; who see in the ideal, as 
expressed in the arts; with an:especial, subtle power m 
mnsie, something of infinitely more moment than is 
contained in the realiems and trivialities of everyday 
life; who would say of music, bb Mr. Lowell once said 
of poetry? “ It is that which frequents and keeps habit¬ 
able those upper chambers of the mind-which open 
toward the euu’s rising.” Maris Benedict. 
PDMisim-fE E0HLF1HG l S0H3—MpurteOTA 
UTTSI0AL FEABI8EES. 
BT CHABLE8 W. LANDOS. 
N  
Duet, Menuet; Op- 78, Schubert; Mazurka, Op. 6, 
Dennee, Duet, “ Tyroiienne, Hiller; Song, “ A Life 
Lesson, ’ Jordan; Sonata, No. 1, Allegro, Haydn; 
Duet, “ Steeple Chase,” Geo. MacMaster T “ On the 
Mountain,” W. G. Smith; Duet, “Merry Dance,” J. 
■ Low. 
Conservatory of Music, Pueblo College Recital. 
Piano Solo, “ Venezia eNapoli ” (Gondoliers), Liszt; 
Duett, Margherita and FauBt, Gounod; Mandolin, 
Grand Waltz from “Faust,” Gounod; Tefcor Solo, 
“An Printemps.” Gounod; Piano,^ Solo, “Liebe* 
straume,” Nos. 2 and 3, Liszt; Vocal Solo, “ Ave 
Maria,” Gounod F Tenor Solo, Cavatina fromFaust,” 
Gounod; Grand Dnett, “Hnngarian Rhapsodie,” Liszt. 
Mary Sharp College, Winchester, Terin. 
_IQoartette^fortwopianos,*4 HuEarenritt,’’Herbert; 
/lems, Triplets, ettoa, “Tue Secret;” Schubert; “ Third Meditation,” Jaell; 
Vocal Duett, “Fly Away BirdliDg,” Aht,'; “ Valse 
Brilliante,” Op. 42, Chopin; ?iauo Duett, “La 
Gazelle,” Wollenbaupt; “ There Little Girl Dipn’t Cry,” 
Schnecker ; Duo for two pianos. Marsch, Op.;82, Kirch- 
ner; “Rondeau Brilliante,” Weber; Musical Essay, 
“ Life and Works of Beethoven; “Echo Song',” Eckert; 
“ Rodo CapricioBO,” Mendelssohn; Duo for two pianos’ 
“ Marche Triomphale,” Goria. 
■ I’VE HEABD HIM/ ONCE. 
“ Oh I I’m so sorry I came.y/l’ve heard him once, 
three years ago.” / 
We would suggest that onr readers pause for awhile 
just here, in order to fully absorb the .meaning of the 
above quotation, as it is evidently a pearl from the in- 
The? sneer at their more worthy brethren. They de¬ 
ride the work of fellow musicians. Like the old Jewish 
Pharisees, they make-a great show and parade of their 
self-superiority. They have invariably been “ abroad,” 
and never neglect ah .opportunity to tell about it, and 
make much show of the fact that lessons were taken 
of certain celebrities- By the way, did the reader ever 
notice that the amount of pronynence given to who 
was their teacher is in direct ratio to their own musi- 
cal and intellectual worthlessness ? These self-landing 
beings never play popular music, nothing but Bach 
and musical transcriptions of “ Vagner,” and as the 
“ common herd ” do tnpt appreciate the divine har¬ 
monies of the great father, Bach, they do not play at 
all, making np the felt deficiency by a still greater 
parade of their classic taste and surpassing knowledge 
gained while “abroad.” those few months. Their 
pupils are given five-finger exercises and Beales, major 
and minor, with Bach inventions and fugues for recrea¬ 
tion. The only sheet marie given; is from foreign pub¬ 
lishers, and is as tuneless as is a Plaidy technical exer¬ 
cise,. their idea of the valuq of a piece of mnsie being 
graded by its inherent lack of interest, absence of any¬ 
thing like tune. 
These ‘ ‘ blind leaders of the blind ” spare no pains to 
condemn any playing they may hear by a fellow teacher 
or by his pnpilA When they aie young and .inex¬ 
perienced, .they sometimes patronize their public by 
■giving a musicale tor“ elevate7their'ta8te, to show them 
what true music is like,” making a program up of the 
least tuneful and interesting of old music, with a few 
modem chaiotip effusion^ as noisy as they are uninter¬ 
esting. But their posing while playing tfaeBe selections, 
or while pupils are playing,'is intended to convey the 
idea that the sodl is lifted' to dntold heights of musical 
eostacy. ■ •' 
Bat when the children are; asking for musical bread, 
. why ahould the? be given a stone, or when aaking for a 
fish, should a serpent be given; or when asking ;for an 
why should they be given a scorpion?—The great 
mariers havej^ritten ii and tnnefal and n si- 
cal mnsie; the best mods p maaters have pven i 5 e 
that goes to the heart and* makes the eye flksb'with satis¬ 
faction. Why not give this music to bur pupils? 
SOME ERRORS AS WE Fill) THEM IS PUPILS. 
BY C. D. REYNOLDS. 
When a boy from one of oar public schools informs the ini 
as that he is solving problems in ratio and proportion, invent 
without the direct aid of rales or teacher, we have a fair but wi 
idea of that pupil’s progress in arithmetic. - ing liii 
Now, how far is a boy advanced in music who says that a metl 
he re playing Mozart’s Sonatas? Your reply doubtless practii 
is, that you cannot tell unless you happen to know his ness fa 
teacher or his teacher’s particular method. But let us My 
examine one of his pupils; it may help us to a valuable 1. 5 
insight into the course of things musical as we find them the ch 
at chance times. becom 
The pupil has just entered the room, and I am sure you v 
you have high hopes, for who would not gather from balan< 
that expressive face a moral earnestness that is willing your 1 
to°fulfill every command, and a seriousness of mind that 2. I 
will brave every duty? The ardor of.youth is upon his mind 
cheeks and in his eyes; he has been dreaming of his art, condil 
and of wealth, and fame, and immortality; secretly, per- your i 
haps, he has resolved that to this end he will expend tainm 
his beBt energies. He will show to the world another the ca 
miracle of Genius ! not o 
We have been told that his favorite motto is, “Technic forme 
Conquers,” and I fear his best efforts have been ex- it can 
pended to this one end as the centre of all. Dear boy, 3. 1 
what have you read, Or who have been your advisers and relatii 
instructors? Ilhave been by your side, an unknown fanda 
friend, but now you insist that I shall do for you bb be- guide 
comes a teacher. will n 
/ Go, therefore, into the adjoining room. I will play for and v 
you a few. easy melodies, chords, and rhythms. much 
Oh shame! The boy is deaf—stone deaf 1 He cannot keys; 
satisfactorily discriminate nor put upon paper the sim- techni 
plest elements of music you may dictate to him- What condi 
can be done, or who shall we blame? Rashness is a sin, mech; 
but ignorance is the eternal enemy of truth. Still, per- and c; 
haps, the youth has talent, but in his enthusiasm has can b 
sinned against it. But what excuse shall we make for These 
his teachers? : pupil 
You have all seen this stripling dreaming at his instrn- playe; 
ment, repeating, hours every day, those beautiful but feelin 
difficult' strains of sound which affect his being so sible 
strangely. , He^often trembles.Jfrom exhaustion. The know 
enthusiasm of his teachers, the flattery of his friends,' the m 
the keen delight which he derives from the play of auton 
sounds upon his nerves, these are the physical sensations repeti 
which keep up his courage; they stimulate. his hopes; condi 
they are to him the fires of his genius. ; , estabi 
1 know his teachers have constantly inquired of him: 4. 
“ Horen Sie sich spielen?’’ 1 know he has meekly an- that * 
bwared “ Ja, ” for he would have been ashamed to an- the oi 
swer “Nein,” he did not know that there was any the g 
possibility of his being deaf, and so he often wondered and y 
at this strange question. alism 
But now, dear reader, comeB the trial. 1 must break has b 
to him the sad but unchangeable truth. No, I will not, in th; 
I cannot do it. Shall 1 spare myself and him the pain ? evil,: 
Or shall 1 tell him that he has studied all wrong and 'proto 
must begin over again from the beginning; that he mast sin ol 
remain so many years under my pupilage; that he most Bonne 
study by a new method which is peculiarly my own, the 5. 
iruit of ripe years and many months of European toil ? to wii 
No, such news shall not greet his eaijB. 1 know it and i 
~ wouidrnptHre-at-all strangeyfor-besides-the-di/ettanfi—rales 
from whom he has had his first lessons, he has studied rise j 
four different methods under four renowned teachers, science;! 
Each time he has been made to feel that he knows 6. Do 
nothing and that his former instructor has been at fault. Btndy 
But what can be done with this pupil ? There are tion. 
those who pose.as educators who yet tell us that they art. 1 
despise thecauBe. No, I will not be an egoist, bat will musii 
apply my humble abilities with reason and humanity, the c< 
I will, take this pnpil away from his piano, I will have posse 
him provide for himself a few modern works on marie, comp 
the names of which I will not mention here lest you So 
should tfaqnk me guilty f iU ertise. I will when 
begin % oura o train ng wHi 1 ,*f aid belong to the kr aw 
primary,,d®partfflen of on; public schools SVe of vii 
learn to hear and. think in sounds, which is the exclu- uaefu 
rive and distinguishing mark of the musician. Sound 
is a sensation. T mast teach this boy to analyze these 
sensations, to give a mental account of them, to restore 
them to a unit in consciousness, which in music is & dis¬ 
tinctly musical thought. I .must lead him to observe 
t  i ter-relations of melody, harmony, and rhythm. In 
i ting simple phrases, I will not tell higito listen, 
at ill make him analyze each tone mentally by show¬ 
i  him what, is to bsheard and how he can hear it. Snch 
 thod will draw the pnpil to the teacher, because he 
r tises knowingly, f There are no longer days of dark¬ 
because of doubt. 
 instructions will farther be conducted in this wise: 
1. Study many things. If you study nothing bat music 
t  ances are that as an art stadent yOa are liable to 
e of a one-sided opinion, perhaps eccentric, so 
would lose the moral as well as the intellectual 
lance, and never realize the complete, development of 
higher powers. 
. Before an intellectual automatism is gained, the 
i must co-operate in every sound, or the organic 
tions of knowledge only are fulfilled. So make 
standard of musical excellence an intellectual at¬ 
t i ent, rather than a technical accomplishment, as is 
t  ustom among us. Mechanical consideration should 
t utweigh musico-intellectual consideration. The 
r cannot exist in art independent of the latter; 
it  grow with it, but not precede it. 
. When the time is opportune we shall study the 
ons between body and mind. Yon will learn the 
u mental conditions of technic. It will be a real 
and foundation to build upon—a science that 
make you an intelligent critic of your own practice, 
will make it clear to you that technic is not so 
n  a matter of position or manner of tonching the 
s as yon formerly believed. Yon will learn that 
-t ic is the result of certain conditions; that these 
tions depend upon the action of the nervous 
anism; that this “ active condition ” is a feeling, 
an be known to the player only, while the teacher 
at observe imperfectly by the external movements. 
 will be interesting^ facts into which the earnest 
n is willingly drawn. They explain to him why some 
ers execute not only accurately bnt with refined 
g, while the hands often assume apparently impos¬ 
positions. Here will be emphasized for him the 
- ledge and importance of an antomatic technic and 
eans for its accomplishment; that atract becomes 
n matic not by thinking of the act, bat solely by the 
tition of an idea many times. This is the organic 
tion by which an nnconscions activity becomes 
, lished. 
Always listen to a voice of authority. One says 
a man cannot serve two masters; either he will love 
ne and hate the other. Bnt of two masters serve 
reater, by which I mean Intelligent Musicianship, 
on will in- time learn to understand the sensation¬ 
of the mere technist, by whom this whole world 
b a een swept as by a tornado, whose mission has been 
e name of art ; his influence, both for good and 
, is still with us, bnt his nobility can no longer be 
ected under a false or magic garb. Woegonto the 
f technic-mongering, the destruction of talent and 
s u d musicianship! 
Remember that of itself diligence is not sufficient 
n success. Diligence nuret be gnided by intelligence, 
ntelligence dissipates the idea that pare intuition 
the sphere of ‘ art. The geneBis of music'took its 
in the phenomena of nature. Study the troths of 
 they will reveal to you the nature of art. 
pot spend mnch time upon the unprofitable 
HHTTB HELPS. 
“ No great musician is possible without great pas¬ 
sions.” 
What we do well, we like to do. To be a true artist 
you must first be a true man. 
Never give & decision bn any point in theory, if you 
are in doubt as to its correctness, without first looking it 
np. Do pot assume to know that-which in reality yon 
do not... .... 
Only he who knows much , can teach much; only he 
who has become acquainted with dangers, who has him¬ 
self encountered and overcome them, can successfully 
teach othere how to avoid them.—Fokeel 
“As you grow in your art," said Gounod to a young 
poet, “ you will jadge the great masters of the past as I 
now jadge the great musicians of former timea. At 
your age I nsed to say ‘ I; at twenty-five I said, ‘I 
and Mozart;’ at forty, ‘ Mozart andl; ’ now I say 
‘ Mozart.’ ” 
A very successful way to core one’s self of a fault, is 
to practise the opposite fault for awhile; for instance, 
the one who hurries his time must lag it, the one who 
holds his wrists too high must practise awhile with them 
too low, the one who has a tendency to play soft must 
practise top loud, etey _ 
. “ It is not his gemns,” old Zelter once scud of Mendels¬ 
sohn, “which surprises me and compels my admiration, 
for that was from God, and many others have the same” 
(thus spoke his attached teacher). “ No ; it is his in¬ 
cessant toil, his bee-like industry, his stern conscientious¬ 
ness, his inflexibility toward himself, and Ms actual 
adoration of art. He will gain a name in everything he 
Undertakes.’’ 
“ Music,” says Barney, “ may be applied to licentious 
poetry, bnt the poetry then corrupts the music, not the 
music the poetry. It has often regulated the movement 
of the lascivious dances, but Buchaire, heard for the first 
time, without the song or dance, could conveyno impure 
idea to an innocent imagination, so that Montesquieu’b 
assertion is still in farce, that ‘Music is the only one of 
all arts which cannot corrupt the mind.’ ” 
About Playing the Lesson Over von the Pupil — 
Many teachers just play the lesson over for the pupil 
and then say (like Bach): “ It must sound like this.” 
This is sufficient for advanced pupils only; for all others 
much more, instruction is necessity, viz., what to do in 
order that it may “ sound like this.” ~ 
Neither ia it always necessary to play the whole, per¬ 
haps very lengthy, piece over for the pnpil; a few single 
isolated passages are often sufficient to pave the way tor 
a thorough understanding, 
Sometimes, when we have a strange piece rather diffi¬ 
cult to understand (for example, the first pieces of Bach, 
Schumann, or Chopin),, it is necessary to play the whole 
piece over before the pupil begins to practise oh it; at 
other times; however, it is a good the ■ pspii 
work his way alone, a little way, perhaps, in: the inter¬ 
pretation and manner of exlteation of a new pieee, and 
afterward give him the necessary directions, or perhaps 
practical help by playing it all over for him* 
It is alio a good idea to cdlow advanced pnpils to take 
up a piece and work it np entirely to the best of their 
ability, until they play it correctly, in their owe estima 
tion, or tillthev do not see anything more in it; then let 
the teacher’s jndgment and experience exert their influ¬ 
ence upon the work. Doring the first year the teacher 
should play nearly everything over repeatedly. 
V L. Kohler. 
of aesthetics, even though yon have the inclina¬ 
^Esthetics is the philosophy of the beautiful in 
It will be-sufficient for youif you enjoy the facts of 
n c as you find them in practice. Seek, these, and at 
onclusion of your studies it will be found that you ; 
ss also a philosophy of the beautiful—facts of art 
rehended within universal statements; 
let me dismiss my pnpil. Yon will recognize him 
you meet Mm wdb lit rt in him Then you will 
t thi t it was >y diligence, economy, and the , v cti se 
rtue he became: an intelligent mnsician, a good and 
s l citizen. 
—As the defective linkB of a chain, .even if ringly;r«-' 
paired, do not repair the chain completely, so any single 
measure of a pit e« though-slowly and caref lly pis 'it*'* 
(and th a, 3red does at make the pupil pis, he 
•ni le piece properlj «•<1 ss Li. 1 sasui 1 before and 
after are joined to it, so a u tie 1 ave the slightest n- 
equality shall find the usual mode of playing 
h piece a hundred times. 01 oov i s only s waste of 
time. ^ ■ . . , , 
f >< that measure » * easure .» m u<j «-*i a,*' 
smoothly, practice them carefully, and, after having, done 
. f.. bestov th - g eif pain, ** th u theadiaoent 
: measures;: 
K: 
mm : 
'fhp. best, If not fsm only, School of Technic FAILURE II MUSIC. 
KNOWN TO BT A. J. GOODRICH. 
PIANOFORTE PEDAGOGICS. 
AND 
M MASON. 
HEODOBE FBISSEB, 1708 Milt Si, 
ilMsr. 
a FOUR BOOKS: 
t>a BT I.—The Two-Finger Rater eisea 
{School of Touch). 
PAMT II»—The Scales Rhythmically 
Treated (School of JBrilliant Passages). 
PART III,—Arpeggios Rhythmically 
Treated (Passage School), 
PART TV,—School of Octave and Mrmmtra 
Playing, 
I PRICE OF EACH $1.00. 
THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 
Touch, and Technic 
comprise an original system for the development 
of a complete technic, from the beginner to the 
finished artist. Its distinguishing characteristics 
are: An active use of the pupil’s mind in techni¬ 
cal work, with the resultant rapid and thorough 
development ;- the application of accentsi thus 
developing a true rhythm; a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬ 
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facility and 
speed of execution. All of which is applied to 
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 
compositions. They are printed in separate vol¬ 
umes, in order to enable teachers who are still 
dependent upon some other system ot technics to 
add to their present stock the particular part of 
Mason’s System which they happen to need. 
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
in their estimation of the relative value of the 
. four elements in Mason’s System, and the publi¬ 
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable 
every one to select the particular part he desires. 
Be bktlv I attended a concer by.the “advans ad” 
pupils of a ertain is itution I was led suppose 
that ? performances If not artistic would at least show 
the results of good instruction and conscientious en- 
deav< i The program me onsisted mostly sT plan© sc 1 m 
and > l- ers wei j. a,5 &■,> i dues ' Thr ?e of th®i * s appe* 
in the inidst of hopeless musical wrecks, and one made 
four attempts to start a certain strain befor e she could 
continue the performaoce. Theaffair waaso unmusical 
and so embarrassing as to be hnendurable, and after five 
numbers I withdrew. Since then I have endeavored to 
analyze the causes which produced such unfortunate 
results, for this concert was not an isolated case which 
might be dismissed with the remark that the teacher was 
a mountebank and ‘therefore unworthy of consideration. 
Such occurrences are common, and, in truth, about sixty 
per cent, of musical instruction: is a failure. Where the 
failure is so complete, as in the case recorded, it betrays 
not alone poor inslinction on the part of the teacher, 
but a lack of intelligence on the part of the pupil. And 
thiB is the greatest obstacle to be overcome. 
Otto Hegner has had one of the greatest teachers in 
the world to guide his course; but without any instruc¬ 
tion whatever he would have achieved some degree of 
snccess. His whole nature is musical, his mind is pre¬ 
maturely developed, and his snceptive faculties bear the 
imprint of every emotion experienced or fact discovered. 
An artistic recital, an orchestral concert, a volume of 
poems, a Bach fugue, or Beethoven sonata, each in torn 
preaches its sermon, and Master Hegner profits by the 
lesson. It is easy enough to instruct stich a pupil; but 
how few there are like Otto Hegner I We must deal with 
what we have. The mind of the average pupil is dor¬ 
mant ; it has never been thoroughly awakened from its 
quiescent state. The great need is, how to apply mental 
force. Therefore it is a matter outside the domain of 
music, and this will explain why so many brilliant per¬ 
formers and celebrated musicians are nnsnccessfnl as 
pedagogues. The very first requisite to the pupil’s success 
(the ability to think) is overlooked by the teacher, who 
.excuses his failure by attributing to the pupil natural 
obtusenees. If teachers would blame themselves with 
thiB quality the problem of teaching would find more 
frequentrBO^tions, for the faulfbf failure can rarely be 
laid at the student’s door. Even if his mind is not natur¬ 
ally receptive, that is not his fanlt. It is the teacher’s 
duty to appeal to the kindred senses in Buch manner as 
to stir and awaken the dormant mental forces.. Suppose 
the teacher sings a tone and asks the pupil to discover 
the corresponding tone on a piano or organ. The atten¬ 
tion is here concentrated upon a single tone and the ear 
is appealed to. Then there is a remembrance carried 
in the mind of something to be compared with its equiv¬ 
alent. The corresponding piano tone will be discovered 
on account of its resemblance in pitch to the tone sung. 
The difference in quality between the vocal and the in¬ 
strumental tone will also be noted. The latent faculty 
of thought s thus aroused through the more external 
and less dormant sense of hearing. Alter the pupil has 
discovered in this manner a number of piano tones cor¬ 
responding to those of the voice, the teacher may an¬ 
nounce that a given tone will be song,—middle C, for 
example. By ascertaining at the piano the unison of 
fact or idea thus possessed » doubly valuable; for while 
int.is raannei amoreper i .mm. ssion is produced, 
the process of mental activity-stirs the mind and gradu¬ 
ally prepares it for the perception of cause and effect, 
natural phenomena, etc.' • / , , - 
One may be told that Haendel was. born in 1685, and 
yet the state.-lent may produce no effect. There is, 
apparently, no association, nothing calculated to exercise 
the mind, and therefore no impression is made. Bnt if 
I am informed that Haendel was born-a few years after 
Couperin-and Domenico Scarlatti a: in the same year 
as was J. 8. Bach, I can associate these names together 
as creators of an important epoch - in musical history. 
The birth-date of Bach giveB me that of Haendel, and 
I naturally assign them to the epoch which began with 
Corelli, Couperin, and the elder Scarlatti. Association 
and comparison are.thnB brought to bear upion what 
would otherwise have been a bare statement of fact- 
Upon tbiB principle I would conduct the entire scheme 
of music instruction. The result upon a pupil would be 
a mind developed to such an extent that it could apply 
the principles of music science directly and intelligently 
to any branch ,of the art. According to this method, an or¬ 
dinary pnpil in the fourth grade might learn the cadenza 
in Godard’s second Mazurka in sixty seconds; whereas 
students have been known to practise several days upon 
this same cadenza, and even then to be ignorant of the 
Bcheme npon which it is bnilt. 
It is bo with every work undertaken: the average 
piano pupil consumes so much time in learning an 6tnde 
or recreation that the muBic becomes satiating before it 
is learned, and all interest in the matter thereupon dis¬ 
appears. At least one half of the time might be econo¬ 
mized by analyzing the music and ascertaining the prin¬ 
ciples npon which it was constructed. (This wonld also 
throw considerable light upon the manner of perform- 
• ance, but that cannot be explained here.) The interest, 
instead, of waning, wonld increase, and from two to three 
hours of each day might .be saved through intelligent 
practice, and applied mOBt profitably to miicellaneouB 
reading and ont-door exercise. The art of music has 
become so complex and many Bided that time-saving 
methods become absolutely essential. Even the young 
performers who essays the Bach Inventions and Rococo 
Suites should have a thorough understanding of the 
rudiments and nomenclature of music; all the chords, 
keys, and scales; some digital skill and command of the 
keyboaYd, and at least an elementary, knowledge of 
musical analysis. Beyond this there is greater technical 
achievement and its application to expression, harmony, 
composition, form, sight-reading, history, acoustics, 
analysis and interpretation, the theory of pedaling, and 
a general understanding of vocal music and the varioua 
important musical instruments. All of these essentials 
find their particular application in the performances of 
every great artist, and even the equipment which a coun¬ 
try music teacher requires is so considerable as to de¬ 
mand the most rational method of applying mental force 
and imparting knowledge. 
The value of the Principle of Ac^timtion &t>^^!oca1^^ 
_j__1.__ t _ told directly, that the key employed in producing thin 
given tone is known as C. Sight may also be employed 
WHY W0MA1 0AH0T COMPOSE. 
It may seem strange that woman who has done so 
much for muBic, whose nature the essence of which is 
love, as Wagner affirms, has never composed a typical 
love dnett. Rubinstein observes this fact in a recent 
-article but Jie fails to tells uB the cause of thiss—There 
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognised 
by all teachers and virtuosi that every hook of 
technics now contains more or less of it. Never¬ 
theless, as Dr. Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no applieationof it has been so 
ingenious and thorough as his. 
This work is a wholly new exposition of the 
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
and a virtuosi By the Grace of God. 
We have never offered teachers more valuable 
works than these. 
in this synthetic method of appealing to the brain, thus 
Ask the pupil to describe the piano key known as O. 
This is a simple mental process, in which the mind iB 
called into action through the sense of right The 
various piano keys known as C may then be discovered 
by the pnpil. 
If the teacher sings the next diatonic tone above (7the 
natural inference to be drawn is that the new tone is J). 
The fundamental harmonies of the tonic, snbdominatit, 
and dominant may be indicated in the same manner, and 
the pnpil will thns learn to designate the keys without 
being deprived of the inestimable privilege of acquiring 
this information through his own discoveries. pvtrj 
are in woman natural powers that assert a stronger in¬ 
fluence than art creation. 
Man’s passion is more demonstrative, more aggressive 
by nature ; and when gehins prompts him, he soars np to 
unlimited heights, unchecked by any considerations 
about the world, except those of the strict art-value 
of his creation. , " 
But the genius of a true woman is never powerful 
enough to burst the bonds of inner nature that hold her 
fettered. “ 
Her love may be stronger and more enduring than 
Ulan’s heaven storming:passion; a true womanTnay die 
for love, but .the will shrink to the 'end of her life from 
' letting the world have a glimpse into: the .sanctuary of 
her innermost feelings; . Rrnb. Schilffarth. 
AVE 11 ARIA (Rock - ®f Ages). 
By W. H. H. SMITH. 
Foi sopmn© irlth Mlh U Ubitm*. A nry ffeetlTe sol ■, not 
difficult or of wide ranged ’’Mailed to any address on receipt of the 
price (60 osnts) by the publisher, 
vlQML, FISCHER, Toledo, Ohio. 
LOOKING BAOKWABD. 
BT THOMAS TAPFEB. 
.....m::- 
no ■ 
By li?. K. TnuMA Sol* (LMi Dnt, |LH),..Orara% II w|ta| .. 
WfcktU, U nut>, mat. Tt&% H nati. A new piano pieeo, rep- 
nunmlng ■ das'* journey on a train:- STnoreoi: Trail: VUnlea ■ 
Bell Blnga. AU Aboard.; The, Start. Twenty Minutes'ft>r Dinner.; 
Gong- The Mena. Dinner brer they again start oh their Journey, 
naaong thjbogh -Fields and- Meadows, until they reach. .<* Homs, 
grr-jet Hon- s ' It la a great exhibition piece. Send 91 for the Solo, 
r- o reeeire gratis a Whistle, Sand Padsahd Ohorna part. Mention 
thb JouirUi. TB8LOAB MUSIC CO., Mexico, M» 
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AMUSIIQ AM) USTBUOTTVE, 
MUSICAL AtTTlOBS. 
A GAME POE EVSEY MUSIC STUDENT. 
PRICE SB GTS., F0ITPAID. 
The game, which consists of 48 cards, can be played by 
any nnmber of playert. The object of the game is to 
impress on the mind of the players the important events 
in the lives of 48 composers and musicians. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSES,' 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
SOMETHING FOR EVERY PIANO PLAYER. 
Album of Instructive Pieces 
PIANOFORTE* 
PRICE $1.00. . ^ 
ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER. 
There are few really good collections of easy in¬ 
structive music. This album will be welcome as 
supplying a need with most teachers. They are 
pieces tub nc e 1 to f< 4-:. rl'.- taste <> the pa >X Ml 
are closely fingered and edited Wb mmm l r that 
the collection cannot be^excelled for formative, 
pieces. 
I fesd it especially valuable in working with students 
in composition or in any branch of musical theory to 
employ the written lessons of the previous- year as 
material for critical analysis. It cultivates igithe student 
the ability to judge ; and I thoroughly believe that all 
teachers should instruct theirBtudents how to be accur¬ 
ately critical. The progress of a year will enable a 
student to discover much in his old- work which he is 
able, with Hkis‘somewhatgreater experience, to judge of 
more freely and accurately. To look over such work 
with the teacher, is again valuable as preliminary practice 
in correcting lessons. 
It is equally valuable that the teacher and student con¬ 
stantly make analysis of finely written works; to make 
a special study of discovering just wherein lies their ex¬ 
cellence. The whole spirit of fugue writing is to be 
learned from master-pieces of fngal writing. The C 
major, C sharp major, and G sharp minor fugue of Bach 
in the first volume of the “ Well-tempered Clavicord ” 
contain more Bpirit, more true essence than' can be put 
in a text book. It is only by closest contact with the 
best works, only by absorbing their most essential ele¬ 
ments of beauty that we can really become appreciative 
of the best. 
I also recommend and practice with my students the 
analysis of other art forms than those in music. A 
simple treatise on Gothic architecture, well read; the 
spirit of the art of construction heartily entered into will 
give a music student more knowledge of the fundamental 
principles of mnsical form, than may be learned by the 
study of mnsical compositions alone.' The reason is 
this ? Form in thought-expression has been, and is yet, 
a development of the human mind. Its application is, 
in spirit, the same to music, poetry, architecture, and 
the constructive Bnbject-element of painting. Of course, 
the spirit of architecture is better absorbed from build¬ 
ings than from books about them, but one can gain much 
knowledge and the keenest pleasure from the study of 
any well-written book upon the subject. After having 
read Gothic architecture a little, the student should try 
to become familiar with the Bubject of architectural 
styles in general. I mention Gothic architecture to 
begin with, because I think it is an easy and interesting 
way of entrance to the snbject in general. 
In poetry the common forms of six^seven, eight, and 
ten-syllable verse Bhonld be analyzed and the various de¬ 
vices of verse grouping should be considered. The ele¬ 
ments of meter, rhythm, and rhyme are broadly 
suggestive to the critical student of music. The special 
forms, Rondeau, Ballade, Sonnet, and others should he 
read and analyzed; then if the student will do Borne 
original writing in the principal formB of verse he will be 
repaid. If he gains nothing more than a greater love for 
poetry he has spent his time well. The best thoughts of 
a language are in its poetry. 
AU the museums contain much material especially' 
valuable for the study of Form. It iB by such study, 
taken up intimately in connection with music, that the 
finest mnsical education is made possible. Thoughtful 
consideration of these matters develop the finest intel¬ 
ligence. And what is an artist or .an educator if not 
one who is broad in conception; not narrow in lack of 
experience. 
There is nothing bo mnch lacking among music teachers 
in general as the scientifically trained judgment. It is 
that which the finest teachers are first of all to cultivate. 
That iB what the poor teacher cannot cultivateand pre¬ 
cisely this illustrates why the best teacher is always to 
be preferred to the poor one. 
The more a Btudent can exercise his critical and ap¬ 
preciative faculties, the better. It iB through them, as 
channels of advancement, that he will come to the 
knowledge and the love for what is best in art 
Who dares to abuse such an art (musicV? ~ Who daresj 
to belittle its powers? He who uses it only for his.own 
glorification, shows how little he vahua® it as a gift of 
God. Let us study it as a most powerful and mysterious 
... rich is designed to enhance the civiliza¬ 
tion of man —Karl Nerz, 
P® * following erOcte fa m foil of tenth has tam jfo.Hi 
exemplified recently by the foilore of SUvloehi, who came puffhd In 
juatthii *< , j.-a ton sUagataiw » - r< <’V 1* t otl mmm w 
tslii * I #®n .*•« rateable to stndenti -ud f*-; ig s* lehim »M w 
re-printlt entire.—Ed. “.EruDM."] 
THE PXJPE DIBEOT. 
. What a pity it is that musicians do not devote a por¬ 
tion of their time to, the' study of 'the art of advertising. 
' « lackjng this, what a pity it is that they are so ign brant 
the virtnen of modesty'. Wheneyer a foreign musician 
determines to appear before the American public he 
prepares the ground by publishing a wearisome amount 
of jmffs direct. Mr, Banginski is not only a great 
pianist, bat according to his own account, he is,..“ the 
most eminent artist that has ever been heard,” he pos¬ 
sesses a “ perfect technique,” his marvellous touch 
“makes the .pianp sing as if it were inspired,” abd his 
modesty and genius “ have won the admiration of 
bings,” and ‘‘conquered the most exacting critics.” 
Mr. Banginski deals out this self praise with the most 
liberal hand; he qnotefi from 'foreign newspapers and 
he quotes from the letters oflhis foreign friends ; every¬ 
thing relating to him is superlative; he is always the 
greatest, wisest and most talented of artists. 
There ib always a certain amount of value in the puff 
direct; it excites curiosity, but at the Same time it 
stimulates expectation. The majority of people are 
always ready to believe what they see in print; it is 
,more than probable that they would not take Mr. Bang¬ 
inski’b wordas a guarantee of his merit, but when the 
word is translated into type all doubt vanishes and the 
mablic eagerly waits to hear the “eminent artist” who 
mas driven foreign audiences into enthusiastic ecstasies. 
As the rule, however, the printed puff is as valueless as 
the spoken puff, it is invented simply to deceive. When 
the eminent Mr. Banginski attempts to practically 
demonstrate that he is a genins, he more than demon¬ 
strates that he is aimply a tyro in art. . 
Good art does not need the puff direct, bnt art is only 
made worse art by resorting to it. And-then modesty 
always counts, whether the art be the highest or the ■ 
lowest The artist who can do will not waste his time 
in useless words; he knows that hiB vindication lies in 
his performance and not in written or spoken pnffs. The 
composer who is always boasting of what he can do is 
the composer who never composes anything; the pianist 
who is always asking ns to read what is written of his 
genius in foreign newspapers iB the pianist who is not 
gifted with genius. 
Puffery enters more deeply in music than in any of the 
. other arts; the painter refers to his paintings ; the archi¬ 
tect tothebuildings he has erected ; the author to the, 
books he has written. It is only the interpreter of 
music that descends to the degradation of vindicating 
his geniuB by referring to the puff direct. .Now unless 
talent is-weighty enough- to balance praise thejraff direct 
becomes a anger rather than a support, for it leads to 
expectations that are never-realized. A small man 
Bhonld not pretend that he is a giant; judging him by his 
true height we may discover certain merits that are en¬ 
tirely lost sight of if he be compared with a Goliath. 
There is a vast amount of talent in the world and very 
little genins, and talent makes a mistake when it asks ns 
to measure it with the rule of genius The day for 
crude puffing has passed- anti in the end every man is 
judged as;he Ib and not as he is said to be. Truth may 
be as rare as ever bnt at the same time the present tend¬ 
ency is to demand truth in'everything, in art, in science 
as in ordinary life. A lie is not only an immorality but 
also a mistake; in art it is an immorality, a mistake 
and an impertinence. The public is learning to look 
with suspicion on the puff direct and the evils that fill 
on those who resort to it could be illustrated by several 
recent examples where artists expected to win adulation 
and received only contempt.—Leader. 
MISSED LESSONS- 
i - 
is a compromise for some. For instance, I am engaged 
forsay $25 for fonr weeks’ lessons (say 16 lessons). Now 
I say to the parents, i| is improbable that yonr children 
will take all the lessonB I am engaged for. Sickness and 
unavoidable, because unforeseen, occurrences will 
happen. I therefore, will Bend yon my bill of $26 on 
such a day, say, for instance, the first of every month, 
instead of after four weeks. By this process yon shall 
receive three extra lessons within four months,, which 
counterbalance: more than, the number of lessons your 
. children may lose by unavoidable accidents. 
Snch a . Ian, I find, works very' well and satisfies 
-both parties; - It is true, I have to give some extra les¬ 
sons, bnt Bave unpleasant controversy following a charg- 
ing of- missed i< ns — L oh klhh i. 
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. Small Musical Instruments of all kinds, Strings, 
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?r i m’H tal an sk'yowr n dssl«r toiend ittoyo 
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if, for any reason, your, music dealer cannot or will not furnish same, 
write direct to us and we w ill send promptly, with the privilege of re¬ 
turning what you cannot use or do not care for. ■ 
VOCAL 
Beggar Boy’s Christmas...,™. .............Holst 
Break, Break, Break!....™............Martin 
Bye,- 0, Baby unting.......Brown 
Constancy...........;................™   Powell 
Cupid’s Warning. Duet. (Soprano and Alto).....Powell 
Drifting Down.'..............—.......Smith 
Drift Away-to Dreamland.....t.Woodward 
Good-Bye to You...................... We66 
The Good-Bye Farting...™...........Brown 
Xt is Too Late.... .Fctn* 
Loves t Thou He? Smith 
Light and Shadow.....■ ...Pfeiffer 
laddie ad Lassie..;...   Woodward 
The Little Sailor.............Powell 
The Mighty Sea.....   ....Arthur 
Mother’s Way.... .........Smith 
Chant de Mai (SpringSong). Violin Obligato, ad libitum-..Strelezki 
Cupid's Crusade.'—.......—.  .. Webster 
Deep in My Memory. (Hez. Sop.)... Strelezki 
Fair Lily (Weise Lilie). (Eng. and Ger.)...;™.Lille'ridge 
Father, Bend Low. Sacred. (3 keys)..........Gldberg 
The Gentle Touch of Jesus Sacred. (2 keys)...JSeilinger 
Gently, Ye Billows. Duet. (Sop and Mez. Sop.)...Strelezki 
TheJ3ipsy. Waltz Song...—..™......Oppenheim 
I Love You Still.. .;.........Webster 
I Would That I Could Quite Forget......Lillebridge 
Jesus, Dear Saviour. Sacred Solo or Duet. (Melody, Juanita)....TAfopliil 
Kiss My Eyelids, Beauteous Morn. Waltz Song.. Strelezki 
Last Night, Sweet Love, I Dreamt of Thee..Loans 
Lord, Have Mercy (fierr, babe Mitleid). Sacred. (Eng. and 
GerJ (Alto).™™..............Strelezki 
. Love s Vow ........................................................................ ■ W! bsler 
O Ye Lilies White 1 .Sousa 
-Paradise (Paradies). Sacred, (Eng. and Ger.).........Strelezki 
Peter the Hermit/Pierre 1’ Ermite). (Eng, ana French.) (Bass 
Solo)....™....................'..  Membtte 
Pray, Don’t Tell... ..... ...Bisehoff 
Sparrow’s Song. (3 keys).;............Strelezki 
That Little Knot of Bine. Waltz Song.... ..... ........Smith 
Bead the Answer, Darling, in My Eyes. (Answer to “ If Yon 
Love Me, Darling,” etc.).............Smith 
The Old Days were Best. (Contralto)................Petrie 
Flowers and Stars...........J. R. Thomas 
This Little Golden Bin gist.  .....J. R. Thomas 
To Other Hearts ........J. R. Thomas 
' PU N > SOLOS. - 
Beaming Light. Mazurka Brilliants..... MazureMe 
Butterfly. Caprice de Concert.....Mamrette 
Distant Belle, Caprice.™....... Bryant 
Etna, False BrilUante-.. Oppenheim 
Good-Night, Farewell. (Kucken)...........Gloetzner 
..Kalida. Valse Brilliante.....Beddingtm 
Kismetta. Waltz.... .. ....MacLeod 
Let Me Dream Again (Snllivan)... Gloetmer 
Nocturne......—....Waldecier 
. Nymphs’ Waltzes...   Brcwnr.ld 
Slumber 8ong-........t,„Waldeeker ■ 
Charge of tha Lancers..:.Theophil 
Assembly March;...... Cohen 
Beauty’s Dream. Waltz...Huyek 
By the Brook. Beverie.....JUoquei 
Chiming Beils. Gavotte—....Arthur 
Cecilia. Yorke.....,.... Zimmerman 
Coronet. Mazurka....Arthur 
Elsie Leslie Waltzes.  Olmsted 
Evening Shadows. Iteverie. Brown 
Euterpe. Galop Brilliante.....Maguet 
Fairy Echoes Waltzes......Brownold 
Fleurette. . Polka Mazurka...Arthur 
For You and Me. Yorke........Mattingly 
Fair Columbia Waltzes.......Smythe 
■ Gratitude. Nocturne...Broumold 
Halcyon. Schattiesehe...,.......Cohen 
Heart’s Ease, Mazurka...Arthur 
Little Beauty. azurka...—.Arthur 
Moods. Caprice—...........Brownold 
Primrose. Polka....;.   ....Arthur 
Sweet Sunshine. Schottische ..  ...Maquet 
A Thought of Thee. Waltz......................Mattingly 
Sunshine and Roses altzes-,.  Olmsted 
La Tourterelle (Turtle Dove), Scherzo Valse.......Mozureite 
Whispering Pines. Grand Valse Caprice...Mazurelte 
PIANO-SIX HANDS. 
Fragrant Flowern. A collection of Beautiful Music, specially 
arranged for three performers on one piano, for school concerts and 
commencements, by Theodoke Moellinq. 
Assembly. March. —.  Cohem 
Cooing Dove. Polka.  Hays 
Dapce of the Imp* Caprice....-.ReddiugUm 
Gladsome Love^ Yorke....f..—........ ..Meigs 
~ Lotta Mazurka.... ......Bay* 
" Moonlight in the Breakers. Presto-.  Beddington 
MyHeart’a Darling. Gavotte.....—....Arthur 
Polka de la Seine.-.....:Baff 
Pare as a Lily. Gavotte......Holst 
Bushing Torrent. March-GaJIopade........ Oldberg 
Twilight Wooing. Beverie..;.  ......Beddington 
TWO PIANOS—TWELVE HANDS. 
Bella Bocca. Polka (Waldteufel).—...Brownold 
Les Sylphes. Valse (Bachmann)...._. Brownold 
A_MKW DISCOVERY. Tbe Fonndittion Studies of 
■ -nno forte Teehnir. By Thor a tn jERicnau. Teaching 
how to play all scales wilh the fingering of 0 major. Instead of the 
fonr scale fingerings contained In all methods heretofore published. 
A very carefully complied and edited work. 
Two-Part Kxerelmo* (Vocal). By A. E. 8oammei,u. . Selected 
and carefully arranged from Anber, Beethoven, Bellini, Ooncone, 
Handel, Haydn, Mendelssohn, Mozart, etc., etc. Endorsed and used 
by'the Public Schools of Washington, D. 0. 
TOR SALS BY ALL MtirgjC DEALERS. 
PTTPILBT1;E'.TM.OH1!E!S'BTAIO}POI1T. 
OLIFPINGER.; 
I presume all teachers of singing have pretty much 
the Btime experience. They come in contact with about 
ever variety 4 people t® have inhabits J the 
earth Bince the Adamic creation! They: say about the 
game hind of things about their voices &,*>•' previouf 
U acher They state « ieir likes and dislikes in language ■ 
oftentin es more forcible' than elegant, and show that the 
musical fraternity has at least made some sort ofan im¬ 
pression on them! But what impression have these peo¬ 
ple made oa the fraternity ? I shall mention a few varie¬ 
ties of the “ genus homo ’ ’ that hannt the studio and 
remind the teacher that heia still in a world of sin and Bor¬ 
row. I might mention, first, the “one method” man.. 
As a role, this individual can’t tell whether he breathes 
through the larynx or the alimentary canal, and doesn’t j 
know Ins diaphragm from his-“ Gesundheit, ” and yet he 
impresses yon,.or trieB to at the outset, that there is but 
one way to sing, and that is the eyetaiian method, in the 
face of the fact that he can’t tell yon whether the Italians., 
are Caucasians or Mongolians. Do you teach it? I have 
in mind an instance which came to my notice a short 
time since. A lady came to consult me about voice les¬ 
sons. I asked her if she had ever studied. She had not. 
- 5.L'They (Novello, Ewer & Co.) have also published the 
I lhink ehe mad, a di.,,,.., j.? U,e.*,„‘d ^ SAS,8^ ®fil 
after sitting speechless a few moments departed. I n k,. b 
te-T.” g”/” fPhP1 I.i°‘,gi°e "" »“* Toore; and'“The B»k*<’Maker., ” a cantala’for mof 
"fhe next iathe indiridoal vho decide, to study Bing- P«rt chornee. for .reble vo,ce. by Baele and Cl.meot 
ing, and wants his voice tried. After you have heard L,0CKman‘ 
him sing he tells you aH about it, how his falsetto’ needs 
rebuffing, and hiB middle register ib a little feathery; ,, , Tr , a , 
but his low tones, why, you conld walk cn them, and you A19on,co“e s .fiffceen Vocabsea for Soprano, edited by 
wish you might walk all over thorn; but if you will £ive ^lbfto Rand.gger will meet with the approval of voice 
him such anl such exercises he will be able to sing clear . teachers because of the reliability of this edition, especial 
down to the butt end of thunder. He evidently imagines p«m having been taken to correct the phrasing and 
that the possibilities of his vocal apparatus are totally ireatmng marks. , , , 
beyond your comprehension, so he enlightens yon. They are 188ued 1,1 fine form and shonld be m demand' 
I have in mind another variety. This young lady has A. L. M. 
never studied.: "Ton find she has no mental , conception - 
of the production of atone. Her voice is altogether in¬ 
tractable, and she has no ideal by which to measure her - PRACTICAL METHOD FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
efforts. You see at once there muBt be a “ great awak- FOR PRIVATE OR CLASS LESSONS, in two 
ening ’ ’ mentally heforeuny substantial progrea can be bookg by Henriette Baker. Each 76 cents. Published 
made, and yoc admonish her in your most.forcible man- s ™ ... n 
ner tc refrain absolutely from singing, aside from her by We U, woner L»o. 
lessons, until she ha‘? correct mental conceptions. What This work is the outcome of fifteen years’ expeiience 
is the result? Without even notifying yon, she misses" in teaching in the primaiy and intermediate grades of 
every third lesson, and offers as an excuse that “she pianoforte training. All concede the immense value of 
had not practised. ”_Younglady, what do you suppose this foundational work, and yet there is comparatively 
■yourteacher meant when he said “ Do not practise’’? little work of really first-clais quality done among the 
What you need is cerebral gymnastics rather than vocal, masses. 
Thereat yet another class with which the teacher is Miss Baker is fully qualified by training and experi- 
broughfc in contact, and which makes him long for the enee for the task Bhe set herself"in this-method, 
cool, damp, uninteiropted seclusion of the silent .tomb. It is graded gradually enough to prevent the formation 
This individnal consumes enough time to develop an of bad habits by too great haste, and yet it will constantly 
ordinary voice in selecting a teacher. He wants to take ^advance the student. - 
a lesson or two to see how he likes your method. He ' Preference is given to the left hand, and the first woik 
says if he likes it he will take a whole term. What a in any new exercise is done by it before the right hand 
colossal monument pf conceit? How inconceivably mi- is brought into play. 
croscopic is hiB knowledge compared with his conception A few finger exercises are interspersed (and necessary 
of it. JIeknow8 no more of the relation the throat sus- they are, too), bnt not in such numbers as to appal the 
tains to singing than the average women does of the . child. 
tariff; yet he constitutes himself a judge to sit on your Very great care has been used in selecting the mate- 
method, and pronounce it guilty or not gailty,'as his fancy rial embraced in the work, 
dictates. I once met a young American id Berliq. who There is not a great deal of written directions, perhaps 
told me he bad taken a lesson of four different teachers some will think not enough ; but the few directioDB given 
before he found one who had the right method. -This in the preface and throughout ih^work, if supplemented 
young Solon bad about one octave of voice, and that in by care and observation upon the part of tne teacher, 
a sadly debilitated condition. I fancy he wonld hage to will be found abundant. 
try a (peal many before be would find one that could - Book two; which is soon to follow the one first issued, 
make a ringer of him. The three men he refused all will contain the scales, major and .minor, and exercises 
have a national reputation. • for the further development of the learner’s technic. 
I have s(ud nothing of the way in which I dispose of a Each boob is of reasonable size and cost and can be 
these- cases; perhaps I shall later. It is enough to bring used completely, so that there is no loss for the user by 
a Vrtioa fvAm tknfAmk T ltnssn vMnntinMnJ' n ....... _ P *_li_1__ A™ _ 
IEWPUBIJOATION. 
Lent is with .us, and choirmasters are busy preparing 
for their. Easter services. Composers of church musio 
are also putting out new anthems, etc.; suitable for 
Easter services. , 
It is rather difficult to select for special mention any 
from the list sent us by Novello, Ewer A Co., for the 
entire selection is- compc ed of strong, well-written 
cbornses. But toaid those of onr readers who are distant 
From their bases1 of musical supplies,:we7w.ill..name.some 
most likely 4o be useful to thehl. 1 \ 
An excellentTe Dehm” 1b that by Arthur Henry 
Brown ; it will repay the fiomewhat haid work it will 
require for its proper giving. -“The Day of Resurrec¬ 
tion,” by Rev. E. V. .11, is Bmooth, well harmonized, 
and singable. An effective thing for Easter is the 
“ Story of the Cross” with.interludes for organ. It is 
set by John Stainer and by MyleB B. Foster. Both are 
good. 
A glad hallelujah is “Thankp be to God,” by John 
W. Gritton. It has some tenor solo work. “Bless 
Thou the Lord,” for soprano, or tenor solo, quintet, 
and chorus is also very effective.. These anthems are 
all written by experienced churen composers and offer 
a good opportunity for devont and appropriate music. 
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a voice from the tomb of Porpora.I have mentioned a 
fewindmduals atcastTHeirs SdowathwaftThestudio, 
and bring with them a chill like a cold November rain. 
Do not.tnink all pnpils are like those mentioned. I am 
happy to say a very large majority are different. There 
are those who make the studio look brighter every time 
they enter it.. But that is another story. On every side 
we see the teacher held up to public view, aired, reno¬ 
vated—yea, disintegrated-—for the morbi satisfaction 
of a class of people who had much better be engaged 
in their own mental improvement, and it is only proper 
that they Bhonld get a glimpse of these things from the 
teacher’s standpoint.—Musical Visitor. 
A. L. Manchester. 
A Sound-Proof Room —A correspondent of En- 
I f gineering, London, Jannary 26, in answer to an inquiry 
i - regarding the best method of making a perfectly sound- 
d proof music-room, says that it is not difficnlt to make 
. snch a room if proper provision is made in the course 
of building, but to make a room sound proof in a house 
that is already built is an expensive matter. The floor 
mast be lifted and filled in with silicate cotton, while on 
top of each joist a strip of hair felt mast be laid before 
. . nailing down the floor. The walls mnst be studded with 
Natural gift may produce a poet, but itydoes not make vertical studs, either lathed or covered with wire netting, 
. musician. Th. pcsftc.ion *.%**.«$ b* 
untiring practice and almost ceaseless/work.—F. Bren- „ The ceiling must be treated in like manner. If there 
del. js a fireplace it must be filled with efiavipgs or cut paper. 
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At aland in all similar places, be sure to hold the sustained tones their full vialue. At b)be sure that the melodic 
idea goes down to the second 16th note, instead of,remaining. upon theuppeij,as would be the modern method. 
At Cltake the B in the bass with the left thumb,but substitute the right thumb for holding it. In VAR.I. at d) and 
similar places, be sure that the melodic idea takes,in all the 16th. notes,as if the ^soprano part were played by a 
violin, the low B being an alternate tone. Biilow marks the upper notes as 8ths, thuV^naking a sustained melody — 
which impairs the variety of effect. In the closing measures, however, the sustained melody is permitted to sound out. 
Copyright 1894 hy Theo Prosser. 
At e the bass is to have a distinct sound, instead of the modest And ineffective tone-quality common to the left 
hand. At f the small notes are to be understood as the trill written out in fuU. In VAR III the liths must not be too 
-Jight, but have melodic quality. The prolonged and staccato'tones in the bass must be 4j4y distinguished.VAR.IV 
has again a running bass, where the tone quality usual to the right hand must be pjfidn^d hy the left. The last 
variation the most brilliant of all* the running passages with a more solid tone than fast runs are generally play - 
. ed with. : 
The Harmonkme Blacksmith t 
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G. SCHIRMER, NEW YORK, 
RECENT PUBLICATIONS. 
WERMK WI;AIJOUST AJIiiROS.. Tlie Boundarle* of 
Mni»te i»n<l ls#*try, A Stndy ln Hnsleal 2E»- 
: thetiCR. Tr»n»S«.tedI>om the fierm^n by J. H. 
Cornell. Vci®*3», .@8.00,.net.. 
Ambroa, probably beet known aslheanthor of an erudite and volnm- 
inone “ History of-Music” (down to Zarlino, MonteVetde, and Fresco- 
baldt), first attracted general public attention by the publication of the 
essay, whose title heads thiB notice. It was issued in,1866 as a reply to 
. Hanslick’s celebrated pamphlet on ‘‘The Beautiful in Music,” which 
was regarded by many writers as, a last , word in the controversy over 
the limits and limitations of musical expression. 
,It;may be-.well-to state in advance.that Ambros eschews all the 
' stylistic obsCnrities which lend an air of .mystery to so many iearned 
treatises on. musical testlietics. His diction has all the plainness of 
sincerity; the profundity of his thought takes no veil of ostentations 
depth, but is illumined throughout by light and humorous allusion, 
sparkling commentary, and the sleady glow of an ardent intellect Beck¬ 
ing to penetrate through'hasty reasonings to living realities. In a 
word, his book will be delightful reading to those, who are willing'.to 
bring to its perusal a fair share of . attentive concentration. ' ' 
He joins-'issue with Hanslick on the latter’s diotum, that the only 
subject-matter of music Ib “forms set in motion by sound” (tOnemi 
bewegle Formen) - that the subject matter of a composition is solely the 
juusical theme and. its development; that feelings are neither the 
aim nor the subject-matter of music, because music possesses do means 
whatever of exciting any determined emotion. He begins by examining 
the attitude.of mnsic to the other arts; then takes.up the formal and 
the ideal sides of mnsic, and establishes the points of contact between 
mnsic and-poetry. In the happy remark, “The frame of mind which 
the hearer receives from music, lie transfers back to it,” he strikes the 
keynote to.whlch that school of musical critics who are fond of dog¬ 
matizing on the art.as one essentially consisting in “the expression'of 
sensations, affections, passions,” are prone to pitch their -esthetico- 
ecstatic jMEeans, wherein the “ descriptive ” powers of music are- bo mon¬ 
strously exaggerated. The dangerous side of anch caricatures, of the 
tendency, to compose' music with a program (expressed or tnppreued), is 
pointed out, with fine illustrative touches Music in its objecti voattltade 
beside poetry,:—astlie product of the subjective intellectual activity of 
the conipo-er.—as limited by words with which it is conjoined—-Frognim- 
music; Bnch are the further subdivisions before the impartial and vig¬ 
orous summing-op. ; And Ambros is always so sympathetic, so closely 
in touch with nis subject, that we everywhere,feel the spirit, not merely 
of a studious critic, but also of a skilled composer {for such he was) and 
genuine lovor of his art. As a corrective to the extreme views of 
Hanslick, this little book has high and permanent value. 
/ MUSICAIj FORM, by Kbeneirr Front, R.A. (I.ond.), 
Prof, of Ilnrniony and -Composition at the 
Uoyal Aeademy or Music. Cloth, 92.00, net. 
Mr. Pront’s series of text-books on musical theory presents various 
remarkable features The rapidity with which it has attained to popu¬ 
larity is rendered astonishing in view of the swift succession in the 
Issue of the several volumes, that now under consideration forming 
the sixth. Its predecessors, published within the brief space of four 
years, include (1) Harmony, Its Theory and Practice: (2) Counterpoint, 
."-triei and Free; (3) Doable Counterpoint and Canon; (4> Fugue, 
(synthesis); (6) Fugne (analysis); No 6 will be followed in due tire..; 
by a concluding volume on Applied Fnrns. It will be seen that the 
student of one of these books has the advantage of being able -to 
refer, at any stage of bis progress, to works identical in conception, 
and covering the entire ground to bo gone over in a course of theory 
applied to practice, A 
A further advantage resides in the simplicity of plan and clearness of 
definition, and the resulting lucid presentation of the subject-matter. 
In his Introduction to Musical Form the author ennmerates its primary 
coristituents-rMelody*,.Tonality, Khythm, Proportion, and (in a lesser 
degree! Modulation-and Development—and defines them in order; 
Khythm he culls “the more or less regular recurrence of cadences,” 
whence it follows that rhythm in music “ is entirely a question of the 
position of the cadences.” Whether the author's definitions coincide 
with the views of other authorities or not is quite beside the question, 
considering the prevalence of uncertainty and the clashing of opinions 
in matters relating to magical theory ; it 1b, however, a stern require-: 
ment that a writer should be not only clear in details, but thoroughly 
consistent; and here these two virtues are combined in no common 
degree. Following fundamental definitions of the sentence and its 
members (that of the Motive being peculiarly apt and original), three 
chapters are devoted to Modulation, transient modulations and changes 
of tonality being held well apart, the employment of simple modulatory 
means (the triad) dwelt upon at length, and that of dissonant chords 
(“discords”) very fully treated; frequent quotations from the works 
of leading component ferns a prominent and instructive feature in these 
chapters, as elsewhere in the series. The construction of sentences in 
regular rhythmic form how follows, supplemented in the next chapter 
by a strikingly hovel elucidation of ‘ irregular and complex rhythms.” 
The concluding chapters are devoted to an explanation of the building- 
up of complete movements- by combining-seatettces in.'simple. Bihar.y 
and simple Ternary form, IHnsferated by jro less than 28 movements from 
classical works, exhaustively examined and critically annotated.. Want 
of space forbids further commentary on a work which, taken as h 
whole, is the most thorough and comprehensive English treatise extant 
on musical form. 
TUB ALGERIAlf, A Comedy Opera In Three ActsT 
Reok by Rlen Mae Oonongb. Hnaie by Regi> 
aald Be Kofeo. Vocal Score. Price $8.00. 
PRBSS NOTICES. 
The open made a decided hit. * * * * The score contains some 
of the beat work that the composer has done, * * * *—N. Y. MaU 
tend Repress.' •' :- -- 
Mr.Tte Kovon’a mnsic is very far superior to that which he gave ns 
lately—ills fresher in melody; righter and more lmoyat, 
mors fsail®And simple':in rhythm,'and- altogether more' dainty In vocal1 
and instrumental treatment. It is always light and at times frothy,bnt 
if is the froth of good champagne, and has an inspiriting fizz to it. * * 
—N. T. Timet. 
The orchestration is often singularly fascinating. * * • There 
is an mhaaslast''vein, of original melody spiced with modem harmonies, 
and often characterized by a delightful rhythmic swing and animation, 
• * • The composer haa a genuine dramatic vein and mission. * • 
10 a word, the Algerian most be pronounced a genuine success —N. T. 
Evening Pott ' 
It is all tuneful, graceful, dearly expressed, sweetly- harmonized, and 
effectively scored.—Ocmmereial Advertiser. ' 
Mr. De Koven has maintained himself on a higher plane than in.his 
last two egbrts^and in such number* as the T&aiboarino Song he most 
laudably strives' for. the goal: uet by no less a person than Delibes, The 
collah At .created «n operetta which it is a pleasure to hear, * 
—If. ¥. Tribtme. 
F'oi Sale by all Music Dealers. 
Phe Monthly Bulle Ins issued bj S Sohirmer are 
invitluabletoail intereotedlnMusic. V&’ill be sent free 
to any address. 
PLGTSAM AID JETSAM. 
A glass of writers has arisen which, possibly because 
of an excess of pugnacious originality, combat almost 
every principle of musical theory or practice. 
If they <»nnot find something substantial to oppose, 
they will set up propositions apparently for the pleasure 
of demolishing them. 
Research and investigation are certainly necessary 
adjuncts to-progress and culture, and no one who is in¬ 
terested in musical science or art will cavil at them, bat 
one whois in touch with current musical literature 
cannot fail to observe a tendency toward verbosity and 
hair splitting analysis. 
The difference “ between tweedle-dum ” and tweedle- 
dee” has become very important, and it is of vital in¬ 
terest whether, in teaching piano technic, the teacher 
be on the right side or the left. 
Speaking seriously, there is too much attention and 
stress laidupon the minor details of pedagogy, interpre¬ 
tation, etc., with the result of a loss in larger and more 
important matters. It is a case of the beam and the 
mote. These demolishers of men of straw strain at the 
gnat and swallow the camel. It is a gcod thing to keep 
the letter of the law, but much better to adhere to its 
spirit. - * * „ 
■Jr 9 . * 
The subjoined reprint from the London Musical 
Times is a case in point 
. In one of her essays, George Eliot speaks of a man 
who “makes himself haggard at night in writing ont 
his dissent from what nobody ever believed.” Writers 
on mnsic seem to take a Bpecial pleasure in this form 
of exercise. One, for instance, will write a pugna¬ 
cious essay to prove that music without melody is an 
abomination. Every living sonl who cares for music 
already holds the same opinion; bnt that is of no 
consequence. He writes his essay all the same, and 
its. readers imagine that some one, somewhere, must 
have written in favor of music without melody. Of 
course, it never dawns on the author that another 
may find “ melody,” where As hears only disconnected 
Bounds; or that, even where the perceptive powers 
are equal, it is possible for two mindB to have widely 
different ideas of the conditions^ essential to a good 
melody. Another popular subject with the “ two-and- 
two-are-not-five ” school of writers is that of the “ de¬ 
scriptive ” or “ representative ’ powers of mnsic. Here 
they have a still larger field in which to play the 
exhilarating game known as “ kicking at an open 
door;” and it is astonishing to reflect bow many in¬ 
tellectual athletes—from Hood downward—have wasted 
energy in playing it. The latest is a writer in Mac¬ 
millan, whose initials, “ W. H. T.,” are appended to 
an article on “ Descriptive Music,” in* which con¬ 
siderable acumen, muck care, culture, and thought 
have been expended in. proving that music, without 
words, though it can depict the feelings called np 
by . a. particular landscape, cannot convey a picture of 
the landscape itself to the mind of a listener. But 
who, in the name of all the Grecian gods,, ever asserted 
that it conld? ' Already musicians are divided on the 
subject of music as a representative art, gome holding 
that. it can depict a variety of emotional or mental 
states of more or less distinctness, and others denying 
its representative powers altogether. Bat sorely no 
one, competent to speak on the subject at all, ever > 
suggested Ibat music, without the aid of words, could 
depict things, as well as mental states:—mountains, 
for instance, as well as moods. To write, as “ W H- 
T.” does, as though the ‘* aims and methods of modern 
musicians ” were the r representation, by music, of 
“scenes,” is to further bewilder the mind of the ama¬ 
teur, already sufficiently puzzled by the conflicting-ar¬ 
guments of doctors who disagree; find may even induce 
the simple to suppose that a school of musical thinkers 
exists who assert that music can draw pictures of “ beau¬ 
tiful landscapes and noble buildings ” (to aaoto ** W. 
H. T.”),\aha that therefore such a viev may be tenable. 
A possibility which is anything bnt comforting. 
Hie following clipping suggests the question, How 
many of -our present day organists could do likewise? 
Ear training is a much neglected branch of musical in-, 
struction, even the best and-most conscientious teachers 
overlooking it Yet no line of musical development 
is so important to true musicianship. 
The Etude has published allusions to it, and W. S. B. 
Mathews, in his “ Twenty Lessons to a Beginner,” lays 
much Btress upon it; still, it iB not receiving the care it 
v should. . , 
Read the paragraph below, and test your own powers 
in this direction;— 
Many of our, older readers will recollect the contro¬ 
versy-on Key Color jandi its eouain, Absolute Pitch, 
which taged in thes& coluuina some yearns agOA: Tnwhich 
connection, Mr. R. Cooper relates a good stbry concern- 
lng Sir George El Vey, whoBe death was announced in 
our January issue, : Says: our informant; “ In 1868 I 
appened to be in the organ petir with the late musician. 
Jlist before the antheni Dr. EIvey missed bis organ 
score, and there was no time to fetch it from his honse. 
The anthem commenced with a tenor isolo, which was 
taken up at-a signal'from the; organ pew. During' its 
performance, Dr. Eivey Baid to me, ‘ If I had not for¬ 
gotten the key, I could come in wiUi the chords. ’ He 
listened anxiouslyfora cine to the key. Curiouslyy we had 
both only a day or tyo before tried to: puzzle each other 
id finding the jpitch of notes struck at random on his 
pianoforte. I felt quite shre that J had discovered the 
key; but, lest Ishonld embarrass him by asuggestion, I 
waited for the Doctor to speak first, ‘ B flat,’ he rhiB- 
pered, hesitatingly. ‘Yes, philharmonic,’ I replied. 
Then he tried to catch an interval or two as the soloist 
was on the final Cadence, and came down with a fall 
crash on the keyboard with the first chord of the chorus. 
His accompaniment' was for[ the most part improvised, 
for he had forgotten the composer’s score in several 
passages. Bat his true ear caught the vocal parts so 
accurately tb^t his natural genius supplied the rest.-’1— 
Musical Opinion 
It is sometimes advisable for even a popular artist to 
retain common sense and self-control. We are inclined 
to grow large rapidly by reason of success, and it often 
requires & severe rebuff to bring us back to a proper 
elevation. 
“ Pride goeth before destruction and a haughty spirit 
before a fall.” So the subject of the squib below found 
out to his cost- 
A Russian artiBt lately took a musical critic to task in 
a very public and uncomfortable way. The critic had . 
dealt rather severely with the performances of a Russian 
operatic company, and ’especially With M. Lianoff, one 
of the singers. On the conclusion of the first act of a 
piece the other evening, M. Lianoff advanced to the 
footlights, and, addressing the unfriendly critic, who 
was seated in the front rows of the stalls, in a high tone 
exclaimed: “ So yon are the drivelling idiot who said I 
was unable to enunciate half the syllables in any word I 
utter. What should you say to my pronunciation in ad¬ 
dressing yon as a dunderheaded fool?” Th® critic, rising 
very deliberately and bowing gracefully, replied, “ I 
should say that you were drunk and irie&pahle,” A 
tumnltaon8 scene followed. Part of the crowded audi¬ 
ence and the orchestra evinced a desire to lynch the 
journalistic offender, hut the latter, protected by the 
police, retained his seat. 
A. L. Manchester. 
QUALITY, BATHES THAI QUANTITY. 
BY JOHN FRANCIS GILDER. 
Thebe seems to he -a growing disposition upon the 
part of pianists to see'how large a number of pieces 
they can present at their concerts. Instead of learning 
their solos perfectly, and producing the greatest possible 
effect with each, they often play Borne of them in a care¬ 
less and ineffective manner. 
I have heard, in later ygara, piani s of great reputa¬ 
tion play some of their selections .in a manner that gave 
me the impression that.they were .tiresome and ineffec¬ 
tive, while probably the' real reason lay in the fact that 
the players had not sufficiently studied and developed 
the rail resources of the. pieces. 
The two pianists who impressed me the most favorably 
were Thalberg and Gottachalk ... There was a degree of 
completeness and perfection in their playing that was 
fraly delightfuL I never heard either of them plag a 
piece that was not eiyoyabte.' . ■ . " " . - 
It is quite certain that their concert repertory was 
much smaller than that of more modem pianists. It*is 
said that Thalberg nevhr played a;piece in public—even 
of his own composition— without the most careful and 
extended study. 
It is the same with singers. The twff greatest sopranos 
ever heard in this country were undoubtedly - Jenny 
Lind and Adelina Pattis It is quite true that Jenny 
Lind’s repertory for the concert stage , was -extremely 
limit* 1 and it r the same m it :/ Patti jt dging ■ 
the more modern standar 1 
{h general princip s, jt i better for an artis per 
form a c rtain huoaber td selections in a perfect and 
iffec re manner than to. trv to impr s^apon ^he pnl ic 
the extent of their memo’ries\ 
T- lestion shonld not i i, \E w many pieces does 
the per it sing or play?” hatjv" fit,f wsfe 
the selection i on their programs?,!’—Musi iZ Sm 
wer & Go.. 
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EDITED, ARRANGED IN GROUPS, AND THE FINGERING 
REVISED AND SUPPLEMENTED BY 
FRANKLIN TAYLOR. 
This Collection of Studies is intended to illustrate the 
various elements of a complete course of pianoforte 
technique, and to provide students with the means of 
attacking and overcoming the different special difficul¬ 
ties which, have to be encountered. (With this view, the 
Studies have been arranged in groups, those in each 
group being placed in progressive order and having 
reference to Some one particular difficulty.) The greater Eart of the Studies themselves have been selected 
•om the standard works of the most eminent 
Study-writers, and with these are included numerous 
others whi'chj though of equally great practical utility, 
have hitherto been less generally accessible. 
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BEGABDING OEBTAIH PIABISTS. 
BY FREDERIC W. ROC r. 
I wish to Bpeak of a'group, of pianists that I have ran 
across bn this continent .and have been impressed with, 
as sh< tvii g.how higl tl standard of piano playing has 
come to be in these days.- It is not so much the excels 
lence of their work that I am remarking, as the fact that 
such great excellence has become to oe an every day 
matter, something which occasions no surprise, and no 
excitement among concert goers beyond that of. a mo- 
ment in which a master wont is being performed in their 
presence in a grand fashion. Blilowj Paderewski, D’Al¬ 
bert, Pachmarin and Josefiy are names among active 
pianists; that may be supposed by the masses of concert 
goers to be in a remarkable. degree preeminent among 
their confreres. 
It is probably imagined that one has decidedly more 
intelligence in interpreting the older classical workB 
than any one else: that another distinctly excels in im¬ 
perious mastery of technical difficulties; that.the veloc¬ 
ity of another cannot be matched, etc. 
And while the names of Emil Sauer, Alexander Silo- 
ti, Clotilde Kleeburg, Bernhard Stavenhagen and many 
others, may not be entirely unknown in America, they 
are probably not thought of as being in the first rank of 
artists. But it mast be a very acute critic who can tell 
in intelligible terms wherein most of these fall below the 
highest rank. Twenty-five years ago it was so great a 
rarity to hear a pianist play to our complete^atisfaction, 
the repertory that one must play to rank high, that the 
few who could do this without to some extent blurring 
the phrases, obscuring the rhythm; misnsing the pedal, 
scrambling over the hard placeB, in short without 
cramping and belittling the Bpirit of the music, stood 
distinctly apart and were conspicnons the world over. 
At the present day the broad reposefnl phrases of a 
Beethoven, the intellectual intricacies of a Bach, the 
exquisitely delicate and intense feeling of a Chopin, the 
subtle and imaginativeness of a Schumann and the tech¬ 
nical problems of a Liszt find masterful treatment at so 
many hands that it is, to me, remarkable evidence of 
musical progress, altheugh it has the disadvantage of 
belittling the giants of the piano-forte by multiplying 
their numbers arid taking away the sense of constrast. 
The clear-cnt velocity of Clotide ‘Kleeburg’s playing 
is something to hear; and she has a piece “Aeolus” 
written for her by Gernsheim which gives her powers in 
this direction full Bcope. Emil Sauer’s treatment of 
bravnra gets more from the instrument than usually 
seems possible; that is, he does not seem to reach the 
limit of the piano’s possibilities as soon as most others 
do, bat has the knack of making the machine fairly 
outdo - itself; he Beems able to go on toward larger 
climaxes, after he has already gone so far that you ex¬ 
pect to hear the dull, woody pounding effects which in¬ 
dicate that the limits have been reached. His manner 
duriog such passages is that of one who defies the in¬ 
strument to withstand him ; there is no look of effort, 
but an assured certainty that he will scale the loftiest 
heights with a dash. 
Siloti gives thei impression of juBt as much resources 
bat more reserve: He seems like a young man bat has 
the self restraint of an old one. While playing the 
Chopin 6tude in C sharp minor, for example, he can play 
the left hand runs up to a speed that renders it unneces¬ 
sary to make those perfunctory ritards that we generally 
hear, and yet treat the right hand part with unusual and 
unexpected delicacy. 
These players all have a certain mark of high rank 
which consists in being so accustomed to technical pro¬ 
ficiency that they do not feel especially and obtrusively 
conscious of it; they never seem to display their execu¬ 
tion bat fix the hearer’s attention upon the spirit of the 
mnsic. Yet the execution is there, and one is made to 
hear every note in a manner that makes no demands 
upon one’s guessing faculties. 
One sometimes thinks that with pianists as with 
Samson of old, Borne mysterious power may be imagined 
to lie in the hair. -It will be remembered that it was 
only after the prophet of old had let his hair grow that 
he possessed power to pall down the temple. The 
P&derewBki halo may indeed have some connection with 
“ bringing down the house.” 
-Silotiand^Stavenhagenyamongthoselhaveespe^ 
cially mentioned- have neglected, probably from neces¬ 
sity, to avail themselves of this resource ; but Sauer has 
a wealth of hirsute adornment sufficient to account for 
much digital facility. 
As Kleeburg is a woman we will not inquire into the 
matter aB far as Bhe-is concerned. Doubtless it is all 
her own 1—Presto. 
Music is a meanB of culture ; it is one of the greatest, 
and, perhaps, the greatest factor in human civilization. 
Not until men shall use the art with the spirit of rever¬ 
ence will it exercise those powers for which it is de¬ 
signed. The present generation of philosophers and 
teachers are only beginning to search for the real 
meaning and explanation of the art, and they have 
not advanced sufficiently to answer even these simple 
questions: What is music ? Wherein consists its. great 
power?—Karl Metz. 
SHALL WE TEAOH CAUSE OB EFFECT ? 
‘~(■;;.-/■\ ■-:?:&'<?;';v»■■«■■■■■■!»)•'i'y'i?-."''■'!• 'i- ;’ 
; BY FREDBIOK yr. MULLER. ■ - 
We read manj articles in musical journals about 
Touch, Tone, Technic, “ What.,we shall Play, and how 
we shall Play it,” but very seldom-do we find an article 
dcalirig with the tio’ns the basis of all m isic 
. If. the definition that “ music is the expression or 
lftngaage of the embtionB,,’ be trne, why i8 not more of 
our teaching directed toward. releasing those emotions 
from their imprisoriment ? In actual life the principles 
ofcauseandeffec are clo8ely allied to>aU our actions, 
and-the: child experiences them.from the1 moment of first 
comprehension. He learns that certain sounds produce 
certain effects or results, and he is either elated or de¬ 
pressed in accordance. But in studying piano the 
child is treated as a mere machine, to be directed by the 
teacher’s will,.but to be allowed no. freedom of thought 
or feeling under any conditions. ' 
The child in learning to: speak, seeks until he finds the 
sound which will bring the result aimed at. Why can 
we not allow our piano Beginner to seek his toneB nntil 
he finds those which will express the idea he has, only 
guiding and assisting as may seem best? It is a fact 
beyond dispute that vocalists make better pianists than 
dp persons who do not sing, and the reason is self- 
evident. From the first, they express through the words 
definite ideas, and this association of thought wedded 
to music leaves an indelible impression on the mind. 
Suppose then, we allow onr pupil to take a song 
learned in the nursery or Kindergarten or otherwhere, 
and pick out the tones on the piano. Having done so, 
show him the easiest way to finger the same. Then 
show how much the addition <of the bass will improve it 
-and so working gradually, unfold to the young mind the 
possibilities of music. If at the same time stress is 
laid on the crescendo and diminuendo as shown by the 
more or less relaxed condition of the throat in singing 
this song, the foundation of expression will have been 
laid. In due season; follow with some piece in which 
the rhythm is the principal effect, not forgetting, how¬ 
ever, that it is through the melody that this emotions 
were first aroused. 
Working along this line it seems to me we would be 
moving from the source, with the feeling and not against 
it. It is mnch easier to row down stream than up, and 
when the subject to be taright is a child, to whom any¬ 
thing that savors of woik is irksome, the task becomes 
doubly difficult. The Pestalozzi&n system may be of 
use in onr work also. 
PBE8UMPTU0US BIBB. 
BY EDNA B. ANDERSON. 
Once having your Attention called to it, glance cur¬ 
sorily over almost any musical magazine of to-day, and 
notice the columns devoted to articles, by people who 
tell yon with utmost composure, what was passing in the 
minds or more often what Chopin, Mozart, Haydn, yes, 
even Beethoven; meant to represent by certain of their 
compositions—sonatas, nocturnes or pieces whose form 
stands for the title, and no explanatory meaning is given 
by the composer. And we are told if in rendering a 
certain minor melody (for instance), we try to believe 
we are portraying the deepest agonies of a suffering 
soul, we will catch the hidden intentrof the master, and 
all will be well. Now has this ever impressed you as 
audacious, pure and. simple presumption? It - has go 
impressed me and especially as l have read half a 
dozen different fairy-like romances, woven about a Bingle 
well-known sonata, each purporting to be the correct, 
mental motive, that prompted the musical theme. 
And does this help us? Are we still children, that 
we cannot feel poising through all our being a more in¬ 
spired mvncal sense in the glowing harmonies than any 
sentimental tale, which may take the fancy, will ever 
give to help us reach the heights. 
Do ve not lose sight of the most exquisite shades of 
feeiing -that 'so exalt the tonal world; when we are en¬ 
deavoring to form a musical picture, of ayoung«%irl 
parting from her lover, etc* . Will onrlimeriers know 
^that by our rippling arpeggios we are. tryingsto le.t them 
know that the maiden’s’hair is long and wavyt 
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ART AND MONEY. 
Ip muaic is fo be placedonapurely business basis, 
whatwill be the Bltimate fate of the art ? It ia doubt¬ 
ful if any profession can survive if the accumulation of 
dollars md etots is the chief >bjec The poet wh 
hould re * z all ii ipi % ion until he is atisfactoril 
paid for producing it, is the poet whose fame would not 
ontlast his life [he c >mj • er who should Waif for a 
bank ch< k bef< eh wr< e iis symphony is the c m 
poser who would have no place in the temple of fame; 
the pbj t i m h< 3.«« se (? to pres ribe f a suffe i j* 
fellow mortal hefcre he received his fee is the man whom 
the dictionaries define as quack; What ib enduring in 
all arts is that which has no relation to business. An 
artist mast live and he is always worth the salary he re¬ 
ceives, bnt he is what he is through the love for his 
art, throngh the instinct which has impelled him to be¬ 
come what he 1b. 1 If he is a true artist he did not stndyt 
for the purpose of making money, bat to conquer the art' 
which he loved. How many symphonies have received 
their worth in money; how manvcomposers have been 
rated attheir commercial valne ? Was Milton thinking of 
the five pounds pay ment when he wrote “ Paradise Lost ”? 
or, coming down to our own times did Dr. Dvordk reckon 
on the price when he composed his latest symphony? 
Inspiration, fortunately for the world, has not yet learned 
business methods and a Schubert will yield to his genius 
with no thought Of a bank account. Those who deal 
in art on a purely business basis should remember 
that they are in danger of depriving art of any value 
whatever. They are living on the works produced by 
genius and when genius follows their methods, when 
inspiration is only a matter of dollars and cents, they 
will be left to starve, We live in a very practical age, 
but society is held together and makes progress throngh 
an Arnott who surrenders his pain saving inventions 
free to a suffering world • to Pheidias who lives only to 
imprison eternal beauty in marble; to Beethoven and 
Mozart whose sole object is to allow eternal beauty to 
speak throngh their works: Had the world’s geniuses 
bee practical men they might have lived in greater 
comfort but posterity would have been the Bnfferer. Art 
is too precious to drag down to a trade basis which only 
stifles it. If our country is to produce genius, perfect 
freedom must be allowed in preparing and nourishing 
the intellectual and emotional soil from which genius 
springs and Sowers. Commerce is one thing; art an¬ 
other ; both are noble and essential to the welfare of a 
nation, bnt commerce nourishes the body and art the 
soul. Physical health and beauty are beyond praise, 
but so long as a pan remains something more than an 
animal so long will he need the nourishment that springs 
from pure and ennobling art. —Leader. 
MOZART ON HIS MANNER OF COMPOSING. 
When I am, as it were, completely myself, entirely 
alone, and of good cheer -say traveling'! a carriage, 
or walking after a good meal, or daring toe night when 
I cannot sleep—it is on such occasions that my ideas 
flow best and most abundantly. Whence and how they 
cornel know not, nor can £ force them. Those ideas 
that please me I . retain in my memory, and am accus¬ 
tomed, as I.have been told, to ham them to myselfi If 
I continue in this way, it soon occurs to me how I may 
turn this or that morsel to account, so as to make a 
good diBh of it—that is to say, agreeably to the rales of 
counterpoint, to the peculiarities of the varionB instru¬ 
ments, etc. All this fires my soul, and; provided I. am 
not disturbed, my subject enlarges itself, becomes meth¬ 
odized and defined, and toe whole, though it be long, 
stands almost complete and finished in my mind, so that 
I can survey it like a fine picture or a beautiful statue at 
a glance. Nor do I hear in my imagination the parts 
successively, but I hear them, as it were, all at once. 
What a delight this is I cannot tell! All this inventing, 
this composing, takes place in a pleasing, lively dream. 
What I have thns produced 'I do not easily forget, and 
this is, perhaps; the beBt gift I have my Divine Maker 
to thank for. Why my productions take from my hand 
that particular style and form that makes them Mozart-. 
ish, and different from the works of other composers, is 
probably owing to the same cause which reader*? my nose 
so smalL css' ao large, so aquiline, or, in short, makes it 
Mozart’s and different from other people’s noses, for 
I do not study or sum at any originality. 
MORE REPOSE, 
BY ALBSBT W. BORST. 
It is related that Beethoven when asked to name the 
greatest musical effect replied ‘‘ the pause.- In these 
days of musical rapid transit, it would be good for us 
if-one would occasionally rest, so that we might ease 
the strain of nervous tension and examine the construc¬ 
tion of our works. 
Qur n isical inventions are hur id along without 
giving the participants time to grasp the full meaning of 
what has been offered for discussion. 
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Our organ and piano-forte recitals, and many of our 
concert programs/ are often open to the Bame condem¬ 
nations. Our students are so busy practising-techni¬ 
cal matter that bnt little time is afforded for the equally 
important aesthetic Bide. And some, of onr teachers 
are so much in earnest to perfect said technic,' 
the opportunities for analysis and other methods of 
getting at toe inner content of the music are rare. 
Chi ya piano, va «ano—and it ianjust 'this plea for 
more piano, or repose, that we would argehtl/ recom¬ 
mend. The movements of but few of onr Symphonies 
and Bonatas are designed for an nttaccm:’-. toe vast 
majority leave a more lasting impassion; if a pause 
between each part be observed. Such a psuio is not 
necessarily meant for talk or relaxation, although some¬ 
times this is' really felt as a want. In the majority 
of cases it would be to muse on what has gone before, 
or possibly to speculate on the form that the sequence 
of the work will take in its farther development. In 
our music we appear to. go on the same erroneous 
principles as we do with our books: we try to assimi¬ 
late more than is possible to keep our digestive organs 
healthy. Let us then have time for musical digestion. 
“ PRIDE GOETH BEFORE A PALL.” 
The hatred sometimes conceived by one singer for an¬ 
other of the same class of voice, and playing the same 
parts, if not more reasonable, at least is more intelligi¬ 
ble. I shall never forget the rage which the tenor Fan- 
celli once displayed on seeing the name of the tenor 
Campanini inscribed on a large box at a railway station 
with these proud words appended to it: “ PrimoTenore 
Assoloto,” “Her Majestey’s Opera Co.” It was the 
epithetassoloto ” (literally alone) which, above all, 
raised Faneelli’s ire. He rushed at the box, attacked 
the offending word with his walking-stick, and with the 
end of it tried to rub off the white letters composing the 
too ambitions adjective, “assoloto.” Faneelli, among 
other tenors, considered himself alone jnstly entitled to 
reserve this grandioso sounding term for his own private 
use. Unfortunately, he conld not write the word, read¬ 
ing and writing being accomplishments which had been 
denied to him from his youth upward. : Faneelli had 
begun life as a facchino or baggage porter at Leghorn; 
so his ignorance, if lamentable; was at least excusable. 
He conld however, just manage to scribble his ows name 
in large schoolboy characters, but his letter-writing and 
his antqgraphs for admiring ladies were done for him by 
a chorister, who was remunerated for his secretarial 
work at the. rate of something like a penny Pickwick 
per month. The chorister, by the way, in agreeing to 
work on these moderate terms, knew that he had the 
illustrious tenor in his hands; and in momenta of diffi¬ 
culty he would exact his own price and, refusing cheap 
cigars, accept nothing less than ready money. 
Occasionally . when the chorister was not at hand, or 
when he was called upon to give-his autograph in the 
presence of other persons, Faneelli found himself in a 
sad plight; and I have a painful recollection of Iiis 
efforts to sign his name in the ^alburn of the Liverpool 
Philharmonic Society, which contains the signatures of 
a large number of celebrated singers and musicians. In 
this Musical Book of Gold, Faneelli made an earnest en¬ 
deavor to inscribe his name, which, with the^exception 
of the “ c ” and of one “ e ” he succeeded "in writing 
withoutthe omission of any of the necessary lettigre. 
He had. learned, moreover, to write the glorious words 
“ Primp Tenore,” and in a foment of aspiration tried 
to add to them his favorite epithet of “ assoluto He 
had written a capital “A” followed by three “s’s,” 
when either from awkwardness or in order to get himself 
ont of toe scrape in which he had alreadyfeltj himself 
lost, he upset the inkstand over the page. Then he took 
up the spilt ink on his forefinger.and transferred it to his 
. hair; until at last, when he had obliterated the third 
“ s.” h;s signature stood in toe book as it stands now— 
“Faheli Pjbimo Tenobb Asst-.” 
HAMMER VERSUS PRESSURE TOUGH- 
Ip we strike a pianoforte key with- sufficient force to 
produce even a mezzo-forte effect, a knocking Bound is 
occasioned as the finger tenches toe key, and toe ham- 
h «i * ikes the st ri ig in sway to jar it; In th s ut* to® 
ribra pus annot he those only which necessary to 
produce a pure quality of tone, the effect chpnging.as if 
1 re trying to right itself. te (*, puret remits 
if w us< a particular kind j' pre^sare tc i',1 which is 
noticeable throughout Paderewski i • lying and the 
touch causeB the strings to vibrate as they should.; 
We a® easily produce ^ r s> J of - F-r.o on ^ good 
pinanoforte if we nse a poor kind of touchjlnd wer can 
ohtmge the inal ty of rv-- without touehingthe 
pedals. Certainly the quality of tone depends upon ithe ; 
way (V- it the keyi are pm town—upon t chn^ 
C R Slayner. 
Questions an3 J%n$wsx[s. 
,*{0«r' jinks «{sk - are Invitodtosena lit questions for this deport- ; 
moiit.' Fleeae %rlte them on.dna aide of the paper only, aha; not 
with other thlhsa on the some sheet In Emr Case thx 
W>to% im^&DUBS'innr be GrvxN.orthe-questions will 
reeeire noauentlon. ln no case will the writer’s name be printed 
Ur the questions tn THK Btudb. Questions that have no general 
inUuest srill not receive attention.] 
A. I>. E.—In:“ March' Herolque,” by Schubert,-the meaning of M. 
D. C. is March Da Capo. . . k . 
8. M. B.—The best teaching edition of the classics is one of im¬ 
portance; opinions differ ' We give ours,-which is formed from an 
extended acquaintance of all good editions. For Bach, the Stein- 
graber edition; for Beethoven, the Cotta, but that edition is quite 
expensive; the new Litolff edition is good and inexpensive; for 
Chopin, the Schlesinger edition ; Mendelssohn, the Peters (Kullak); 
Mozart, the Library edition of 8chirmer; Handel, the Krueger edi¬ 
tion ; Haydn, Peters. The earlier numbers of Litolff are hot to be 
desired, but the late numbers are equal to the best. Peters' editions 
are always reliable.The Steingraber edition is not fully appreci¬ 
ated. The hew Library edition is equal to any of the foreign editions. 
- M. A L.—A course of study in the history and science of music 
can be given, but it will not be adapted to every one, especially if 
you wish to pursue it without an instructor. You might begin the 
science with Palmer’s “ Primer,” Landon’s “ Writing Book,” and 
Clark's u Theory to Piano Students.” The next stage, some good 
work on harmony; among them we will mention Howard’s, Emery, 
Bussler, Brockhoven, and Dana. For higher theory, the works of 
Prout, Richter, Jadassohn (counterpoint), and Banister. In history, 
the field is not well covered. “Grove’s Dictionary ” should be the 
first work in every musician’s library. It is expensive, but contains 
everything relating to made. Fillmore’s “ History of Music ” is a 
good general text-book on this subject; also Langhana and Ritter 
have written good histories. We hope soon to give our readers a 
full course of reading and study. For summer school, see Thb 
Etude in a month or two. 
T. J. L.—In, Da Capo the second ending only is observed. Notes 
or/chords that are tied, but have staccato marks attached, are struck. 
This seems like a contradiction, but it is the only way of marking 
the portamento touch. 
F. S. C.—We have answered this question several times; no later 
than in last month’s issue. Perhaps some of our readers can sug¬ 
gest something that has not occurred to us. It is on the habit of 
not striking chords together. 
D. M. C —About teaching time to pupils. Beginners and pupils 
who are hot naturally thorough, usually lack a correct knowledge of 
note values. These pupils need such instruction and works as Lan¬ 
don’s “Pupils’ Writing Book” will furnish it. Those pupils who 
are wanting in an innate feeling for rhythm, should practice pieces 
with a marked time and with a ragged and positive content. Fur¬ 
thermore, teach the pupil to rely upon his feelings for time, the 
even flow of accent and regularity of tones ; for time is a matter of 
inner feeling, not forgetting duett playing. 
- M. D.—The last edition of Landon’s “ Reed Organ Method ” con¬ 
tains a full description of how reed organs are made, and also, how 
to use the stops. This latter subject is very clearly and fully treated. 
A, M. R.—The two finger exercises of the “ Mason Technic,” can 
seldom be successfully practised with both hands at a time. Some 
of the best teachers require the pupil to work with the second and 
third fingers only, for two or three months, perfecting the touch, 
and especially, acquiring the fully devitalized condition requisite 
for clear playing in velocity. Then the other fingers are taken in 
turn, one hand at a time.' Later on, both hands can be used together 
with the second and third fingers in all but the velocity forms. 
Yet it is quality of tonch that is most needed, and there are few 
pupils who can profitably use both hands at a time in their practice. 
C. B. T.—Tired and aching hands from playing the arpeggios is 
due to a stiff and unfievitalized arm, wrist, and hand. Before be¬ 
ginning the arpeggio, move the fingers and swing the hand loosely 
and freely, then begin the arpeggio, and as you begin to ascend, 
each time feel that yon have loosened the hand. That is, make it 
your especial business to feel thas the hand 1b loose and free of con¬ 
striction as you begin each ascent. Looseness is more a matter of 
feeling that the hand and wrist are loose than that of mere will 
power. : C. W.L. 
T. K. S.—Your tronble of nneven runs is dne to an nndevitalized 
-thumb, .stiff .wrist, and. bad position -of hand. These—members 
need a special practise: First, play the C scale with the thumb 
and second finger, but let the thumb pTay its keys silently, only com- 
. ing light in contact with the key, not moving the key in the least, 
feeling that it is freeiy loose and fnlly devitalized. Then play with 
the third, and lastly with the fourth fingers. Observe that only 
haif of the keys give oht-tonea. Play two octaves up and down, 
wr)sts outward, outside of hand high. 0. W. L. 
J. C. W-—A' scale, whether major or minor, is nothing but the 
tonic chord of the key with the intervals between the tones of that 
chord filled in with passing tones. - The natural way to fill up these 
gapsseems to be to supply the tones which belong to the dominant 
and siibdominant chords. Thus, in C major, the gaps between the 
tones of the tonic chord are filled in with the tones D and B, which 
.belong: to the dominant chord; and F and A, which belong to- the 
*«b33ininant chord. In like manner, in the key of A; mlnoy, the 
^betweenthe tones Of the tonic chord (A-C-E-A). are filled in 
rwBB the tones Band & sharp, which belong to the dominant chord 
and D u *, <t< ieh belong o' the i bdominant hord th 
A-B < - i Th s is ' harm* . ; rn of th* mine 
* ale, because It is * ide c f the iatur harm. ni *s of ;he key 
anI it is th1 really ml 10 scale wh nlj <, * ms jo d >mi- 
nant is employed, as we mostly do in ,our modern music. When 
the ; minor dominant is used, we have what is called the “ pare ” 
minor key; its scale would be as followsA-B-O-D-E-FhQ-A; 
The form you give as No. 1, which omits theF entirely, is. Illogical 
because it leaves out the characteristic minor third of the subdomi- 
. hant chord; or rather, transforms it into a major chord. The only 
possible excuse for putting F sharp into the scale of A minor at all 
is,-that the interval from F to G aharp it regarded as:unmelodio and 
therefore to be avoided. This supposed necessity has given us the 
“melodic” form of the minor scale. It avoids the augmented 
second from F to G sharp by substituting F sharp for F in ascend¬ 
ing, leaving the G sharp as a natural up-leader to A; then substi¬ 
tutes G for G sharp descending, leaving F as a natural down-leader 
to E. Thus the characteristic tones of the principal chords of the 
key are all present, one way or the other. I know of no good 
reason for playing the melodic form up and the harmonic form 
down, as some do.. I think it better to stick to one form or the 
other; or teach both; but not mix them. You will find it easy to 
make the harmonic form mechanically from its parallel major, by 
simply lowering the third and the sixth a semitone. Thus, C minor 
can be made from C. major by substituting Efc> for E and Aj> for A. 
This substitution simply changes the tonic and Bubdomlnant chorda 
from major to minor, thus:— 
Chords of C major, F-A-C-E-G-B-D... 
Chords of C minor, F-Ab-C-Ep-G-B-D. - 
Or, if you.prefer to teach the relative minor first, you can tell the 
child that there is only one tone (G$) in A minor which is not alto 
in the scale of C major. 
Sistkk Ausema,—1. We use the Italian terms, such at allegro, 
adagio, e tc., on the same principle that Latin is used in the Catholic 
Church. It is necessary that some one language serve as a common 
medium for musicians of all nations; and Italian was first in the field. 
2. Guilmant is pronounced Ghll'-man (French nasal sound). 
3. It is difficult to divide magical history before the Christian Era 
into epochs. Since that Era began we have had—I, The preparation 
for polyphony, say 1 to 1200; II, the great-polyphonic epoch of the 
Netherlanders, 1300 to 1600; III, the epochs of the opera and 
oratorio, i. e, monophonic music, 1600 to the present. Then we may 
- discriminate within this latter epoch the great polyphonic period 
which culminated in J. S. Bach, the period of monophonic in¬ 
strumental music, which includes the development of the sonata 
and the symphony, E. P. E. Bach to Beethoven, and the romantic 
period, from 1830 on. 
4' For children there are two good histories of music. Perhaps 
“ The Story of Music ” by Lucy C. Lillie is the best for the youngest 
ones. Maoy’s “ Young People’s Illustrated History of Music ” is 
also excellent. J. C. F. 
Mb. G., Dkbrtck City, Pa.—The name of the Danish composer 
Schytt® is pronounced Shlt-t&y', I think with the accent on the last 
syllable. J. C. F. 
J. C., Edinbobo, Pa,—The phenomena you refer to are doubtless 
“ resultant ” (combination) tones. I used to think that the under¬ 
chord was to be found in these resultant tones. That is, I believe, 
the doctrine of Riemann and von Oettinger. But, according to later 
experiments and calculations, the resultant tones ofThe chord of C 
major give only tones belonging to that chord, while the resnltant 
tones of the chord of C minor give the major chord oJA flat 1 So that, 
if there is any basil for the underehord in the phenomena of 
acoustics, it must be looked for in the sympathetic vibrations. It 
Is difficult for any one not a specialist in this subject and without 
expensive apparatus to make any experiments which will be at all 
conclusive. At present -I am holding my judgment suspended as to 
. whether there really is a physical basis for the underchord theory 
or not. I have come to regard that theory, which I once accepted 
largely on what I supposed to be good authority, as still in the 
Speculative stage and as needing verification. J. C. F. 
A. M. S.—Please tell me through the Question and Answer column 
of The Etude the names and addresses of some wealthy philanthro¬ 
pists who might help struggling musicians. 
We know of no one to whom you could apply. Philanthropic 
work generally is effected by personal influence. Some of onr col¬ 
leges have free scholarships for specially gifted pupils. 
Mbs. C. E. C.—For rules and by-laws for a Ladles’ Musical Union 
write to the Wichita, Kara,, Musical Club, and C. H. Held, Syracuse, 
N. Y., for prospectus. 
N. B. C.—Louis Kohler Is dead. He died in Konigaberg, February 
16,1886. 
.. M. H. D.—Yes, Wm. H. Sherwood ia teachtng ln Chleago- He 
can be addressed : Cons, of Music, Auditorium Building, Chicago, 
I1L 
. r 
C. L. C.—The reason why major intervals become minor by in¬ 
version and vice versa is the same that augmented become diminished, 
and vice versa, also that perfects remain perfect. Yon know that in- 
vertingah interval one of the tones move an octave. It is this skip 
of an octave that regulates the whole matter. It is purely mathe¬ 
matical and may be illustrated as follows. Let the numbers repre¬ 
sent the tones of the scale. 
12845678 
1 2 8 4 5 6. 
C D E F G A B C D E F G .A- 
The major third in this row of figures is 1-3 (C-E) ; by inversion 
the lower tone is placed an octave higher, the interval becomes 8-8 
(E-C),' which is minor sixth. The interval of major second, 1-2 
(O-D), becomes a minor seventh 2-8 (D-C); 1-4 becomes 4-8, etc. 
Notice that the two intervals always make -nine. Thirds become 
Eth 9 Be Is b« sot® seventh! - }; fourths b< me fifth 
“ " e 3 The si teented and dir hed intervalh come under the 
* * * prlnci 1»: Ts j* r,» augmanU 1 icond 1- )4 (C-D|) becoin a 
1. ^ - ehtch s a dlml Bhed.se enth t ud he matter out 
along the line and all,will become clear. 
. 'h* B —Frans Behr was born at Lubtheen, Germany, in 1837. 
Lives in Paris. He is a prolific, composer of light pianoforte works 
and songs. He also wrote an opera, “ Maccarena." There.is not. 
much to be found concerning him,-fori like Fr. Burgmuller, he is 
best'known by his numerpna. light pieces for piano,—A. L. M. 
F. W.—Frangols Dubois and Charles Marie Wldor are celebrated 
teaehers, players, and composers of organ. -They, with Alexander 
Guilmant, hold first, rank among - French organists. Dubois was 
born at Sosnay, 1837, and teaches harmony and organ- at the Paris 
Conservatory; has also composed numerous and important works. 
Widor was born at Lyons, In 1846. He has written very many 
large works for organ, chamber music, part Bongs, piano pieces, eto. 
They both live and work in Paris.—A. L. M. 
G. J. B., Easton, Or.—The nsual way among aconsticians 1b to use 
small c for the C below middle C, large C for. the octave below it, 
CC for the next lower octave, and CCC for the lowest of- all. 
Mbs. A. 0. P.—There is no equivalent in English for the sound of 
the u in the French word tiude. (The E which should have an 
acute accent, is pronounced like a in hay; the final e is silent; the 
u is a sort of compromise between u and long e. A Frenchman 
would tell you: “ You moos put out your leeps,as if to vissel.’ 
A-tood is quite near. Yon can probably get it only by imitation. 
A CHARMING PAD FOR MUSIC TEACHERS 
AND PUPILS. 
Thb periodicals often contain portraits of celebrated 
musicians, illustrations of their homes, birthplace, etc. 
There also is to be found pleasing scenes from operas, 
pictures of famous music halls and opera houses, etc. 
Take an ordiaarj album for preserving cuttings and 
place in this such pictures as please your fancy, or will 
serve the purpose yon have in view. Select a book or 
books for the extra illustrating, such as a musical his¬ 
tory, encyclopedia- or book of musical biographies. 
Take blantt plate paper and cut to the size of your book 
pages, or somewhat larger; upon these sheets paste the 
illastratibns. This is best done by tracing a fine line 
of mucilage on the paper the size of your catting, mak¬ 
ing a light pencil line around your catting for this pur¬ 
pose, patting the mucilage just within the line. These 
sheets when finished can be. placed next to the pages 
that yonr picture will illustrate. To make a really fine 
book, yon should get of its publisher an nnbonnd copy 
of the book selected for your pictures, and when com¬ 
pleted have it bound up with yonr illustrations. 
A fine collection of portraits can be accnmnlated and 
pasted in an albnm devoted to this subject. Or, one 
can find illustrations of old, obsolete, and foreign musical 
instruments j and of the singular instruments used by the 
natives of Africa, of the South Sea Islands, and of other 
uncivilized countries, also divings from Egyptian 
tombs and from Assyrian sculptures. The magazines 
and illustrated weeklies often contain beautiful pictures 
which are based upon a musical idea; these can be made 
into a pleasing album. G. W. L. 
GOUNOD AND SAI1T-SAENS IN CHILDHOOD. 
Gounod must have been a wonderful child, if we are 
to believe all the Btories-we are told regarding him. At 
the age of two, in the gardens of Passy, where he was, 
taken for an exercise, he would say, “ Thai dog barks' 
in soil " and the neighbors used to ball him lie petit 
musicien The baby, scarcely ont of leading strings, 
felt, too, 80=it is isaid; the mournful character of the in¬ 
terval of a minor third. He had been listening to the 
different cries of the street Vendors. /‘ Oh,” he ex¬ 
claimed suddenly, ‘ * that^ woman cries out .a do that 
weeps. ’ ’ This because the poor woman hawked her cab¬ 
bages and carrots on the interval formed by the notes C 
ana E flat. 
Mme. Bovet tells a similar anecdote of another of the 
French composers. . One day -when a visitor suffering 
from great lameness entered his mother’s drawing room, 
little Camille Saint Saens—the future composer > of 
Samson et Delila—who was playing in the adjoining 
room, struck by the unaccustomed rhythm of the step, 
.exclaimed,. “How funny! That gentleman makes a 
crocht pointee as. he walks. ” / One must tebe all these 
stories of musical prodigies with the proverbial grain of 
salt; bat therb can be no doubt th$t gehiud'in this direc 
tion generally does, in some way or other, raveal itself 
very early. . . \ , 
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FDBLISHEE’S BOTES. 
, ■■ * -- 
- Th* “Eigfitii Grade of Mathew’s Course of Piano 
Studies” iB out, and copies lave been sent to those 
who : Jtebseribed in advance. There were no less than 
sevieth hundred copies ordered in-this way, “The Ninth 
<£rade ” will be gotten out next, We are ready to receive 
advance, orders for this grade on the same conditions 
as the.others, namely, that 25 cents is sent /With order, 
which will pay-for a copy post free, to be mailed when 
published, which we hope will be very soon. 
* # 
The important work which we have had in progress 
for some time is approaching completion. We refer to 
.“Embellishments,” by Arthur D. Russell. It would 
have been ready by this time but for the loss of some 
of the manuscript. This work we consider one of the 
moBt important yetis sued. Dr. H. A. Clark, who read 
over the work in manuscript, was very favorably im¬ 
pressed with it. He is quite enthusiastic over it now 
since reading the proof sheets. All have yet an oppor¬ 
tunity of owning this book very soon by ordering and 
paying 50 cents now in advance of publication. We 
have already booked over three hundred orders. This 
month will no doubt close the special offer. 
- * • * a 
We must make a protest against the manner in which 
music is returned at times. An envelope iB cut open and 
folded around the bundle which reaches us in a dilapi¬ 
dated condition and in most cases after credit is given’ 
for it we throw it into the waste basket, If facilities 
are not on hand for mailing, better hot send it in that 
way, but if cut envelope is used, why not" roll*up the 
music in two or three thicknesses of newspaper, which 
can always be had ?' ■ . 
* * * 
- The special offers announced in last issue will remain 
in force this month; we have reference to the volumes 
of selected studies of Concones by C. B. Cady and ro¬ 
mantic piano studies by WilBon G. Smith. They will be 
sent-for 25 and 20 cents each, respectively, if subscribed 
for now, It must be remembered that we never make 
an offer of this kind for any but the best works. We 
-have sent out thousands of works, which those ordering 
have never seen, but trusted to our judgment, and we 
have yet to hear the first complaint. 
# * 
. * * * 
In another part of this issue the first announcement 
iB given of a. summer school in Philadelphia. It may 
be interesting to know something of this kind is in view. 
* 
* * * 
Evsey piano player of even ordinary ability has ..to 
play the reed organ more or less; especially has he to 
play uhurch and snnday-school music. Now that nearly 
all churches have a piano for accompanying the music of 
their social meetings, there is much churfih.piaying on 
the piano. To meet the demands of this style of music 
the second volume of Landon’s“ Melodious Seed Organ 
and Piano Studies,” cobtainB Specific help'and work on 
the best manner splaying each music. There are but 
a very few piano players who can produce-a good; effect 
with the church music on the piano ; this subject is met 
in this volume, and particular attention is given to train¬ 
ing the pis.no pupil to play , church music successfully 
on the reed atgan. 
• ' Jf.. & • Vn 
' a * * * ' .\- 
Teaohbbs secure the best music in the albums that we 
publish. The two volumes of Melody Studies, by Mac-, 
dougall, apd the Sonatina AJbnm, and the three volumes 
of four-hands music, “ Prosser’s Four-hand School,” 
contain pieces that teachers order as sheet music by the 
thousands. In fact, these books are made up-tof the 
best music published. .' 
'-5 v< - ;./ 
• Obamusic stock is one of the largest in the city. We 
can HI an «*«,' sr for any pi see ; nbUshed Oar stock of 
Peters', Litolff’ i, Aagener, i nd other foreign editions is 
complete. We have a large assortment of.miscellane- 
®u§ luaic&l merchandise such as mnsi< foils, toning 
forks, metronomes M nk music hooks and music paper 
(»< all kinds and on st ck of works on mnsi sal theory 
and general musical literature is one of .the largest. 
Catalogues free. 
—Even when the.yotrog.pnpil has a new piece or two 
from his method at each lesson, still he feels a want of 
something new, or that has a bit of novelty in it. To 
meet this demand and to Supplement all, methods, we 
have in: press a series of sheet music in ten grades, 
especially arranged for the, reed organ. It is a well- 
known fact to all teachers that there iB a great scarcity 
of music of the easier and the most difficult grades for 
this popular instrument. These pieces will be such as 
the pupil will delight to memorize and play for his 
friends and at his teacher’s musicales. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Mathews’ “Graded Course” received. I am greatly 
pleased with it, and shall introduce it in my teaching to 
advanced pupilB. Each number of the “ Course, ” has 
proved most satisfactory, and invaluable for instruction. 
The lessons being so progressively graded, that the 
pupil pleasantly surmounts each difficulty, and improves 
rapidly. I am using these htndies in preference to any 
others, and they are worthy of large circulation. 
Mbs. C. Ward ell. 
I consider the ‘^Landon Pianoforte Method” far 
superior to any other. It is something original and 
comprehensive. It leads the pupU from one point to 
another, in such a manner, jthat nothing seems difficult. 
I am delighted with the s* Standard Studies,” by 
Mathews. He is giving us the cream of all Studies in 
one Series simplifying the selection of music for the 
teacher. Mbs. Henry L. St. John. 
I am pleased indeed to see Schmitt’s “ Pedals of 
the Pianoforte ’ ’ translated, Please send me six copies 
of it. • Ws. H. Sherwood. 
I know of no other musical paper or magazine that 
can be compared with “The Etude, ” in intelligence, 
common sense and food for: thought. I have taken i| 
for two years and have sincerely enjoyed it. 
Mbs. C. H. Tibbitts. 
I have been - using “ Howard’s Course in Harmony, ” 
in my teaching the past year, and have been much 
pleased with it. 
1 have studied and used otl r text books in teaching, 
bat find tkiB surpasses all others in its simplicity and 
clearness. Many books. in the past havb attempted to 
cover too mnch ground in too short a tide, so that the 
student at the close of the book, understood very little 
about “ Harmony ” in its proper sense.. This work 
marks a new era of reform in the teaching of Harmony. 
N . Cabbib D. Aldbn. 
One little word in regard to yonr invaluable publica¬ 
tion “The Etude.” Once having taken it 1 cannot 
imagine one’s ever doing without it; What^s topping 
stone/or introduction to all that is good in an educational 
way 1 it has proved: bo to me at leasts I expended 
nearly donble for something to meet the want of “The 
Etude ” before I knew of yonr valuable publication, with 
no actnal benefit to myself. I shall do all I can to in¬ 
troduce it to others. Mbs. S. Bpffum, 
I have been using “Landon’s Piano Method ” ever 
since it came on the market and am delighted with 
results. I think it is the best instructor for beginners I 
have ever taught from. I believe it will yet be the 
standard work of our country. It certainly xnakeB all 
difficulties very clear and keeps alive the pupil’s interest, 
and also produces rapid results.: It makes the Study of 
music a pleasure to tiro students, and makes them thor¬ 
ough. l am more pleased with it every day. 
Mbs. Annir S. Prendbrgast. 
The “ Pedals of the Pianoforte,” by Hans Schmitt, 
is a work which I am happy .'to examine. _ I consider 
the book one of great importance, containing valuable 
instrnction. :» Mbs; J. W. Russell. 
I have made it a point to get every pianoforte method 
published for the lastseven years, and am well acquainted 
with all of the beBt foreign methods, and I do not hesi-. 
tateWsay thatlconsider ‘‘LtLndon’sPianoforte Method’ ’ 
to be above them all,; As proof of my opinion, I will 
Bay that I hsed six df them’ilast year, and: have just 
received six more to-day for*immediate use in my own 
private teaching. v T. L. Riokaby, 
Hans Schmitt’s “Pedals of the Pianoforte,” /is a 
revelation to all students and teachers of the piano. - I 
believe that even the greatest. artiBts in the world can 
learn something from this excellent book. It is the 
greatest and most implete work on subject, and-: 
should i.in the ha" dt of every students teacher, and 
artist in the world; ‘ '* Frank A. Schoedler. 
“ Mathews’ Graded Piano Studies,” are simply indis¬ 
pensable t< sue® ssful teaching By far the beait.wc k of 
the Mud that has comp and r mi obs ion. They,: 
together with Dr. Mason’s - i uch.and.Te hnic,’ make 
uompl to them adi <*; a th trough grounding and fin sh 
in legitimate piano playing * Samubi P. Snow 
I find “ The Etude ” by far the best and most satis- 
factory Musical Magazine in every way,, that ! have : yet 
D8e4* ;//"/-v/,: ./-’.a E. Hyslof, 
Allow me to thank you for your promptness in filling 
my orders I find the Mathews’ ■ “ Graded Studies;’’ very 
interesting to Both teacher and pupil; Kindly send ine 
two more copies of grsdei No. I and one/copy bf _grade 
No, II. Anna L.; Benson. 
: Yokohama, Japan. 
I cannot refrain from expressing the pleasure I receive 
from each succeeding number of “ The Etdde.” 
Emily S. Patton. 
GOOD WOEDS POE DE. MEBZ’ WORK, MUSIC 
AND OULTUKE. 
* * •*' A book marvelousljr full of gdod sense and 
good suggestions, * * * It would be difficult to find 
such a practical combination of good common sense, 
purity of style, counsel, and strength of utterance. * * 
* It is not a book for the: teacher alone nor yet the 
student. It may be read by all classes; it is based upon 
actual experience and a most thorough knowledge of 
human nature.—Echo, Lafayette, find. 
* * * Everything that emanated from his pen was 
far above criticism * * * All that he thought and 
said and wrote bore the impress of his singular genius. 
* * * It is a rare pleasure now to renew association 
With this great- mind by means of the printed page. It 
should go into the hands of every amateur.— ^ ooater, 
O., Voice. 
_ Professor Karl Merz possessed a marvelously attrac¬ 
tive personality. 
All his best qualities appear in his maturer lectures, 
which are included in this volnme, “ Music and Culture.” 
Here are warmth of feeling and breadth of view mm- 
bined with accuracy of informatibn. There is specula¬ 
tion hero and there on higher themes, but nothing that 
was not meant to be practically useful. It is full of 
noble impulses and cannot bat make all who read it 
somewhat nobler and better. Somewhat mom like Karl 
Merz.—Rev. Sylvester F. Scovkl, d.d., Prest. Wooster 
University. 
From the Boston Saturday Evening Transcript we 
cnll a bit of wisdom. We ail revere the classics, and 
confounded thrice be the man who would meddle with 
the precious legacy bequeathed us by the masters! But 
skillful editing and pruning, even curtailment, is growing 
daily more necessary. Listen, then, to what Mr. Ap- 
thorp has to say on the Bnbject and apropos of the B 
minor Bach suite played by the Boston Symphony Or¬ 
chestra’:^ •- 
“It is so good to hear almost anything, by Sebastian 
Bach that when one of his works fignres on a pro¬ 
gramme one inclines somewhat to take it as a gift horse, 
not to be looked ,in the month Yet there are consider¬ 
ations which should not quite be passed over in silence. 
A whole suite by Bach, whether for piano or orchestra, 
is a pretty large doBe to take at once. With all that is 
great and immortal in the master’s works, there are 
also things in them which time and the .development of 
innsic since his day have tfirown into obsolescence ; and 
even the .sincerest Bach lover, perhaps he more than 
anyone else, ought to wish these things wholly obsolete, 
buried for good and all. - 
We should not forget one important element in the 
relations between his music and the public—the enor¬ 
mous leisurolineSs of life, both social and ariistic, in his 
day, compared with the pash and hustle of oar modern 
life. His was the 'time when people eould stand, and 
were- glad to enjoy huge doses of one and the same 
. thing; they had time’ iuid to spsrej and no doubt a good 
deal of it; lay heavjr bin . their hands: the comparative 
absence of acute excitemenifrdin their lives made them 
proportionately impervious tb bpredom ; two-hour Ber- 
mons, well nigh endless arias, suites of seven or eight 
i numbera all in the same key did not make them, think 
of yawning. But we of to-day are otherwise constituted ; 
we cannot well stand* bo mnch' of’the same thing at a 
sitting; our artistic sense craveB more yuiety anti cOn- 
* trast. We may take just as keen delight in g 'Back wa 
.as listeners did’ a- hundred-years ago; but ebough is^as 
good as a feast, and we resent that eternal <ia capo!, in 
which a long first part is repeated without rarbitione. 
1 We cut down Bach’s and Handel’ b da capo nowadays to 
its smallest practit»ble limito,i .and with no injoiybither 
to the form or spirit of their airs, 1 a * t -5 
In the same way a suite of seven or eight pieces con- 
I ’ ’i. ’’w . ■ ;»-• --b ■_• • *•*■ f f « • « - 1 . ? —V. 1 ■’ 
m 
—this sort of thing is a direct slap in ; the face, not only 
.to our present mi its, b ; to our highest and 
beat musical its. It is musical m art of 
the old two-hour sermon; we dc fit W® re- 
lber.one of the m eht, wholes ul au< t-. 
lighten i 1 lovers tl i world ever feew ■yiftg one. 
day • j * « d imagine o n d oc 
liste - , - cb elite 
wl • gh priest of the 1 alt rfj* 
is hardly wholes ae food f s musical pubBffwtlargeA 
j_ :: .Iri - a. : 
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THE SUPPLEMENTABY MUSIC LEAF. 
BT NEUIS B. CAMERON. 
1 ■■ ——— . ■ <s? 
How Bhall we supply our pupils with a sufficient 
amount of musical studies and selections? Every ex¬ 
perienced teacher knows that a large number and variety 
of Btudies is required for rapid and thorough progress. 
No one instruction book or volume of Btudies, how¬ 
ever excellent, will meet all the needs of any one pupil. 
Every, pupil has his own peculiar_diffieulties, requiring 
supplementary work at some stage of his progress. 
Patrons, however, are often unable or unwilling to 
purchase the necessary nqiusic required. Having pur¬ 
chased ohe volume of studies, they cannot understand 
why the teacher should have ordered it, if it were not 
adapted to meet all the needs of the pupil. Parents 
often bitterly complain that teaphers are constantly 
ordering volumes of expensive studies from which they 
cull only two or three and then cast the volume aside for 
new ones, incurring ne w expense. We, as teachers, un¬ 
derstand that one or two studies may be-worth the 
price of & volume, but let us try to look at the question 
from the patron's standpoint. Oftentimes, it requires 
great sacrifice on the part of parents to meet the expense 
of lessons, and every additional dollar counts. I wish 
only to suggest one device which I have found quite suc¬ 
cessful. 
Gut the studies from half a dozen volumes of your 
favorite studies or instruction books. Paste these on 
Btout manilla board. This will afford a sufficient number 
of reading lessons to supply quite a large class. A 
score of pupils may thus be enjoying the benefit of one 
volume of studies at the same time. Each pupil may 
use as many or few studies from each volume as his need 
requires, without the expense of purchasing the entire 
volume. 
By the purchase of a new volume from time to time, 
forty or fifty musical leaflets may be added to this circu¬ 
lating library, at a trifling cost. 
One advantage, which every teacher can appreciate, is 
that the music is always fresh and new. There is no 
chance to try over, misinterpret and weary of the music 
designed for a later period. 
The skilful teacher will also'find these Btudies useful 
in bridging over the mistakes of poorly taught pupils. 
Nearly every teacher encounters the music pupil who has 
not been thoroughly trained in the rudiments of music, 
and yet has considerable proficiency in many directions. 
These pupils would be hopelessly discouraged and-hu¬ 
miliated if put down into an elementary book of studies, 
but may be dosed surreptitiously with leaves cut from 
these very volumes, without being conscious that they 
are pat back. 
However, it is often well to explain that Bimple studies 
have been chosen that the attention may be concentrated 
upon correct touch, perfect rhythm, accurate sight read¬ 
ing or some deficiency we are striving to overcome. 
Of course, it is understood that this is only a supple¬ 
mentary device to accompany some good educational 
standard collection of studies owned by the pupil which 
forms the basis of hard study and review. 
Try my plan and see how you like it. 
THE QUAGK MUSIC TEACHES. 
MUSICAL MOSAICS. 
BY. ERNST SMITH. 
which they plgy everywhere they go and if they cascatrum 
out. an accompaniment to a comic song they wind up. 
their entertainment? by bawling out the words to the 
amusement of all. I was once staying with some friends 
in the country where one of these professors in search of 
pnpilB called. After stating his business he was asked 
to play something. With this request he seemed happy 
to comply and produced from his satchel some muBic 
which he proceeded to play. His execution was really 
very fair; he played the chords as they were written, but 
there was no expression, no jproper fingering, no music. 
He could do what many teachers of the present day do. 
He could put down the notes but he could not play even 
his show piece. Now those who have not received a 
mdsical education regard these quacks aB clever men, 
which doubtless they are, but they are responsible for 
the lack )f musical taste among their pupils whom they 
will ^excuse from exercises, scales, fingering, phrasing, 
accent, time ; everything in fact but the five dollars per 
quarter. This they exact at the end of the first lesson. 
Of course the first few lessons will show great superficial 
improvement and the uninitiated will draw a very unfair 
comparison between the work of the quack and that of 
the teacher. '- Bat if they will be patient they will dis¬ 
cover that the former will be used up in six months, 
while the latter will, slowly yet surely, be laying that 
solid foundation upon which alone a musician can hope 
for success. 
ABE GIBLS TAUGHT MUSIO TO THE EXCLU¬ 
SION OF BOYS? 
BY CON8TAKTIN 8TSRBBERG. 
If there were no reality there could be no imitation 
By W. Fi GATES. 
prios 31.60 
/ The 
from., the 
vepr beat sayings on musical topics, chosen 
lest rank of 
170 AUTHORS IN 600 QUOTATIONS. 
Every teacher—every student—should own Huefooi 
&!©aa{«3»—Instructive, practical, interesting and fasci¬ 
ae presentation volume it cannot be excelled. 
The quack music teacher is about the most dangerous 
enemy the profession has. He (or she), unfortunately 
both exist, has only one object in view, viz : dollars. He 
has perhaps had one term nnder a well known teacher 
whom his ignorance has so much disgusted that the les¬ 
sons were cut short. ’ He has been under instruction 
long enough to know several musical students whose 
names he uses very freely. He now starts out by 
advertising that Mr. Musicns (pupil of Professor Rizzlo 
Galverino) gives lessons on Piano and Organ, Yiolin, 
Guitar, Mandolin, and Singing. 
Tenns.. Five dollars per quartern-two lessons a week, 
payable in advance. . 1_ 
These musical quacks usually have a few stock pieces 
If I were to suggest any one thing which I consider 
more important than any other, for the improvement of 
music, it would be a movement toward making our boys as 
much interested in music as our girls are. It may not 
be apparent at first sight, how.far-reaching this suggestion 
really is, but a little consideration will disclose its bear¬ 
ing upon all matters musical. Not that I consider art 
unsafe in the hands of our women—but so long as our 
finances are mostly managed by men, so long as legis¬ 
lation is in the hands of men, it will be necessary to in¬ 
terest men in music in order to advance the interests of 
this art in a rational manner, and in order to give it an 
equal chance with other educational branches. 
I also believe (the ladies will pardon me) that a move¬ 
ment toward interesting men in music would be bene¬ 
ficial in another direction—in emancipating the art 
interests from personalities. Women are too' good 
natnred altogether to allow themselves to forget what 
is due to the performer. A man’s feelings on the sub¬ 
ject ate more robust, perhaps I may say healthier. A 
man is more apt to go to a concert to hear the C-minor 
symphony, while a woman is more apt to goto the same 
concert principally to see Mr. Nikisch conduct with his 
graceful, ivory-colored hands, no matter what the pro¬ 
gram may be. America owes its women a debt of 
gratitude in regard to that, for if they had not taken 
hold of it aDd protected it and fostered it the best 
way they kqew, there simply would be no art in 
America; for it is not Bach a great while since 
it was considered effeminate for a man to be inter¬ 
ested in art. I can readily understand the reason 
for such prejudice. So long as there was rough work to 
do to make this country what it is, and to provide the 
necessities of life, there was no time for men to occupy 
themselves with the ethics of a higher life; but this 
time has gone by, and men of to-day ought to realize that 
their alleged dread of effeminancy is but a very .flimsy 
excuse for their total ignorance bn a subject which has 
seriously" interested the most luminous minds of all ages, 
also the rulers of all countries and wlgjch is indispensable 
for the “ronnding up” of a man’s education; They 
ought to join our women in their art interests, not: only 
for the cause of art; I do not believe men to be unsel fish 
enough to do that, but also for the practical purpose of 
. understanding their female companions better.. I can¬ 
not imagine a more disconsolate Btate of affairs in a 
household than when the wife is a connoisseur, of music 
and the husband understands nothing about it and possi- 
bly =atitagonizes it or- prefers a class of ^musie whseh 
would bear no comparison with the class of literature he 
appreciates. _ v 
Therefore, I repeat with emphasis, let onr boys learn 
music; not Sunday School—music, not operatic, not 
sacred music, not secular, but. muric as an art in 
general- But then the trouble is just here : ihei class of 
music which most men relish, cannot possibly. have a 
refining or ennobling influence upon them, ard that class 
of ipusic .which could exert such an influence, re¬ 
mains a mystery to them. It won’t do to take the stand 
that mnsic, in order to be understood, should not require 
any special education. Does not literature require it ? 
Does not Theology require it? Why should it be. ex¬ 
pected of music to fling itself upon an untutored mind? 
No, muaic must be learned as well as thinking and good 
manners; and Bhoold receive the same amount of care 
and attention on the part of parents. 
Let our boys have music! 
IV. NOTES OF INTEREST, 
BT a. K, ATKfflr. 
Thb successful teadg&terast cultivate the imagination; 
he must be able'tomvent stories in order to make a map 
of the troth;* for, indeed, aparable is hot a map,—it to 
a chart; To illustrate this, we may say that there are 
twoHrfiys of learning the road from Baltimore to Phila¬ 
delphia ; one is by travel, traversing the road* which to a 
long, tedious process. It to a'difficult task and unsatis¬ 
factory ; the other is by the study of the map. Onemay 
make a geographical study, a topographical study, a 
geological study without ever leaving his room, and 
thereby become thoroughly acquainted with the spaces 
that lie between the two citieB, their interesting objects, 
their relations to one another, and their meaning; so 
valuable is the map; Indeed, this is the only way of 
properly understanding the proportions. So it to in 
learning a troth.- A good teacher must be able to make 
a map of the lesson, must be able to tell a story that will 
illustrate the composition that is being studied. Look 
at some noble work ol Rembrandt; it must speak tb the 
teacher, it Imust be suggestive to him, it must fill his 
imagination. Thus he may become able to outline it in 
a story or in many stories, so that the student will com¬ 
prehend it and read its inner meaning, so that the student 
will be able to see more in it. And so it is in the teach¬ 
ing of music. Study a nocturne of Chopin; the student’s 
interest is at first a merely Bensuous interest ; he only 
hearB pertain tones and sees certain harmonic relations, 
or perhaps, if he has been initiated into the higher realm 
of composition, he comprehends something of the rela¬ 
tion of the sections to each other and knows something 
of the general form of the work. But even with all this 
his interest is merely the interest of the senses with a very 
slight quickening of the intellect. The teacher must be 
able to make a parable in which he lays before him the 
content of the work. Important as is the study of form, 
it is like the mere shell in which the truth is contained. 
The content is the truth ; it is the spiritual meaning of 
the composition. One may understand the words of a 
poem, may be able to parse its language, may be able to 
give names to all the rhetorical figures, may know to 
what class of poetry it belongs, may be thoroughly well 
equipped for criticism according to the canons of poeti¬ 
cal composition, without ever having the first idea of the 
truth, intended to be conveyed by this coinposition. 
Here to the real test of a teacher’s ability. Any work of 
art is a temple of truth, a spiritual temple; it is difficult 
to enter; only spiritual eyes can perceive its deep mean¬ 
ing. It may even be perceived and yet nob expressed. 
The teacher most be able to not only see, but to (ell what 
he sees. Raskin says that, “ The greatest thing any man 
ever didin this life was to see something and then to tell 
what he had seen.’’ So the teacher mast be able to see 
and to feel and to make the composition a part of him¬ 
self, and then he mast be able to throw all this meaning 
into another form more easily comprehensible ; in other 
words, he must make a map of the troth. He may do 
so by telling some simple story, or referring to some in¬ 
cident in history, or associating the composition with 
some epoch of the composer’s life, or fastening it to some 
spiritual experience of the student himself. Lord Bacon 
says that u the parable to ntore ancient than argument.” 
Robert Hall, once criticising a yonng preacher, Baid, 
“ Yon tell us what things are but not what they are like.” 
This is the supreme teBt of a teacher’s genius. The great 
teacher can tell yon what a thing is like, 
# * 
• . * *. * , 
It to quite clear that many reforms are coming in 
musical art. We should remember that mnsic to the 
youngest of the arts, and that it to even yelb in ito infancy; 
therefore, reforms should be expected. It is not at all 
unlikely that the present key board will pass out of vogue, 
and that a simpler will take its place. It is by no means 
unlikqjy that the present system of notation will be 
superseded by something more simple. A large number 
of systems have already been submitted. Almost every 
musician is asked occasionally to examine.-some new 
system of notation. MoBt of these new systems, it to 
true, are much more difficult than the old Bystem. A 
great many will fail in their attempts1 to make a simpler 
notation ; nevertheless, some change may be expected 
ere long. Bat a change in musical instruction is even 
more important. In almost every other line of study 
there has been a change of method. What to. known as 
the “ Inductive method” is now claiming the attention 
of all the world. “ It to the method of Bcience,” we are 
told. Even Bible study, yielding to this method, is be¬ 
coming altogether a new system and is* yielding new re- 
suits 'and awakening new enthusiasm. Inductive 
methods have been applied, to some extent to musical 
study. There are some wide-awake musicians who are 
already applying the methods of* the masters to the in¬ 
vestigation of musical theory,, but even the content of 
musical compositions must he subjected to the same 
methods. ■ There will be a “ higher criticism ” of music 
and of art, as there to of literature'. ItWill depend upon 
historical studies. Modem teaching makes more and 
more use of the inductive method. Knowledge is no 
longer whipped in Or crammed in, but the student is care¬ 
fully taught to investigate and find out things for himself, 
to accninulate facts and, then,deduce principles from 
them ; not to start out with a-principle and then cluster 
facts about the principle. 
***** 
Nothing is more absurd than for a teacher to insist 
upon one lesson for all grades or classes. It to unscien¬ 
tific and inherently absurd and should be scouted in any 
branch of study. It is fundamental in the art of instruc¬ 
tion that scholars must be graded, and graded scholars 
imply graded instruction, and graded instruction neces¬ 
sitates graded lessons; and graded lessons do not con¬ 
sist merely in teaching the "Same subjects to all scholars 
in a different way, but imply that certain subjects shall 
be taught to lower grades and others to higher grades. 
In short, the things to be taught as well as the method 
of instruction mast be graded, and intelligently graded. 
No school for scientific instruction, in these days, coaid 
be successfully carried on without recognition of these 
principles and as close an application of them as circum¬ 
stances permit. 
***** 
other more difficult compositions. rTben, to crown ail 
his Chopin enthusiasm in one supreme stage, he dis¬ 
covers the preludes. Some of these are exceedingly 
simple; others appear so to the musician who does not 
know the difference between simplicity and difficulty;' 
yet they all require consummate taste ; they all appeal 
to the highest musicianship; they all satisfy the supreme 
esthetic enthusiasm, if Chopin can ever be said-to ac¬ 
complish this. * Mr. Fiuck to 'right in giving his prefer¬ 
ence to the preludes of Chopin. 
Play Schumann’s op. 23, NoJ 1, and then read in con¬ 
nection with it a letter dated August 2, 1833. It seems 
that Clara had dedicated to Robert a piece of music, 
and he acknowledged the compliment, using among other 
words these : “ Bqt I will only send you my word of 
thanks, and if you were present I would press yonr hand, 
even without your father’s consent; then ’T-might ex¬ 
press a hope that the nnion of oar names On the title 
page might overshadow the nnion of onr ideas and 
opinions in the futnre. A poor fellow like myself can¬ 
not offer yon more than that” 
- ; ‘ '**%* 
Observe, also, the rests with the utmost care iu play¬ 
ing Schnmann. One matter of very great importance in 
this Schnmann night piece is the making of certain 
voices in the chords staccato, while another voice at the 
same time is very legato. This is one of the most beau¬ 
tiful characteristics of this piece, the effect of the legato 
and delicate staccato combined. 
* * * 
* * 
Chopin “ Preludes” grow more and more biantiful 
as the musician grows older. There are several stages 
in the Chopin enthusiasm'; first, one is delighted with 
the simple waltzes, such as that in I) fiat and others 
well-known; then, he proceeds to the nocturne stage; of 
which the Eflat to to him for a 1 lg time by far,the 
most beautiful. Other nocturnes ‘displace it as he grows 
older, Buch as that in G major, and the one* in F major, 
and the lovely one in B major. (Chopin's best nocturnes 
are major. ) During the‘noctume#8tage of enthusiasm he 
will also include the funeral march, and perhaps the 
6tude in C sharp minor. The;- another reaction wiM 
come, and he will leave the dreamy, quiet nocturne and 
delight in the ballade. A-flat m*>jor first claims atten¬ 
tion, and for a long time he thinly this is the only ballade 
of Chopin ; then >F major, then G minor, then-F minor, 
if he is bo fortnnate as to have his attention directed to 
them all. ' 
Daring this stage he gives some attention to the polo¬ 
naises; then moves on to, the Btpdy of the sonatas and 
***** 
Have you ever observed the marvelous effect of a 
quickened imagination over physical difficulties ? In¬ 
spiration conquers all material adversaries, and when 
the heart glowd with the energizing warmth of enthu¬ 
siasm the fingers tingle with obedient resolution. There¬ 
fore, time spent in the Btudy of compositions entirely 
beyond the comprehension of the student to time wasted. 
Certain of the Chopin pieces that could be readily mas¬ 
tered by an ordinary player twenty-five years of age 
would be exceedingly difficult and almost impossible for 
some very fine pianists at Sixteen. The student sixteen 
years of age may* have more flexible fingers, may have 
devoted more time to the mastery of merely mechanical 
difficulties, but the plan of twenty-five to better'able to 
enter with enthusiasm into the meaning of the composi¬ 
tion, and will, therefore, even conquer the physical diflL 
cullies more readily. Therefore, the teacher’s study is 
not only concerned with the physical development of the 
Btndent, bat'it to also a psychological Btudy, it to a study 
of mind and thought emotion. 
The teacher best capable of grasping the principles of 
mind development, other things being equal, will be the 
most successful. Some of the compositions written by 
Schumann for little players, while simple enough' tech¬ 
nically, are altogether beyond the comprehension of the 
average American child. It is barely possible that 
gifted children in a musical land like Germany, with a 
musical environment, might profitably use these pieces ; 
but many of them appeal to the American Btudeut only 
after he to somewhat mature in years, 1 Of course, this 
is not true of all the Schumann Kinderatiicken. Many a 
child has found delight in the: “Joyous- Farmer,” and 
has played it with as much enthusiasm atrif it had been 
written by a less severe composer; and others of the 
forty-three numbers in Schumann’s especial album for 
children appeal moBt effectually to the child’s mind. 
" * ” ■ * * * 
* *. j 
Take history into the reckoning if yon wish to know 
how musicians have been treated. Bach compelled the 
admission that he was an “intellectual giant,” but it 
soon became popular to say that the Old master of the 
fugue was “ only a pedant” after all, “ without grace or 
sentiment, and in the strict Bense; without the warmth 
of genius.” In other words, he was not an artist bat 
an ordinary artisan in the estimation of many. It is not 
unfair to say that Bach held precisely that place in the 
world’s estimation'until Felix Mendelssohn by the sheer 
force of overwhelming enthusiasm, with the help of 
Robert Schumann, stormed the strongholds of popular 
prejudice and, established the *grand old Master in his 
proper place in the history of German Music., But even 
in onr own times Mr. John Hnllah and, otiierskave made 
very unfavorable estimates of the worth of Bach. Mr. 
Hullah’s comment to positively amusing. He finds Bach 
“ obscure,” inasmuch as “ his contrapuntal skill is so 
marvellous as-to diminish one’s interest in hto melody,” 
and, therefore, Mdsart to .the “greater” because he 
could write beautiful melodies without obscuring them 
in such elaborate counterpoint. Mr. Hullah ;,s almost 
extravagant in his praise >o£ Bach’s contrapuntal re¬ 
sources1, thereby lauding what in hto opinion is actually 
the Master’s greatestsdefect. Thus it has been in every 
epoch bf .musical history. The composer to proclaimed 
great and a thousanck'voices demand the proof, and no 
possible evidence is sufficiently convincing for many a 
long year. Only think of the criticisms that were made 
concerning Richard Wagner in English and American 
journals of music, fifteen years ago. - The attitude of the 
musical critic is that of incredulity, and sometimes of 
positive enmity until. he to forcibly driven- from his 
position.-. . 
BESULTS. 
BT F. HEBBST. 
The good teacher is known by bis results. That we 
all admit,'but our experience points oat, that “ results,” 
as understood by the artist, and by the general public, mast 
be defined very differently. A brilliant piece, learned 
in a short time and played rapidly, will be “good results,” 
to nine out of every ten people outside of the musical 
profession, and to a few inside. It is surprising, how 
many teachers of unquestioned qualification define “ re¬ 
sults,’ ’ differently for the beginner and the advanced pupil. 
Consciously or unconsciously the beginner learns from 
them nothing, except keys and their corresponding notes, 
time, and some fingering, until almost the whole tech¬ 
nique is mastered, / There is ho touch, no tone, quality, 
no phrasing, and no shading. 
But year by year the demand becomes more impera¬ 
tive, that all the artist’s means of expression shall be 
taught at the earliest opportunity. In the first place 
stands knowledge. The theory of music is given more 
attention than ever. A Comparison of any instruction 
book of twenty-five years ago with that of to-day, proves 
this beyond question. The assimilation of facts and the 
logical deduction of a train of thought from facts, is per¬ 
sistently demanded. Put side by, side the elaborately 
written velocity studies of Czerny and his contempor¬ 
aries with Dr. Mason’s bare skeleton of “forms” and 
“rhythms” in “Touch and Technic.” One requires 
only the knowledge of reading notes and persistency in 
practise ; the otherneeds a great'deal of close analyzing, 
some imagination, and a little knowledge of anatomy 
besides. Each is the standard of his period ; and only 
the broader requirements of to-day can explain the dif¬ 
ference of form. ■ 
It certainly should not be considered a drawback, 
that mere technical performance grows a little slower. 
It naturally takes a little longer to learn to play e d 
legato, than just to strike c, d. When we look at the 
gain in interest to the learner, and at the increase in 
pleasure to the listener, the time Beems well spent. 
The artistic appreciation of a child is easier awakened 
than that of the adult. Nearly all pupils have musical 
talent in some of its different manifestations. Intuition 
will often guide a child to a correct bit of phrasing, 
before any attempt at explanation has been made. The 
discrimination between good and bad, beautiful and 
merely pretty; correct and faulty form, cannot be touched 
upon too early. 
The influence on a child’s character, which is exerted 
by means of art in artistic form cannot be overesti¬ 
mated. The plane of its intellectual enjoyment is 
raised considerably, music becomes really a pleasure 
and a rest; and the necessary hard work finds a satis¬ 
fying compensation. The social advantage is very 
marked; especially is the unavoidable 'rivalry between 
classmates diverted into a more healthy channel. More 
than this, it does away with the pernicious habit of 
superficiality, which is spreading so largely through 
many of our children’s pursuits. i' 
“ Results,” then mean at present a great deal more 
than mere finger capacity. Artistic development is 
what is wanted ; and we mast change odr methods and 
systems eo as to conform to the demand.' 
A PLEA FOE STBAUSS. 
“ I am very fond of a Strauss waltz, and I cannot see 
any reason 4 why such a work, which .is al#ays artistic 
and may be classed among the beBt of its kind, Should 
not be performed from time to time by a large orchestra 
in serious concerts. It would give our ears a little more 
test from the severity of the classics, and would act like 
olives in preparing oar palate for a fresh coarse.’ 
“Nor is Biilow the only eminent musician who has ex¬ 
pressed his unqualified admiration of Strauss, father 
and son. Mendelssohn, Meyerbeer, Cherubini, and 
others have done the same, and Wagner wrote that a 
Strauss waltz * surpasses in grace, refinement, and real 
musical substance ’ the majority of the labored compo¬ 
sitions that are placed on concert programmes. Why then 
not produce them at symphony concerts in preference 
to tedions four-story symphonies by garrulous filth-rate 
composers? Works of arj Bhonld be judged by the gen¬ 
ius manitesied in them, not by their duration of archi¬ 
tectural structure, it has been said that 4 whereas 
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven built up the symphony 
from dance forms, Stradss, conversely, applied the 
symphonic resources of the modern orchestra to his 
dance pieces.’ , 
' * What uving composer understands better than Strauss 
the art of exquisite7 orchestration? Who writes more 
piquant rhythms, more original melodies, more fascinat¬ 
ing harmonies, than Strauss’? His waltzes are intended 
for concert hails, and they, are animated by a poetic 
rubato, or capricious coquetry of movement, which 
raises them far above ordinary dance music, and makes 
them quite as worthy of a place at symphony concerts 
as Chopin’s waltzes at pianfe recitals. Let us have a lit¬ 
tle less pedantic dignity, a little more emotion and hu¬ 
man nature.about our cohcerts and good music will 
make more rapid strides in popular appreciation. Too 
much dignity is the death of art.” 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
ME. FiNCx in^the=New Yovk^EoeningPost held a 
- most eloquent brief for Strauss, which .we reprint here 
with considerable satisfaction and: Approval:— 
“What has become of Johann Straups in oar concert 
halls ? For several years, ever since Mr. Theodore 
Thomas left New York, the Viennese waltz has-been 
shamefully neglected here. No doubt Strauss is as 
much played at balls as ever, bat. few dance hall bands 
can do justice to this charming mqpic, which requires for 
its proper performance a first-class orchestra, like our 
Philharmonic or Symphony Society. The world is so 
fall of pedants and other persons whose interest in art 
is purely intellectual and never etarotional, that the sug¬ 
gestion that a Strauss waltz should occasionally be in¬ 
troduced at a Philharmonic concert would be received 
with a howl of astonishment if not indignation. Yet 
—this very suggestion has been made by bo less a man 
than Dr. Hans von Billow, who once remarked :— 
eOLDBECK COLLEGE OF MtJSlC.—At the earn¬ 
est solicitation of the Directors of the Goldbeck 
College, Dr. Goldbeck remains in Stl Louis until July 1st, 
when he returns to Berlin, accompanied by a number 
of American pupils. To the jiresent departments of Sianfi, voice, and theory the Directorshave added a 
apartment of class-instruction; and special rates have 
been made in this department, so as to put within the 
reach of all the best obtainable musical instruction. By 
this means many will be enabled to profit by instruc¬ 
tions' from Dr, Goldbeck, an artist, teacher, and com¬ 
poser,whose pupils, in-New York, Chicago, St. Lonis; 
London, England; Berlin and Konigsberg, Germany, 
are actually counted by the thousand. There is pro¬ 
bably no teacher living who has educated and brought 
to a shigh degree of perfection as many pupils as Dr. 
Goldbeck. He has, moreover, written a large number 
of beautiful works, that are published in all parte of the 
world .and performed by the best artists and societies. 
We niight give an endless list of his best known pupils 
and the perfbrmt ces of his-compositions did space 
permit. In the sphere of musical education Br. Gold- 
beck’s three graduating courses of the piano, voice, and 
theory will remain a solid corner-stone for ages to come. 
These compositions comprise, from the initial step np to 
the independent artistic knowledge and power, all the 
ciful exercises and studies f technique and style need 
Notts*? for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion, 
payable in advance. Copy must be' received by the 20th of the 
previous month to insure publication in the next, number. 
A VALUABLE HELP TO TEACHERS AND 
STUDENTS.—Hermann’s Handbook of Music 
and Musicians, containing 3000 musical terms, and con¬ 
cise biographies of more than 1500 prominent compos¬ 
ers (over 150 American authors). An excellent work to 
use in making tip biographical programmes. 
The Philadelphia Ledger says: 44 While for exhaustive 
information ah encyclopaedia like Grove mast still take 
precedence, the new Handbook will fill a less important 
mission with equal success,! i 
Mathews, lime (Chicago), writes: “The strength of 
the little book is the presence of a number of recent 
names, which, having come to prominence very lately, 
are not found in older works.” 
Hermann’s Handbook of Music, price $1.00 (usual 
discount to teachers), can be ordered of any dealer, or 
Of Th. PbE8SER. 
AIDS FOR MUSIC TEACHERS, bv L. R. Church; 
44 Teachers’ Lesson Register and Music Memor¬ 
anda;” “Analysis” of Pianoforte Petition and 
Touch,” each 10 cents. “Pupils’ Progress Record 
and Summary for Term; “ Practice Report“ Merit 
Card,’ ’ each 15 cents a dozen. 
The “ Register ” is ruled to show at a glance the 
lessons and mnsic given a class for a term. 
The 44 Analysis” is intended to be given by teachers 
to the mothers of little pupils as a means of directing 
their attention to the importance of a correct style of 
practice. ‘ 
The “ Record’’ marks the grade of performance at 
each lesson, under the heads of “ Time Notes, Posi¬ 
tion, Touch,” each divided into “Perfect, Very Good, 
Good, Bad.” 
The “ Report ” contains questions to be answered by 
tite mothers as to the quality of practice beBtowed 
between lessons; for instance, 44 Has the time been 
connted aloud as directed by teacher.” 
The ‘“Merit Card” has for its motto, “ Perfect 
Practice Makes Perfect. ” In-the reverse side are lines 
for name and grade of performance under the heads of 
“ Time;” Notes”’ “ Position,” 44 Item, ” “ Finger and 
Wrist Touch,” “Attention to Expression Marks.” 
Below is a line for teacher’s s:gnature. 
Address L. R. Church, Parkersburg. W. Va. 
A LADY of twenty years’ experience in teaching the 
JOL piano, and several years in other branches of 
/basic, desires a position ; Virginia, or one of the Middle 
States preferred. A student of the Royal Academy of 
Music, London. Address “ R« L.” care of The Etude. 
T ESSONS BY CORRESPONDENCES.—8tudenta 
JLi desiring to work with Mr. Tapper by correspond¬ 
ence may address as follows.-- The following, subjects 
may be. considered, Bfarhiony, Counterpoint, Musical 
Theory in general, Outline tirork in Musical History and 
Musical Literature for teachers and students. Thomas 
Tapper, 156 Tremont Street, Boston, Massachusetts. 
which are necessary to lead the diligent stadent to com¬ 
plete success. . Nor is it a difficult course if at each step 
perseverance and careful attention are preserved. 
The Art of Preluding.—Dr. Goldbeck will give les¬ 
sons in the art of preluding, i. e., playing or improvising 
a suitable introduction to any piece. 
Circle Class.—A circle class is conducted on the plan 
of a Liszt Afternoon. A number meet with the artist 
to play and interpret masterpieces. 
. Normal Department.—The normal classes offer un- 
nsual Advantages to teachers'and to those desiring to 
prepare for teaching. There are special classes every 
two weeks for 'Those who have not a longer time to 
devote to the work. 
Prizes.—Handsome medals are conferred in each 
department. 
Piano, voice, pipe organ, "violin, mandolin, gnitar, 
banjo, elocution, and languages are taught. 
For Circulars address Mbs. A. L. Palmer, Directress 
of Goldbeck College, 8083 Pine Street, St. Lonis, Mo. 
SUMMER TEACHING.—Daring the summer of 
1894, Mr. Tapper will receive students who desire 
to improve their system of study and of teaching. 
Teachers will be provided with outlines of work for the 
'coming year, particularly as applying to work with their 
stndenfc. Oatlines for private study will, also, be made. 
Students will be received in Musical History, Literature, 
and Musical Theory; and for the Analysis of Studies 
And of classical works for all grades of teaching. A 
circular of information may be had by addressing,:—- 
Thomas Tapper, 156 Tremont Street, Boston, Massa¬ 
chusetts. 
J10R SALE.—Teachers' Technicon in good condition, 
has been used very little, price $15.00. 
Miss Emma Tuttle, 1108 North 
Washington. 
Address, 
“I” Street, Tacoma, 
w -By an experienced teacher, a graduate find ‘ANTED. of Conservatory, a pos tion to teach piano. Voice 
and Harmony. Good references. Address, M., care 
of The Etude office. 
A LADY OF SEVERAL YEARS’ EXPERIENCE 
and highly recommended desires a position as 
teacher. &f vocal or instrumental music in 4 boarding 
school or school of music. Address G. B., Etude Office. 
LONG METBE. 
“ The Congregation Will Arise and Sing.” 
Hushed is the Lion's awful roar, 
The Jackal's wild and piercing cry, 
The Indian warrior fights no more, 
The mourner e’en his tears doth dry. 
The cannibal of southern seas 
Hla feast on missionary shuns. 
And from his wickedness he flees; 
Likewise the soldier spikes his gun. 
Hark I “ Peace on earth, good-will to men I” 
Now the glad t'dings forth are sent; 
Whence comes these sweet and heavenly strains ? 
From “ Grown ” pianos made by Bent. 
Their soothing mnsic far excels 
All other makes in any land. 
First-class ma'er al is used .» 
On organs and the cabinet grand. 
No wonder, then, the human race 
And brute creat on listening stand, 
While Bent’aptanps find a place 
In the best nomas throughout the land. 
WJ 
HE ETUDE 
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CLASSIC PIANO SOLOS. 
VOLUME I. 
A Superb Collection by EMINENT AUTHORS. I 
A collection of piano solos unequaled for merit and variety. To 
EIBLISI SOMES MD BILLiDS CLiSSIC GEMS FOR FOURIIRDS. 
BY POPULAR COMPOSERS. 
LOW VOICE. VOL. I. 
GE1S FOR ALTOS AND BARITONES. 
character of the music. Russia, Poland, Germany, France, England, 
Belgium, and Italy contribute the choicest thoughts of their greatest 
writers. The compositions are' within the power of the ordinarily 
?ood player, and.whether used for recreation or instruction, will be 
ound most interesting. A glance at the book will satisfy the most 
fastidious that Classic Piano Solos is entitled to a prominent place 
on the piano and in the music cabinet. 
- The mechanical make up of Classic Piano Solos is all that could be 
desired. It is printed from engraved plates (made expressly for this 
work) on fine quality sheet music paper, and is handsomely bouud 
(with'an excellent portrait of J. j, Faderawskl) in the two styles. 
We ask a critical examination of the work—also a comparison with 
other works of a similar character. We print the 
CONTENTS. 
Album Leaf, Op. 12, No. 7.Grieg 
Ancient Dance, from Third Suite for ’Cello...Bach 
Aragonaise, from Ballet “Cid”....Mammet 
Boheme Polka, Op. 82, No. 7.........Rubinstein 
Canzonetta......Hollander 
Chaoone, Op. 62....... ....Durand 
'Chanson Triste, Op. M, No. 2.........Tttehaikomky 
Chant Sans Paroles (Song Without Words), Op. 2, No. 2. Tichaikowsky 
Confession. (Simple Aveu), Op. 25........... Thomt 
Dance to , Op. 28, No. 2.................Belmsmd 
Entr* Acte Gavotte........... GMlei 
Etude de Style, Op. 14, No. I..'......Bavin# 
FUr Eiise, Composted in 1808..'.. Beelhovm 
Gavotte, from Second Violin Sonata.....Bach 
avotte.;.............Hi let 
Gavotte..........1.......Silas 
Good Night, Op. 96, No. 12.......Lceschhom 
Humoxe^ke, Op. 82, No. 5....-......Jensen 
Intermezzo, from Cavalleria Rusticana..:.. .Matmgi 
La Regata Yeneziana—Nottumo..... Lisst 
Les Joyeux Papiilons—Caprice, Op 8...;....Qregh 
Lo re—An Ancient Dance, from Third Suite for "Cello.......Bach 
Menuet a 1’Antique, Op. 14, No. 1..PaderemtM 
Mlgnonna Yalse, Op. 48,. ......Thomt 
Mill, Op. 17, No. 8..;....Jensen 
Mttroanring Zephyrs.•...'....Niemann 
Papiilons Sosos—impromptu, Op. 59, No. 2.....Thomt 
Pavane-... ......Sharpe 
Polish Dance, Op. 8, No. 1. Scharwenka 
Rosamund.  Schubert 
,.tSefeond Mazurka, Op. 54......Godard 
Shepherd’s Pipe-—Pastorale.......Qregh 
Simple AveuTfA Confession), Op. 25. ...Thomt 
Slumber Sweetly—Berceuse  .....'.... Beaumont 
Song Without Words (Chant Sans Paroles), Op. 2,No. 2. Tsehaikomhy 
PapeiYClotb Back, $1.00. Half Cloth, $1.25. 
Classic Piano Solos for Young People, Yol. I. 
Classics for young people are, necessarily,,..of a ctLfftant gradt 
from those offered tc* matured minds. It is often—too often—the 
case that the “Classics” presented for the young performer are oi 
the dry eat character, and the student absorbs the idea that good 
music must he dull. In preparing this collection the requirement 
of youthful minds has been the principal object, in view, and the 
selection of works of living and dead writers has been made to 
prove that music of an advanced standard can be pleasing as well at 
useful in the formation of a correct and pure musical taste. Tht 
names of Chopin, Beethoven, Gounod, Schumann, Wagner, Rein 
ecke, Scharwenka, Lichner, Bohm, Lange, Locacfahcrn, Bachmann 
Gillet, Gurlitt, and Low area guarantee of the variety of style, at 
well as solidity of character, of the music contained in this col 
lection. We feel assured the work Is not equaled by any book o- 
corresponding grade. .= ' 
Classic Piano Solos for Young People is printed from plates, en¬ 
graved expressly for this work, on a fine quality of toned music paper 
and is attractively bound (with an excellent portrait of X. Scharwenka) 
in two styles. A critical comparison with other works of similar char¬ 
acter will firmly establish our claims of superiority. We print the ; 
CONTENTS. :: 
Ball (Le Ball Waltz, Op.80......Isidore 
Bluette Waltz...............Jhtvemb) 
Bridal Chorus (Lohengrin)... ...Wagntr 
Call of the Posthorn (Posthornklftnge), Op. 575, No.'22....'.Behr 
Chorale, Op. 77: No. 7.. .Berea 
CradleSong (Wlegenlledchen), Op. 124, No. 6..Sehuntiim 
Cuckoo Song, Op. 263, No. 8...............Pop] 
Diavollna.................Lesnce 
Dorothy—Old English Dance......JSmm 
Echoes of the Ball (Loin du Bal). GiUe> 
Funeral March (I Chopin), Op. 176...Btreabboi 
Gavotte, Op. 178. No. 8.....Reineckt 
Gypsy Dance (Zigeunertanz). Lichner 
Good Humor (Bonne Humeur)—Rondo, Op. 274.Baumfeldt r 
Heliotrope, Op. 26, No. 3.Jirand- 
Im Zigeunerlager (In the Gipsies' Camp), Op. 424, No. 8.JSefu 
In a Hurry.......Loeschhor* 
Les Plfferari (The Pipers)..,...Gounod 
LHIrondelle (The Swallow).Qdbbaerlt 
Love’s Oracle...........BOhm 
Love’s Serenade (Minnelied). Op'. 216...Weidc 
May-bells Ringing (Maiglockchen’s Lauten), Op. 67.Siewen 
Mill Wheel.-.....................Lou 
Morning Prayer (Morgengebet), Op. 101, No. 2.. ..Gurlitt 
Parade March, Op. 79, No. 6 KOhlet 
Pastorale—Romance Sans Parolee, Op. 84.......Curlie* 
aatorella.:.Qregl 
Pipers (Les Plfferari).........Gounod 
Queen of the May—Heine de Mai, Op. 74..Morie% 
Relne de Mai (Queen of the May), Op. 74.....Morle\ 
ROslein am Wege (Wayside Rose), Op. 177.....Fitch# 
Scherzino, Op. 62, No. 10 ...... Scharwenka 
8cherzo..............'.....Damn 
Soldiers and Bandits—Character Sketch, Op. 68, No. 6....JScharwenhi 
Sonatina—Tres Facile.....Beethovet 
Song Without Words—Pastorale, Op. 84.....OtrUo 
Sounds from the Rhine—Gavotte, Op. 247..Laiam1 
Spinning Song.   ^....BSmenreieh 
Succfis Mazurka.....Baehmam 
Tarantella.........Loesehhor* 
Yalse (F. Chopin, Op. 84).   Streabbog 
Paper, Cloth Bach, 91.00. Half Cloth, $1.25, 
Contents of Classic Plano Solos, Volume II, and 
Classic Plano Solos for Young People, Yol. II, 
sent on Application. 
All that we have said in oar announcements of the companion books 
(Vols. 1 and 2 for High Yoice) applies with equal force to this collection 
of songs for low voice—a continuation of the series. In a volume of 
popular songs, such as is here presented, it is interesting to note the 
varied characteristics of the compositions, embracing songB of battle 
on land and sea; songs of love; songs of the forge and mine; songs of 
town and country; songs of devotional or, sacred character; songs of 
daring and heroic deeds. The fame of the composers is world-wide; 
they stand as the greatest exitonenti' of ballad writing. As this collec¬ 
tion is intended, principally, for the use'of Altos and Baritones, the 
songs do not extend above E, while several are especially adapted for 
very low Bass voices. The selections are unsurpassed, and-for use in 
conceit hall or parlor this volume is invaluable. 
Popular English Songs and Ballade for Low Voice, Yol. 1, contains, 
162 pages, printed from new plates, ongraved expressly for this, work, 
on fins toned paper. Tha cover contains a correct and finely executed 
portrait of Stephen Adams; Musicians will appreciate the fine paper, 
excellent printing, and substantial binding (two styles—paper and half 
cloth) of this book. A 
coaiTTBiTie." 
Beils (The) of St. Mary’s.Rodney 
Beside Me .........Matte 
Brave (The) Light.....Roeekei 
C erette...1..Haeckel 
Chief (The) Mate’s Story....Ponies 
Clang (The) of the Hammer,...1.Bonheur 
Deep in the Mine. ... ...Jude 
:Down in the Depths of the Sea.......Mohr 
Fiddle and I.... Qoodeve 
For a Dream’s Sake....... Oowen 
Forge (The)..........    Watson 
; Gate (The) of Heaven........Tours 
Golden Harvest.  Motor 
I Told Yon So..... Mora 
Kingdom (The) of Love. ........Rodney 
Loyal Death......... ...Balms 
Mighty (The) Deep.........   Jude 
ona,,,.......,.........:...Adams 
Our Last Waltz............Molloy 
Out os the Deep...  .LOkr 
Outpost (The).. Pinsuii 
Over the Harbor Bar.Marks 
Promise (The) of Years.  ..Rodney 
Soldier’s (The) Dream.JSodjnsji 
Song (A) from Heaven...Gowssi 
They All Love Jack. Adams 
Thy King....:. Rodney 
Toreador,' Hola!........Trolire 
When Daylight Fades ...Jfoi  
When the Lights are Low..........Lane 
Wonders (The) of the Deep...Jude 
Your Hand in Mine....  Roeekei 
Paper, Cloth Back, $1.00. Half Cloth, $1.25. 
POPULAR ENGLISH SONGS AND BALLADS 
FOR HIGH VOICE. 
VOL. 2. 
England has long been noted for her songs and ballads. This may be 
accounted for In the fact that the list of her composers embraces such 
• foreign names as Pinsuti, Tosti, Gounod, Tours, Denza)Matte , and Iro- 
1 t6re—muster song writers—who have found the highest appreciat on ol 
their talents in the English people and have settled in their capital city, 
London. Their association with such writers as Cowen, Adau s,WatBO> , 
Jude,Thomas,Rodney,Temple,and Molloy—composers of English birth 
—has been the means of blending the merits and beauties of all the 
European nations and producing the immensely popular songs of tbe:. 
present time. The two volumes for high voice—intended for Sopranos 
and Tenors—contain the choicest works of these fine composers, and it 
is difficult to conceive of better collections either for attractiveness of 
' character or variety of subjects. 
! Popular English Songs and Ballads for High Yoice, Vol. 2, contains 
1 62 pages, printed from;new plates, engraved expressly for this woi k, on 
fine-toned paper. The cover contains a correct and finely executed poi - 
trait ot Giro Pinsuti. Yol. 2 is a fit companion to Yol 1—and those 
who possess the latter will want the former. Bound in two styles—paper 
and half cloth. 
co2^“x,S!2sTars. 
Absent Yet Present..... White 
Across the Stream. .......Roeekei 
All in a Garden Fair.  Watson 
Angel’s Te rs.....:.Ponlet 
Answers ....’ Blumenthal 
Ask Nothing More...Martiale 
Autumn (An) Story....-Ip-. ••• Kellie 
Babylon .   Watson 
Cali Me Back.   ..Denza 
Dream Stars......Molloy 
Entreat Me Not to Leave Thee. Gounod 
Eternal Rest..  Piccolomini 
Ever Dear.   Trolire 
Golden Moon.. Ivan 
QoodlTbe) Shepherd..i...Barri 
Home, Dearie Home.;......... s7^.....TrMolloy 
In Sweet September.   Temple 
Hiss (A) and Good-Bye....;....,........'.Mattel 
Love’s Proving... LDhr 
Margarita...LOhr 
No Lips Can Tell. Trolire 
One Morning, Oh I So Early...Thomas 
Pardoned.Piccolomini 
Farted or Near.   i/oir 
Sailor (The) Boy’s Farewell...BlumetUhul 
Saved by a Child......;...Piccolomini 
Summer (A) Night....:.Thomas 
Sweet Visions...   Gear 
Tell Her I Love Her So.DeFaye 
Watching the Embers,. Pimuti 
Were I the River........:.....Mattel 
Yesterday, To-day, and Forever.,.••••.Verne 
Contents of English Songs and Ballads, for Low 
Voice, Yol. II, and for Hlglr Voice, Yol. I, sent on 
application.: 
A Splendid Collection of Piano Duets. 
In the preparation of a hook of this character It Is desirable to have 
not only works of a standard grade and attractive style, but, also, com¬ 
positions in which1 the difficulties are equaHy shafed by the (performers 
and the interest maintained by both. This, we think, bass been accom¬ 
plished. A glance at the list of composers will satisfy the musician as 
to its musical merite. The contents have been chosen with a view of 
having the greatest variety possible In such a- volume, and an effort 
made to harmoniously contrast the selections, thus making the collec¬ 
tion applicable to all tastes. It has been our aim to avoid compositions 
of extremely difficult nature, yet to sustain a standard worthy the at¬ 
tention of players of average ability. 
Ag each plate contained jn Classic Gems for Four Hands has been 
specially engraved for the book, there is a uniformity about its appear¬ 
ance that is not to be found in-any other work of the same character. 
It is printed on a fine quality of toned music paper and bound in two 
styles. We ask a critical examination—a comparison with similar pub¬ 
lications. We are satisfied that such examination and comparison will 
make hosts of friends for our book. We print the 
002TTE1TTS. 
Air de Danse........fdbae 
Andante and Rondo—tfrom Second Sonata  Bohm 
Anitra’s Dance (“Peer Gynt”). Op. 46, No. 3.—......Grieg 
Blissful Dream—Intermezzo. Op. 95...Meyer-Helmund 
Bride’s Song—Wedding Music. Op. 45...Jensen 
Canzonetta. Op. 35;„.......Godard 
Dance of the Bayaderes (“Feramore").Rubinstem 
Gavotte from “ Mignon ”.Thomas 
Gipsey Dance. Op. 320, No. 2.. Kirchner 
Hungary. Op. 23, No. 6 Moszhoioskt 
Marcia Fantastica. Op. 31...Rarjisf 
Menuett, from “ MozarfftSymphony in Eb ”.Schtdlurff 
Pas Bedoubld. Op. 86...Saint-SaSns 
Polonaise. Op. 11, No. 1 Mosskowski 
Prelude. Op. 19, No. ...Hofmann 
Serenade. Op. 5.....Mostkowski 
Tannhauser March (Wagner). Op. 94...!....Bpindler 
Toreador et Andalouse (Bal Costumfi). Op. 103, No. 7.....Rubinstein 
Yalse Impro ptu.D’ Chirvill* 
Paper, Cloth Baok, $1.00. Half Cloth, $1.25. 
POPULAR GEMS FOR 
FOUR HANDS. 
*' • s 
Four-Hand Music by Popular Writers. 
In the preparation of this book, the great object in view was to pre¬ 
sent a work that would be of the moat pleasing, varied, and interesting 
character; one whose contents would prove entertaining to the listener, 
and which, in'the performance of the music, the players would feel that 
their efforls had been worthily expended. All ta-tes can be pleased— 
whether sombre or gay. The numbers are ail of the best in their class, 
as is evidenced by the list of composer-, including Flotow, Gounnd, 
Scharwenka, Sydney Smith, ScotBon Clark, Spiudler, Delibes, Bohm, and 
Bachmann. The works, while brilliantly arranged, are not too difficult 
—a very desirable feature in books of this kind; and yet they are n’>t 
trifling in character, possessing difficulties enough to in erest without 
overtaxing the performers. ' 
Popular Gems is printed from new plates, engraved expressly for this 
book; hence it presents a uniformity of style not to be found in works 
of a similar character. The paper, printing, and binding are all that 
could be desired—i 1 fact, a most casual examination will show the 
many points of mechanical excellence. Popular Gems is offered with 
the greatest confidence that it will meet with hearty appreciation and 
excellent sale. We print the 
J COSTTBNT3. 
At the Spinning Wheel, Op. 318, No. 3..LOw 
. Ballade, Op. 318, No. 6....... LOw 
Danse Hongroise...•’ Loeschhorn 
Danse Napoliiaine, Op. 33...Smith 
Dodelinette—Lullaby Gounod 
Faiiy Dance (Danse des Elfs), Op. 107...Eilenberg 
Harlequin et Colombine—Marche Mignonne.Herbert 
Hungarian Dance, No. 3.....Brahms 
■ ImRe/en, Op. 108, No 18 .2.!.Huber 
' Italian Serenade, Op. 21, No 2... ..:.Doebber 
| King’s Hussars—Marche Brilliante... Leonard 
• La GraceYalse, Op. 207. Bohm 
’ Les Sylphes—Caprice Waltz ..Bachmann 
| Marche aux Flambeaux, Op. 154.\...- —*.Clark 
i Naila Yalse... Delibes 
' Polish Dance, Op. 3, No. 1.......Scharwenka 
[ Puck Polka, Op. 295, No. 2..'.  ...Behr 
1 Sleigh-ride, Op 37, No. 11.....  Tschdikowsky 
Slumber Song, Op. 250a, No. 2...Bohm 
• Song to the Evening,- Star Op. 94......... —..Spindler 
i StTadella—Overture--... Flotow 
s Swedish Wedding March .........•■■■.SOdermann 
Yalse .    .Moniusko 
Wanderer, Op. 108, No. 20........ -...Huber 
1 Paper, Cloth Baok, $1.00. Half Cloth; $!.$£. 
Published and for Sale by THEO. PRESSED, 1708 CHESTNU ‘ ST., PHIL DEL 'HIA, PA. 
YU B T XT DIE 
lusician. 
By LOUIS LOMBARD. 
Price 50 Cents, bound in Cloth. 
A neat and valuable book of special value to musical students, but 
anybody can peruse it with entertainment and profit. Though a 
u rst-elasa artiBt, Louis Lombard is that rarity among artists, a prac¬ 
tical man, and bis advice and every-day philosophy are full of sug¬ 
gestion and merit. He has been an extensive traveler, and some 
chapters communicate the results of his observations abroad. Mr. 
Lombard Is thoroughly imbued with American ideas, which he 
happily applies in his efforts to cultivate his art among the growing 
generation. His little volume iB a gem.—Hoohesler (N. Y.) Herald. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1708 CHESTNUT STREET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
CLUBBING RATES WITH*“THE ETUDE.” 
We will send any of the following periodicals and 
The Etude for the price named in the second column 
Pub. With 
Price. Etude. 
Century Magazine.$4.00 $6.00 
St. Nicholas............ 3 00 4 00 
Vick’s Illustrated Monthly.... 1.26 2.30 
Independent (N. Y.).... 3.00 4 00 
Peterson’s Magazine...... 2.00 3.00 
Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly. 3.00 4.00 
“ Pleasant Hours. 1.76 3.00 
Harper’s Magazine.,. 4.00 4.60 
“ Weekly .. 4.00 4.76 
“ Bazaar.  4.00 4.76 
“ Young People...... 2.00 3.00 
Youth’s Companion (new subscribers only) 1.76 2.76 
Domestic M6nthly.  1.60 2.60 
Lippincott’s Magazine.....  3.00 3.60 
Music.    3.00 3.60 
Atlantic Monthly (new subscribers only)... 4.00 4.76 
New York Observer (new subscribers only) 3.26 3.75 
Home Journal (New York). 2.00 3 00 
Scientific American.  3.00 4.00 
Scribner’s Magazine.. 3.00 4.00 
Demorest!s agazine. 2.00 3.00 
Voice Magazine (Werner’s).  2.00 3.00 
Wide Awake...  2.40 3.60 
Leisure Hours.  1.00 2.25 
Cosmopolitan....... 1 50 2.75 
ESTABLISHED ISIS. 
Our Factory is the Home of the Seven-Octave Organ. 
It originated with us, and we brought it to perfection. 
Don’t confuse it with the cheap imitations 
that flood the market. Send for 
Price and Catalogue. 
LAWRENCE ORGAN MFG. CO., 
320 South Tenth St., - Easton, Pa. 
. KM ABE & CO* 
OBABfD, SQTABE, AND UPBIOB'T 
With Particular Reference to the Development 
of' the Third, Fourth, ani Fifth 
Fingers of Each Hand* 
IN TWO BOOKS, EACH $1.00. 
4 COMPOSED POE PIANOFORTE BT 
(Op. 65.) 
The following testimonials from well-known and 
distinguished teachers and musicians concerning 
Mr. Wilson G. Smith’s Special Scale Exercises are 
only a few of the many received. The fact that 
they receive such endorsements is sufficient guaranty 
of their practical utility and value to teachers and 
students. 
Fir«Mn XAfUE SOUEWEnA, the DtetlagniBlisd 
Pianist, Composer, and Tcactoeir. 
Xaver Scharwenha says the following concerning the “Scale 
Studies" by Wilson G. Smith:— 
The special exercises in scale playing contain, besides the neces¬ 
sary technical material, much to arouse the ambition of the student, 
and I trust they may receive the extended recognition their merits 
deserve. Xaveb Sohabwbnka, . 
Director Scharwenha Conservatory of Mtmc, If. Y. 
Pirtiii WS. BEASftBT, 61a© well-lkiaowBi 'E’eaeXseF and 
Amtfcorfty oia Teeifesaie. 
* New York. April Ifith, 
I have examined Mr. Wilson G. Smith’s “Special Seale Exercises’’ 
with interest, and can commend them as being especially adapted to 
give independence to the handB, and to aid in quickly securing the 
scale habit of fingering. They are out of the old and ordinary 
forms, being muck more interesting, and therefore have a tendency 
to lessen the monotony of the usual and necessary scale practice. 
William Mason. 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE 
Which establishes them as unequaled in tone, touch, 
workmanship, and durability. 
Ivory Fisas Fully Warranted for 5 Tears. 
WM. KNABE & CO., 
22 and 84 E. Baltimore Street, BAJLTIM0B.B. 
148 BfUi Aire., near 20tk St* MEW FORK. 
817 Pennsylvania Awe* WASHIHGTOIT, D. G. 
From WM. IX. SBXIEIS W®><0sI0>, ttse Eminent Pianist 
and Teaeiaer. 
Mr. Smith’s recent piano compositions are exceedingly attractive. 
His exercises in scale playing are also interesting and valuable. 
Wm, H. Sherwood. 
From J. XX. HASH, Director Detroit Conservatory 
of Btnsie. 
The exercises in scale playing by Wilson G. Smith have been 
practically tested in the piano classes at the Conservatory. It is the 
general opinion that they are of unusual merit and value. r In 
several instances the expressions of approval go to the extent oi 
classing the studies as not only useful but indispensable in certain 
eases and grades. I beg to say from personal knowledge and with 
□o disposition toward extravagant commendation that the studies 
fill a space peculiarly their own, and in my judgment it is only a 
question of time when they will come to be generally regarded as 
veritable “ little classics.” J. H. Hahn. 
From CXXXCA4JO MUSXCAX. S&BVXJEW, 
“These are in the form of short thematic fitudes, each figure 
being separated for special practice In sequence order. Considerable1 
ingenuity is Bhown in the "variety of arrangements, the thirty-nine 
exercises being variations of the ascending or descending major 
scale. Explanatory footnotes accompany each exercise.” 
From 1EMX1L UEBUNO, Concert Plamist and Com 
poser. 
Smith’s “ Special Seale Exercises” have interested me very much; 
they will materially assist in developing a correct rendition of the 
scales. The novelty of the exercises will invest an otherwise much 
dreaded study with new interest. I will be pleased to use them. 
' —.—»J3mil LiBBtnre. 
This work is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
It contains ail the ideas of recent pianoforte play¬ 
ing. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of & similar work for the Eeed Organ! 
which is now generally used for instruction on that 
instrument. It will be well for every teacher to 
examine this aew work, which will be ready in a 
short time. 
Fs*ttfin JAB IS8 M. ItOGJERS, Pianist and Composer. 
The new scale exercises of Mr. Wilson G. Smith are without 
question a most valuable addition to the list of available piano studies 
They are cleverly and ingeniously constructed, and are certain to 
stimulate pupils to renewed interest in technical work, especially, of 
course, with reference to a smooth, even, and fluent scale. 
James EL Rogers. 
Cx.evepand, August 21,1893. 
From ARTHUR 5*#®TE, Com poser and Pianist. 
Many thanks for the “ Scale Studies.’’ I shall nse them in my 
teaching, for they are really of great help in just the way you 
intended them. They are ingenious and thoughtfully worked out, 
and I congratulate you upon accomplishing a really "difficult thing. 
Arthur Foote. 
Boston, August 20,1898. 
efhod far 
BY 
OHAS. W. LANDON. 
PRICE $1.50. 
MELODIOUS AND IASI STUDIES 
> JAB KBBB OKGj 
B'T 0BA8. W. LANDON. 
■ §•• ities si.oo. 
Perhaps the most popular set of Easy Studies ever issued. 
HABIT IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING, 
BY CARL HOFFMAN. 
PRICB SS CEStfTe,. 
Presents an analytical study of control of move¬ 
ment and habit forming, as well as a succinct out¬ 
line of mechanical and expressional technic as re¬ 
spects the logical use, singly and combined, of 
fingers, hand, upper and lower arm, shoulder, and 
foot, in playing the piano. 
Address PmMisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, - Philadelphia. 
ct 
.A. FOBLE ART,” 
BY MHJflf MQiBIS SMITH. 
pmce ftx.©o. 
A book which will possess a peculiar interest for all lovers of 
music, being a collection of the lectures on the evolution and con¬ 
struction of the piano. 
These lectures are a careful study of the science of piano-making, 
—a practical study, made not alone in libraries, but in piano-factories 
ana work-shops. They present a most picturesque and graphic de¬ 
scription of the triumph of the piano-makers’ art. The information 
they contain is procurable in no other form, for many of the “ se¬ 
crets of the trade" have been for the first time surrendered for the 
U8e of this author. The lectures excited unusual interest upon their 
delivery, and Miss Smith was obliged to repeat them before a num¬ 
ber of other audiences. ■i" 
; “A Noble Art” makes a volume of 160 pages, illustrated with 
more than sixty engravings. It is issued in dainty form, printed on 
fine paper, the leaves uncut and with broad margins, the cover of 
Japanese paper printed in dull red. 
For sale by 
1708 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
=80= 
SELECTED STUDIES. 
BY STEPHEN HELLER 
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and 47. 
PRICE 91.50. 
Revised by Albert Rosa Parsons, Calvin B. Cady, 
Arttar Foote, Edward Baxter Ferry, John g® Wm 
Clove, Wilson Go Smith, and Charles ' . Lamdono 
These 6tudes are carefully fingered and phrased, 
metronome marks given, use of pedal made clear and 
concise, and each one is described, named, and anno¬ 
tated, the remarks containing valuable hints and sugges¬ 
tions as to touch, style, and methods of stndy. This iB 
the finest edition of these valuable 6tudes ever published. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, ' 
1703 Chestnut Street, - • Philadelphia, Pa, 
THEODORE DRESSER. CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, R^A. 
GRADE I-X. 
ORDER BY 
NUMBER ONLY “ , . • 
1857. Volkmann. Op. 27, No. 5. Folk 
Song. Grade . 
, This Is a selection from MacDougal’s “Studies in 
Melody Playing,” Vol. II. It demands a slow delivery 
and a very sustained, firm tone. Impassioned deli 
oration is its characteristic. 
1858. Tsbhaikowsky. Op. 39, No. 17. 
German Song'. Grade JI.... 
A very graceful piece in % time. It should not be 
played too fast, like a waltz. A good exercise in light 
wrist playing. ’’ 
1869. Gurlitt, Q. Op. 140, No. 7. Fes¬ 
tive Dance. Grade II. 
A Spirited waltz, giving opportunity for phrasing, 
expression, and light left-hand playing-. 
1860 Schytte, L.-Op. 09, No 12. Good 
Night. Grade II.... ....... 
A very effective short piece. The work for both 
a. hands is good, and the whole is interesting and 
attractive. - 
1861. MaeDougal, H. O. Christmas Pas¬ 
torale. Grade II....... 
Both hands have important work in this piece. It 
is well calculated to develop young students in taste 
and intelligence. It must be studied to be properly 
rendered. ‘ —  .—. 
1862. Von Wilm, N. Op. 81, No. 13. 
Cradle Song. Grade II .  
This is a melody and accompaniment for the same 
hand. The bass has also an effective figure. The 
phrasing is Indicated. It is a good study in melody 
playing. 
1368. Kavanagh, I. Andante. Grade II. 
This piece approaches Grade III in difficulty, and is 
worthy of hearty commendation. Melody and accom¬ 
paniment are both in one hand, while the interest 
of the other (the left) is fully equaj. Thirds and 
chords Increase the difficulty of the piece. 
/1364. Hummel, J. . Bomance. Grade II. 
A good study in cantabile piayimr. A broad sing¬ 
ing tone is required, and figures of sixteenth notes 
require fluency. Worth trying. 
1865. Kullak, T: Op. 62, No. 12. Even¬ 
ing Bell. Grade II... 
This also approaches Grade III in some respects. 
The bell effect is made by a reiterated 3-flat in the 
treb.e. The melody begins in the left hand and is re¬ 
sponded to by the right. A crossing of the hands 
takes place in the latter part of the piece. 
1366. TsehaikowskL Op. 39, No. 18. 
Italian Song. Grade II.... 
A bit of musical fun at the expense of an early 
Italian style. Of interest to a young student. 
1867. Wilm, N. v. Op. 81, No. 2. Hilarity. 
Grade IL..... 
Valuable for staccato practice. Figures in both 
hands respond to each other. Bright and lively in 
style, united with pedagogic value, it wiii be a 
favorite. 
1868. Liehner. H. Op. 24. Scherzo. 
Grade II......... .. 
A good piece by a popular writer. Scab passages 
and staccato chords alternate with each other. The 
scale passages, later, are passed from hand to hand. 
An accompaniment of eighth notes in the left hand 
affords excellent finger practice. 
1369. Bohm, O. Op. 109. Little Love 
Song. Grade II... 
Bather more difficult than some of the foregoing. 
It is a beautiful melody and accompaniment, giving 
an excellent chance for tasteful and expressive play¬ 
ing. Its octaves increase its difficulty. 
1370. Sohytte, L. Op. 69, No. 14. Fairy 
Tale. Grade II......I... 
Somewhat on the tarantella style, giving practice in 
broken chords and in the light arm movement. 
The pieces from Now 1366 to 1870 are from H. C. 
MacDougal’s “ Studies in Melody Playing,” Vol II. 
The fingering, phrasing, and pedaling are carefully 
and critically marked. They are chosen for their 
educational value and form a valuable addition to the 
liBt of interesting teaching pieces lu Grade II. The 
convenience of securing them in single form will be 
appreciated. 
1871. Lamothe, Georges. Op. 202. Estu- 
diantina (Cap. Espagnol). Grade 
IV.'...... 
A characteristic piece of Spanish type. The rhythm 
of the dance is in it, and it is valuable for acquiring a 
light arm touch. It isinteresting as well. 
1372. Vilbao, Itenaud de. Valse des Mer- 
veilleuses. Grade V......... 
This piece requires musical ihtelligence for its 
proper rendering. It belqngs to a higher order of 
composition,! ebcF will not give out its value unless 
there is study. It serves an excellent purpose, both 
technically and musically. 
It is a piece which affords full opportunity for the 
teaching of modern technics of touch. 
1378. Ten Brink, Jules. Op. 12. In the 
Forest. Grade IV... 
The melody is carried by-the left hand to an accom- 
. panlment of broken chords in the right. Near the 
close the same theme is delivered by the thumbs of 
both hands^'.while the/remaining Angers, ara busied 
by the accompaniment. It is also a good teaching 
piece, but will require work of an intelligent sort. 
1874. Ohaxojnade, O. Op. 24. The Dragon 
Files Grade V. . , ...... . .. 
Arm, hand, and finger ontrol are necessary 1 i : 
iv 'it m .»*o Ch ling* f cts 'j 1 * m in 
it I Fhe left band p * is t act mpaniment 
to a telod r, 1 aff< mjli» - < pp unltU » Tot phras¬ 
ing, a figure of sixteenth lote through e I » the « 
sounds! repetition of a Ingle i D >eiow.the treble 
staff Thetoaoher wUlbedellghtedwlthUilsnainber. 
GBBEE BY 
NUMBER ONLY. 
IX. 
Delahaye, L. 
Grade V........ 
_Op. 18. Valse. 
This waltz Is not hackneyed either in melody or 
style. There is originality about it and fine work for 
intermediate students. Like all this set, it requires 
taste and intelligence for its proper understanding. 
light arm careful 
1376. Colomer, B. M. Serenade Galante. 
Grade V... 40 
Another interesting piece for both teacher and pu¬ 
pil. The style is elevated, and the effects good 
throughout. 
There is a touch of mixed rhythm, and the left-hand 
work is valuable, because of the exercise it gives in 
wide accompaniment playing. It cannot be com¬ 
mended too highly. f. h 
1377. Vilbao, Renaud de. Pompadour 
(Gavotte). Grade III..,.... 40 
“A quaint gavotte, furnishing a first-class study in 
Btaceato work.; To phrase it properly and render it 
with a crisp staccato touch and 
practice will be necessary. 
1378. Thome, Francis. Minuet. Grade III.. 40 
It is a pleasure to commend such pieces as this. It, 
when properly taught, will do much to awaken musi- 
- cal taste, and a higher understanding of 'musical 
form. 
The content is excellent, and will be of decided in¬ 
terest to teacher and pupil. 
1379. Delahaye, L. L. Op. 16. La Ronde 
du Serail. Grade HI. 40 
The melody is principally in thirds (semi-staccato), 
with occasional chords, while the climax is given in 
full chords. Thelefthand has aneffectlve accompani¬ 
ment, the occasional iteration of E flat, first line of 
treble, giving a good effect, which is heightened later 
on by bringing this iteration into more prominence. 
Useful and pleasing. 
1380. Godard, Benjamin* Op. 14. Les 
Hirondelles. Grade IV......... 30 
A rather odd theme in minor, with occasional 
lapses into the major. A good exercise in rapid ar- 0 
peggios and in two-finger work, a useful teaching 
piece. 
1881. Ohaminade, O. Op. 35. Filieuse. 
(Etude de Concert, No. 3.) Grade 
VI ....... 90 
A good concert dtude, requiring well-controlled 
arm and wrist and flexible, fingers. Both bands are 
given opportunities for work. While a good techni¬ 
cal study, it is also tuneful and capable of a musical 
rendering. This, with the numbers from 1370, was 
revised and fingered by Mr. Bichard Zeckwer, a fact 
which enhances their value. They comprise a set 
of teaching pieces prepared for the press by an emi¬ 
nent musical authority and teacher, and commend 
themselves to all teachers. 
11382. Fillmore, T. H. Barcarolle. Grade 
IV............... ...  40 
A thoroughly good piece. The running accom¬ 
paniment of the left hand is good; theTnelody sim¬ 
ple, but. effective. A contrast is afforded by the 
Bhort middle part in six sharpB, the original key being 
A major. 
1383. Reed, Ohas. H, Gavotte a la Fan¬ 
tasia. Grade IV.... 60 
A good study in wrist and arm playing. It con¬ 
tains a short but interesting trio. 
1884. Rathbun, F. G. Ellin Dance. Grade 
III........... ..... ... 60 
A very delightful and interesting piece. Popular, 
hut not trashy. It contains excellent practice in 
touch and phrasing, and can be given a distinctly 
educational value. 
1385. Moter, Carl. Op. 1, No. L Menu- 
etto. Grade III-... 85 
■ Attractive and awful. Of good form and melody, 
and introduces bits of octave work for left hand. 
1386. Motor, Carl. Op. 1, No. 2. Caprio- 
cietto. Grade III.....,1.. 40 
A good study in scale playing. The piece of imita¬ 
tion with which the piece begins is interesting, and 
throughout the entire piece excellent opportunities 
are given for improving practice. 
1387. May, Walter H. Entre Nous. 
Grade III......... 60 
A bright, effective polka caprice. It will be -found 
useful and pleasing, while it does not sink to the level 
of trash. 
1388. Fresser, Theo. Octave Studies ...... 75 
/ Octave studies which are neither tod hard nor too 
mechanical are in demand, and this is a set of such 
studies as will meet the requirements of the case. 
They are decidedly interesting, and are carefully 
graded. Each study is prefaced by a preparatory ex¬ 
ercise, to be repeated a number of times, and which 
will prepare the hand for the work to follow. . A list 
' of pieces and studies, also graded, is given which 
contains works of this class. These octave studies 
can be used as a complement to Mason’s Touch and . 
Technic, Vol. IV. r 
1889. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 65, Book I. 
Special Exeroises in Scale Play¬ 
ing, with particular reference to 
the development of the 3d, 4th, 
and 5th fingers of each hand....... 1 00 
These exercises comprise a set of short studies— 
mechanical in their nature—for the more rapid devel- - 
opment > w - sak fingers »f th hai 
Tbej arc fi-’ -1 poi 9 x| riencc f th the 
a teacher of established reputation, and it may be 
reli* < upor tt they I-IBS'; their nw 
; . They vlU repay ow. 
OBDEB BY 
N0MBEKONLY. 
1390. Geibel, Adam. Morning Time March. 
Grads II...... 
. A melodious piece in an easy grade, which will be 
hailed with pleasure by both teacher and’pupil. It 
furnishes a good study in wrist touch as well as in j finger action. 
1391. Geibel, Adam. The Jolly Pionicers. 
Grade II........ 
A tarantella after the order of Heller. Graceful 
and pretty. 
1392. Geibel, Adam. In the Shadow. 
Grade IT........ 
This can be used early in Grade II, and will serve 
an excellent purpose in acquiring a light aim and 
wrist. 
1393. Geibel, Adam. Eventide Reverie. 
Grade II..... 
Another of the same set. I It is written with the 
well-known fluency of this writer. Useful for 
teaching. 
1394. Geibel, Adam. Fairies’ Serenade. 
Grade H...:. 
This is the last of a set of five pieces by a well- 
known writer. They form a very welcome addition to 
the list of easy teaching pieces. This last number is 
very graceful, and when played with a light arm 
and delicate touch produces a very pretty effect. 
1395. May, Walter H. IJne Petite Rhap¬ 
sodic. Grade IV. 
The theme is good and quite well developed. The 
bass affords good practice in theme playing and 
broken chord work. It can be recommended as a 
good piece of teaching music. 
1396. Bohm, Carl. Op. 309. The Hunter’s 
Gall. Grade IV....... .. 
' A characteristic piece by a popular writer. The 
horns first call the hunters together, when the chorus 
begins. A good study in staccato chords. 
1397. Lebierre, O. Op. 33. Fidelia. Grade 
IV........... 
A dance of Spanish character, graceful and airy in 
style, but with a very decided rhythm and sharply 
marked accents The bass with its rhythm of eighth 
and sixteenth notes is good practice. 
1398. Elleneureich, A. Spinning Song, 
Grade II.... .. 
An excellent, easy piece, bright and taking. The 
baas carries an accompaniment of broken fifths and 
octaves, while the right' plays the melody, which, 
later, is transferred to the left hand. 
1399. Chees wright, F. Song—One of Us 
Two.................. .. 
A singable melody with a rather quaint accompani¬ 
ment. It is not hard, and being of moderate compass, 
it will, suit a middle voice. 
1400. Goerdeler, R. I Think of Thee. 
Grade III......... 
A popular piece, well on—in parts—in Grade HI. 
Syncopation, sixths, and arpeggios form the features 
of the piece. It is melodious. 
1401. Godard, Benj. Op. 60, No. 6. Mar- 
-cel (The Huguenot). Grade .V. 
Introduced into this composition is Luther’s chor¬ 
ale, “ Ein Feste Burg ” Tne niece abounds in octave 
and chord work and affords agbod study in full-arm 
touch., 
1402. Carpenter; T. Leslie, A Twilight 
Meditation. ’ Grade III........... 
This piece will present'no especial difficulty to a 
student"well on in Grade IH, and will be found to be 
very interesting. 
The melody Is good, and the entire piece Is well 
* worked out. 
The crossing of hands is effective, and the piece is 
musicianly. ^ 
1408, Presser, Theo. School of Four-hand 
Playing. Grade III... 
This volume of the “School of Four-hand Playing” 
includes duets by Beinecke, Loeschborn. Baumfelder, 
Schubert, Lachner, and Chopin. Each number is 
valuable, and, as four-hand playing is a most import- 
, ant feature of piano study, their usefulness to teachers 
can hardly be overestimated. This volume presents 
a serial of four-hand pieces, graded, carefully edited, 
—-and finely printed, and it should be in the handa of 
every teacher of piano. , 
1404. Loeschhom, A". Op. 88, No. 3. 
Dance Hongroise. Four1 Hands. 
Grade III.v... .  
A melodious piece for two young players, giving 
good practice in staccato-playing. Instructive, but 
not difficult. V 
1405. Baumfelder, F. Op. 101, No. 5. 
Minstrels’ Bong. Four hands. 
Grade III..... 
Anotherplace for four hands. 
The priino has a taking melody which may he 
phrased effectively, while the secondo has passages of 
thirds which will require a little practice. • p 
1406. Sohubert, F. Op. 27, No. 1. Marche 
Heroique. Four hands. Gradelll 
A short march which will impress itself upoi^the 
young player. ^Simple, bufc strong in its character. . 
1407. Sohubert, F. Op. 78. Minuet Four 
hands. Grade III. 
The celebrated Minuet, from Op. 78, arrange!! for ■ 
four hands. It lends Itself ta the arrangement well, 
ond brings this piece wlthln the reach o: 'oonrpl*J- 
• -’m,’ ’.-iki tttt it ktaaonff 
ILA 1 I KU BLIUA l IUNS. 
THEODORE DRESSER, 1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA 
GRADE I-X. 
ORDER BY 
NUMBER ONLY. _ PRICE. 
1408. Laohner, Fr. ■ Op. 113. Marche 
Celebre. Four hands. Grade III.. 35 
This march wili find many admirers. There are ex¬ 
cellent points, both of teaching and salon character. 
It will commend itself to all who use it. 
1409. Chopin, F. Op. 35. Funeral March. • 
Four hands. Grade III.................. 35 
The famous Chopin “Funeral March” is here 
brought within the reach of young pianists in' a way 
to make it effective. 
The solemn opening theme and exquisite melody 
which forms the trio will delight all who study them. 
The above six numbers are from Grade III, School 
of Four-hand Playing,’ and can thus, be obtained 
singly. A * * 
1410. Braungardt, Fr. Op. 7. In Light 
Mood. Grade IV.  36 
A good teaching piece ; the figure played by the 
right requires evenly-developed and flexible fingers. 
It will also demand a light, well-controlled arm. 
1411 Mihaly, I. Op. 4. A Storm oh Lake 
Platten. Grade V... 50 
Work in two-finger exercise, light wrist, tremolo, 
heavy chords, and rapid arpeggio playing. The trip¬ 
lets, long continued, of full chords at the close, will 
test the player’s endurance.' 
1412. McDonough, F. J. In Dreamland. 
Grade IV.............. 50 
This piece is to be heartily recommended. It will 
develop a light, delicate tonch, and can be used to 
teach phrasing. 
It will also please, because of its tunefulness and 
graceful rhythm. 
1413. Goerdeler, Richard. Summer Morn¬ 
ing, Grade III..   50 
A bright piece of mnsic, tuneful and graceful. It 
will interest and is very useful in teaching both 
melody and accompaniment playing. 
The second theme with its embellishment adds 
I variety to an interesting teaching or Balon piece. 
/ 1414. Webb,’ F. R. Op. 05. Venona 
(Gavotte). Grade IV.. 60 
One of the best of thiB writer’s pieces. A fine study 
in arm and wrist touch. It is musicianly, and the * 
chromatic passages of chords add a touch of piquancy 
to the effect. The teacher will be pleased with it. 
1415. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 54, No. 1. 
• Spinning Wheel. Grade V.. 60 
A waltz that may be used for conceit purposes. It 
will require considerable technic for its proper per¬ 
formance, and will show to advantage the work put 
upon it. At the same time it is musically interesting 
to the pupil. The left hand has an opportunity to 
acquire equality and smoothness. 
1416. Ernst, Theo. O. Emilynne. Valse 
Caprice.. GradeV.. 75 
This is another waltz worthy of concert use. It is 
very different from the preceding, although in the 
same key (E flat}. An enharmonic change to five* 
sharps ushers in an interesting theme in which a 
criBp staccato touch is brought into play. The piece 
should be on every teacher’s list. 
1417. Spindler, F., Op. 249, No. 20. 
Trumpeter’s Serenade. Grade II.. 20 
A good two-page piece for younger pupils. Bright, 
pretty, and instructive may be mentioned as its 
characteristics. 
1418. Swaim, L. A. Op. 3, No. 1. Playful 
Zephyr. Grade III. 30 
Combines finger, hand,and arm touches and will be 
of service both for teaching and parlor use. The 
themes "are bright and the piece is of good length, 
neither too long nor too short. 
1419. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 12, No. 3. Vil¬ 
lage Musicians. Grade II. 20 
Tb“Be village musicians indulge In rather better 
music than do some others we have heard of. This is 
a useful and pretty teaching piece for yonng pupils. 
1420. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 2. Santa 
Claus March. Grade II. 20 
A good march; will help to cultivate musical taste 
in young pupils. It is rather advanced for Grade II 
in certain respects, requiring considerable training in 
third and sixth playing. 
,1421. Heins, Oarl. Doll’s Cradle Song. 
—^^Gradedrl-TTjW^TTT^rrrr?;.t.rvggrr.-.-..-......-20 
A very pretty cradle song. The melody is bright 
and given alternately to right and left hands. A good 
piece to use in the early stages of teachingdiscrimina- 
; tive touch. 
1422. Nurnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 1. Merry 
Children’s Dance. Grade II.......... 20 
A sprightly waltz, within the technic of young 
pupils, which when played up to tempo will make the 
eyes sparkle. 
1423. Heins, Carl. Dance of the Bears. 
Grade II. .  20 
A jolly, dance in two-four time in G minor. A 
good study, and musical as well. 
1424. Heins, Carl. “Merriment. Grade II... 20 
A well-ns-metf piece, as Its character is jolly merri¬ 
ment. This set of pieces, edited by H. C. MsteDougal, 
are aaRpfated, and are to be commended for their 
value lathe easy grade to which they are assigned. 
1426. Northrupj Theo. H. Gigue Roman¬ 
tic. Grade llI............ ... ,20 
■ ■ Bather difficult in some of its skips. It is odd in 
rbytl * and a j od t idy i cox trplungthe inn 
X. 
ORDER BY 
NUMBER ONLY. PRICE. 
1426. Goerdeler, Rich. Sunset on the 
Alps. Grade III............  50 
’ Another of Goerdeler’s taking pieces. Melodious, 
fluent, and easy are its commendable featuresT"^ 
1427. Goerdeler, Rich. Columbian Galop. 
Grade III... 50 
A contribution to the reigning subject of patriotism 
atihis time. It will take. 
1428. Rathbun, F. G. Romance. Grade 
U...   25 
A tuneful piece of a rather tender character. An 
extended accompaniment in the left hand will need 
practice, and there are opportunities for phrasing and 
study of expression. 
1429. Smith, W. G. Op. 48, No. 3. 2d 
Valse Caprice. Grade III.; 60 
A good study in light arm-and-wrist touches, 
good swinging rhythm. Interesting and easy. 
Of a 
mg. 
We received the first book of these studies some 
time since. This bouk is the concluding volume. 
Particular stress is laid upon the development of the 
third, fourth, and fifth fingers, and the various 
exercises are so conceived as to bear directly upon the 
work in hand. They are by an eminent-teacher, and 
cannot fail to be of great value. 
1436. Goerdeler, 
Waltzes. 
R. Alpha Omega 
Grade III. 
An easy set of waltzes which will catch the popular 
taste. They are smooth, swingy, and tuneful. 
1437. Goerdeler, R. Fairy Queen Polka. 
Grade III.... 
Another piece by the same writer. It will also 
take. 
1438. Goerdeler, R. Columbian Galop 
(Four Hands). Grade Ill.. 
An arrangement of the Columbian galop for two 
players. It will fulfil its mission as a popular piece. 
1439. Rathbun, F. G. Evening Song (Re¬ 
verie). Grade IV.... 
A piece destined to be popular because of its melody 
and general style, while it contains no catches to 
trouble the amateur player. At the same time it can 
he used by the teacher with profit. 
1440. Landon, Chas. W. Melodious Easy 
Studies for Piano or Reed Organ. 
These studies begin at the beginning and increase 
gradually in difficulty. They are by a well-known 
musician and teacher of long experience This 
coupled to the fact that there is a lack of properly 
——graded andjselected music for the reed organ,-should 
create a demand for these, which can be relied upon 
as first class. They are taken from the best sources 
and will advance the pupil gradually, but surely and 
completely. 
1441. Wilm, N. Von. Op. 81, No. 4. Chil¬ 
dren’s Festival. Gradell... 
It is no easy matter to write music for children, 
and many great musicians have failed in such at¬ 
tempts. Here, however, is an interesting child’s 
' piece, which is neither too high nor too insipid. Such 
pieces should be treasured up. 
1442. White, Otis, R. The Conqueror’s 
Return. Grade III.. 
A taking march movement, animated and yet not 
difficult. 
1443. White, Otis R. Petite Barcarolle. 
Grade II..... 
A really good barcarolle movement, well worthy of 
use. 
1444. Hewitt, H. D. Barcarolle. Grade II. 
■ A good exercise for wrist in left hand In playing 
the repeated chords. A good study in rhythm ana ■phrasiag. 
ORDER BY 
NUMBER ONLY. 
1445. Hewitt, H. D. Melody in A flat. 
Grade IV......... .. 
The melody is taken in octaves, while the same 
hand plays an accompaniment of double uoie ■, which 
'•makes a rather difficult piece of work. It is also 
. valuable for its practice In syncopated rhythm, 
1446. Hewitt, H. D. The Miller’s Song. 
Grade IV.......... 
A good mill-wheel piece. Besides being valuable 
from a teaching point of view, it is melodious and 
interesting. 
1447. Goddard, Berg. Op. 50. 2d Valse. 
Grade IV...a...,. 
A good waltz for concert use. It is by a good 
author and contains many good points for the 
student. Will require some technic for a smooth 
orformance. It is revised and fingered by Dr. Wm. 
15 
1430. Grossheim, Jul. Op. 23, No. 9. 
Morning Prayer. Gradell. 25 
A delightful little melody with a bit of chord play¬ 
ing introduced as the second theme. Heeds alight 
accompaniment in left hand. 
1431. Schauseil, W. Op. 9, No. 2. Cradle 
Song. Gradell.... 15 
Another excellent piece from the same set. 
1432. Spindler, F. Op, 308, No. 33. In 
Venice. Grade II.. 
Thirds to be played by the right hand while the left 
plays a smooth accompaniment. Useful and pretty. 
1433. Krug, D. Op. 343, No. 5. The Merry 
Wanderer. Grade II. 
A somewhat longer piece in the same set. Gives 
= practice in melody playing, scales, thirds, and sixths, 
so that it may be called quite universal in its 
nature. It is calculated to be of interesl'to the pupil 
as well as instructive. 
1434. Smith, W. G. Op. 50. Vesper 
Chimes. Grade 111... 
This piece is a good study in the use of the damper 
pedai. The theme is given out in chords which are 
sustained while the same hand plays an embellish¬ 
ment of broken octaves, and throughout there are 
excellent opportunities to become practised in its 
proper use. The piece is one which will become 
popular among piano pupils. 
1435. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 55, B. 2. 
Special Exercises in Scale Play- 
30 
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1448. Waddington, Edmund. Op. 20, No. 
3. Gypsy Dance. Grade IV. 
A good Btudy in time, touch, and group reading. 
Besides being of good technical va ue, it is pleasing in 
harmony and melody. Will be popular with pupils. 
1449. Necke, Hermann. Op. 236, No. 4. 
Sing, Birdie, Sing. Grade IV. 
Beautiful in content, and a superior study in hand 
and finger staccato, and for legato in runs of short 
range. Pieces of this class exercise the imagination, 
and this one is charming. 
1450. Johnson, G. S. The Merry Maiden 
Polka. Grade V.... 
Bright and brilliant, withafiee ihyihmic swing. 
Abounds in runs, broken chords, octaves,and chords. 
The use of the pedal is carefully marked. 
1451 Kavanagh, Ignatius. Op. 12, No. 2. 
Minuetto. Grade IV. 
A, thoroughly good composition, full of the 
divine fire of genius. It is decidedly pleasing In 
content. “ Choice notes ” make it equally available 
for small hands. This piece will be standard with all 
teachers once using it. 
1452. NQrnberg, H. Op. 419, No. 3. 
Little Character Sketch. Grade I. 
Beautiful, and very especially valuable as a 
genuinely good addilion to the small number of 
desirable pieces found in the first grade. Every be¬ 
ginner should learn this nniquely charming piece. 
1453. Goerdeler, Richard. Champion 
March. Grade. IV. 
Has the “step and go” of a good march. As is 
always, the case in pieces by this composer, it is 
popular and decidedly pleasing. Makes a good 
study in octave playing in some of . its passages. 
Six-eight time, brilliant and charming. 
1454. Geibel, Adam. Mignon Minuet. 
Grade IV........ .. 
Abounds in harmonic, contrasts. Pleasing mel¬ 
ody. A good study in the hand touch. This com¬ 
poser always has something to say, and knows ho'w 
- to say it. The pupils will be advanced by the study 
of this characteristic piece, and.will enjoy its study. 
1455. Goerdeler, Richard. Etude Waltz. 
Grade V  
A delightful dance waltz by this popular writer. 
Will be a great favorite wins pupils and teachers. 
Clear-cut phrases, and full of pleasing content. 
1466. Streabbog, L.- Paul and Virginia, 
Waltz. Grade- -I........... . 
A very simple waltz adapted for piano and organ. 
The piece has been revised and edited by Chas. W. 
Landon. It is an excellent composition as a very first 
piece for beginners. 
1457. Handel, O. F. Sasabande. Grade III. 
One of B&ndel’sinosttuueful pieces; the harmonies 
are quite simple. The’execution possesses no diffi¬ 
culty wha'eTer. This piece will answer for an excel¬ 
lent introduction for more difficult contrapuntal 
study. 
1458. Goerdeler, Richard. Enterprise 
Polka. Grade III..................... 
This piece is a bright and attractive parlor com¬ 
position. It has been dedicated, by permission, to Mr. 
Jos. Pulitzer, publisher of the New York World. 
1459. Josie Macdonell, June Polka. 
Grade III.... . . 
An excellent Hanot composition, affording at the 
same time a little practice in scale and arpeggio play¬ 
ing. The rhythm is very clear and the composition is 
easy to comprehend by the average player. 
1460. Low, Jos. Slumber Song. . Grade II. 
This is an admirable teaching composition, finely 
edited by Hamilton C. Macdougall, and is really a 
gem of its kind. 
1461. Patrick, H. W. Sequoia Gavotte. 
* - Grade III................ 
This composition was selected to represent at the 
Fair in Chicago the musical talent of Ciuifornim«The 
composition, while it is not difficult, posgesses^gr’eat 
originality, for which the composer was duly honored. 
1462. Goerdeler, Rich. My Alpine Love. 
A waltz son/, on the popular order, with a pleasing 
melody—ending with the holdrio—similar-to that 
beard hi the Swiss mountains. ■' For asopmne doe. 
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r spri
EASY METHOD 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
A. ROMMEL. 
This Beginners’ Instruction Book iff a thor¬ 
oughly practical work. Every exercise has been 
tested for years in actual practice. It contains 
everything a progressive teacher might desire. 
There is nothing antiquated, nothing difficult, 
nothing dult- 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
TENOR AND INSTRUCTOR 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian 
Methods. 
Studio, 4 Buelid Ave., - CLXTSLAJfDj OHIO. 
Mr. Brooks is a papil of Sig Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy. 
JAMES M. TRACT, 
LEIP8IO AND WEIMAR, 1868-62 
PIANIST,TEACHER, AND WRITER. 
_____ —— 
960.00 for -oty one-hoarlessons. 930.00 for iwen ty half-hour fesswair 
ADDBE8S: 
37 Fort knnm, or Ghiofcering’s, 152 Tremont St., BOSTON. 
MR. PERLEE V. JERVIS, 
a 4T1E¥UV1F8. OF P1ANOFOKTE 
MABSH>S “TOUCH ABTB TEOHBTIC.** 
Studio 8, Carnegie Mueie Halt, V Tuesday 
JTete xorh, j ana Friday. 
With a Lar&e Faculty of Superior Instructors, and 
a splendid building for its exclusive use, the Oberlin 
Conservatory offers unusual advantages for the Study of 
Music. 699 students last year. Total expense for one 
year’s study (86 weeks) need not exceed §300. 
Terms begin Sept 19, Jan. and April 4. 
If you are intending to study I&sJs ir any of its 
branches, send for catalogue to 
. F. B. BIOS, Btrestar* 
OBBRLIM, OHIO. 
ldl Montague St., SroaMyn,}^xh^ii^^dsjltirday. Stomdards. 
AffH ABSOa, MICHIGAN. 
A Flrs$-€1» : Hnsleal Education Foa-mtehod. 
A Facility of Ebcperfienoed TKACMSSS. ■ 
ExeeptlosmE Advantages For Hearlug Missile. 
School Condsseted aeeordln& to University 
TEACHEE8 WANTED 
for every department of instruction by the. Southern Educational 
Bureau, Memphis, Tenn. Large number of vacancies reported from 
the best schools of the South ana Southwest. 
Address for Catalogue, 
DlftEOTcil. 
.Arthur f. Schmidt, 
m TR1H08T ST., BOSTOH, MSS., 
MUSIC PUBLISHER, 
ESTABLISHED 0888. 
Our Factory la the Home of the Seven-Ootave Organ. 
DO NOT WEAR YOUR MUSIO OUT BY 
CARRYING IT IN A MUSIO ROLL 
ffewf ILM, Erumwiok, Oannofty; Edition Ofianot 
(Ffc&foa Mmtie), and the Vienna ©*88era3tepy 
Edition of the 
PIANOFORTE CLASSICS. 
PIANOFORTE SOLOS. 
Beach, Mrs* H. H. A. Bal Masque. Waltz. (3 C), $0.80 
Op. 25. Children’s Carnival 
No. 1. Promenade. (2 B)  .25 
No. 2. Columbine. {2 ). 25 
. No. 3. Pantalon.* (2 B) .25 
No. 4. Pierrot and Pierrette. (2 A-B) .. .25 
No. 5. Secrets. (2 C) ..  .25 
No. 6. Harlequin. (2 B-C)... 25 
Bright Flowers. Collection of Classical Pieces 
«■ wii boat Octaves 
No. 13. Schubert. Marche Militaixe. (3 A)... .26 
No. 14. Ernst. Elegie. (2 C) .25 
Foote, Arthur. Op. 30. Zweite Suite. In C 
Moll. (8).   1.25 
Hofftoiatin, J. La Bose. Valse po6tiqne...60 
Sartorio, Anioldo. Op. 86. No. 1. Habanera. 
(3 A B) . ....60 
Op. 86. No. 2. Jota Aragonesa. (3 A-B).60 
Op. 91. Gondoliers. (3 B).. .. ,60 
Op. 95. In stiller S;unde. (Meditation.) Noc¬ 
turne. (3 A). 40 
Op. 97. Arabella Impromptu. (3 B) .40 
Op. 100. Mignon Mennet Favori. (3-A).40 
Smith, Sejmonr. The Gypsies’ Camp. (3 C) ... .60 
Le Beve (The Dream).60 
'Baliwin, Ralph L. 
(A to E?) ..... 
Submission. (fd)~.. .85 
Baggford, Win* K« Thy Will Be Done. Mez.- 
Sop. D. (D-E).26 
Elson, Louis C* Three English Lyrics.50 
Foote, Arthur* An Irish Folk-Song. 2 keys, each .40 
On the Way to Kew. C. (C E)..40 
Love from O’er the Se». In C. (E to G).35 
The Hawthorne Wins ihe Damask Bose. Eb. 
(D Gj. A Song lrom the Persian Duet for 
Sop. and AIto ... . .60 
Freeman,. Cordelia, Jesus, I My . Cross Have 
Taken. Arranged from Schubert.35 
Harston, O. W* Six Sacred Songs for. Contralto:—•- 
No. 1. Hark, Hark, My Soul. (B-D) .. .60 
No. 2. Far from my Heavenly Home. (C-D) .35 
No. 3. O Thon Who Driest the Mourner’s 
Tear! (C Eb)  .. 35 
No. 4. It. is the Hour of Prayer. (Bt» Dt>).35 
No. 5. I Cannot Always Trace the Way. (C# D) .25 
No. 6. O Shadow in a Sultry Land! (G-Bb).. .35 
Newtoa, Ernest. The Holy Shrine. In F. (Bb 
to D) in G (C-E), each.50 
Kaff, J. Ave Maria. Soprano with Violin Obligato, .65 
Sawyer, Frank E. Seven Songs 
No. 1. O tiadiance Light.... .40 
No. 2. Little .Bird-e.25 
No. 3. To a Lilac Blossom...26 
No. 4 Dorothy ..35 
No. 6. Thine Image .... .25 
No. 6. Across the River...50 
No. 7. Spanish Romance  .60 
Smith, 0 err it. Op. 13. Album of Five Songs... .75 
W hite, Maud Valerie* Music’s Sirain, in Ab (Eb- 
Eb) in Bb (F-b), each.60 
Woolf, B* £. Go! Lovely Rose .3  
.The Love Song of Har Dyah .40 
Wing Tee Wee. (A Chinese Idyl).....40 
Sweet, If Yon Like and Love Me Still.35 
-The Old, Old Ttrneij,s««if*OT;a.i.....;'..HSSS5s^=rT35 
Forever... 40 
ANTHEMS, PART SONCS, ETC. 
JUnssford, Wm: K. Oh! Taste and See How Gracious.08 
God be Merciful (Quartet) .......12 
Response t-> the Beatitudes.  08 
Hamit'oin. E. W; Oh! for the Pearly Gates. .08 
Jubilate Deo in F. 
Haralwn, ti. W. ’Round Jerusalem Stand the Mountains... .16 
Once Bloomed a Rose in Avon-town..!. .12 
Bioaesittial, JT. The Earth is the Lord’s (Psalm 21) ........... .20 
ANY OF THES£ PIECES SENT ON SELECTION, IF DESIRED. 
Cfraded Ifoveity {,1st and other Catalogues 
sent npora application. 
Mail Orders solicited and promptly filled 
. — to all parts of the Country* 
- SONCS* 
There is a Land Immortal. 
|vf J I , : ;! 2 . -.r-.'iv*.' 
I 
: * <r. ... • • * -‘^ , 
It originated with us, and we brought it to perfection. 
Don't confuse it with the eheap imitations 
that flood the market. Bend for 
Prioe and Catalogue. 
LAWRENCE ORGAN ISFG. 00., 
320 South Tenth St, Easton, Pa. 
Y© PRESERVE ’ 
YOUR COPIES OF THE ETUDE. 
TP ETUDE BipE^ 
It m simple bnt complete, cheap, but durable, 
and beautiful in appearance. Q 
It has a solid wooden back, which always keeps it 
in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents. 
The copies are instantly bnt securely bound by the 
thin slats which rnn the length of the periodical, and yet 
can be removed at pleasure. 
Each Binder holdB twelve copies, or a foil year’s sub 
Bcription, of the Etude. 
This SATCHEL is the very latest and 
most convenient manner of carrying 
music, and does hot necessitate the roll¬ 
ing of it. It is superseding all others on 
the market. % 
Made of Smooth-Grain Leather, un¬ 
lined, Assorted Colors! price $1.50. 
DISCOUNT TO THE PROFESSION. 
, THEG. PRESSES, PHIL,A., PA. 
GROVES’ DICTIONARY 
OF 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
Th© only Complete Encyclopaedia, of Music in 
the English Language. 
Bound in bcmdsona Brawn Cloth, Gilt Tops. Put up in haxm and 
soM only in eamfdete seta. This now edition includes the Index. 
e I m for S Volume®, (including Index,) $18.1®. 
Price ter index, - - - - . 
Addram THEODORE PRESSER, 
1708 CHESTOTT IT., PHILA. 
ADDRE88 PUBLI8HER. 
THEO. FRESSER, 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Portraits of faat losiGiaps. 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tub®, 10 sts. Extra. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
Packed to go by Express at purchase's ctegs. 
The following are now ready:— 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, MOZART, 
WAGNER, HANDEL, CHOPIN, LISZT, 
. ' SCHUBERT, AND HAYDN. 
OTEBBB TO FOLLOW. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame. Suitable v(or the most 
elegant Studio, Music Boom or Parlor. 
Address THEO. PRESSED, PHILADELPHIA. 
PIAIOFDETI COMPOSITIONS. 
PK'CE SI.00 EACH. 
A glance at the table of contents of these two Albums 
will show their superiority over most, collections of piano 
music. They are full sheet-music size, well printed on 
good paper, durably bound, and attractively gotten up. 
The music is such as yon hear at concerts and musimles. 
SoateBts—e@se®rt Album, VeL L - Stale. . 
Chopin, Op. 9, No. 2, Nocturne. 
Tschaikowsky, P., The Skylark. 
Moszkowski.M., Op. 15, No. iVBerenade. 
Hummel, J. N., Op. 52, Rondo In C. 
Mitchwon, Mary F., Petite Berceuse, 
Kavatiagh, I., Op. 2, Polonaise Antique. 
Von Wum. N., Op. 14", No. 2, Canzonetta, 
Houseley, Henry. Dance Antique, Bye-Gone Days, 
Bendel, Fr., Op. 92, Nocturne. 
Be Kontskl, A., Op. S70, Menuet,Louis XV. 
Chopin, F-, Op. 40, No. 1, Polonaise. 
> Schumann, B., Op. 23, Nocturne in F. 
Rubinstein, Anton, Op. 8, No. 1, Melody in F. 
Heller, 8t., Op. 45, No. 20, Village Fete. 
Schumann, R., Op. 124,8fn“inber Song. 
Delioux, Ch., Op. 14, Marche Hongrolse. 
Bach, J. 8., Iioure in G. 
Rubinstein,. A., Marche a la Turque. 
Beethoven, Op. 14, No. 2, Andante Celebre. 
Moszkowski, M., Op. 28, No. 2, Germany. 
Chopin, F., Op. 28, No. 15, Prelude. 
Mendelssohn, Op, 62. No. 6, Spring Song. 
Schubert. F., Op. 78, Menuetto in B Minor. 
Rubinstein, A., Op. 10, Kammennoi-Ostrow, 
Schumann, B., Op. 12, No 2, Soaring. 
Contests—Concert Albnm, VoL IL Pop«fe, 
Doppler, J.H., Op. s31 I Think of Thee, 
Moelling. Theo., Elfin Dance. 
Nowoczek, P., On the Hills. 
Muller, W. A., Op. U2, No. 2, Polonaise. 
Foe inter, Ad., Op. 63, Peace of Evening. 
Goerdeler, R., Angels’ Voices. 
Geibel, A., Bohemian Melody. 
Biehl, A., Op. Ill, Chiming Bells. 
Meyer, L., Alice, Valse de Salon. 
Dorn, E., Break of Morn. 
Macf&rrwn, W_ Golden Slumbers. 
Goerdeler,B..Italian Peasants’ Banco. 
Waddingtba, E.. Op. 19. No. 2, In the Grove. 
Hofer, w. L_Op. 12, TarariteHe Burlesque. 
Le Hache, W., The Sailor Boy’s Dream. 
Goidteck, R., Op. 12, L’Amasone Mazurka. f 
m Goldner, W., Op. 86, Air, Moldave Mazurka. 
Ganz, .W.. Op. 11, Word* of Lore. 
De Kontskl, A., Op. 869, Persian March. - 
Wieniawaki, LL, Kuyawiak, Polish Dance, ^ 
